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INTRODUCTION 

" •••••. The deeper I enter into the cultures and political 
circles, the surer I am that the great danger that threatens Africa is 
the absence of ideology." 

FRANTZ FANON 

SOCIALISM in the third world implies a dazzling profusion of 

' r 
terms, models and programs, with few common denorranators,~ even fewer 

links with the codified theories of Proudhon, Fourier, Karl Marx. It 

is claimed by some cornnentators (in both communist states as well dS 

the West) that fa developing country is socialist only because it 

declares itself as such., 

With meagre theoretical underpinning; in the third world context, 

socialism represents a search for a development model and a response to 

anti imperialism. Yet given that, this socialism is expected to 

provide an explanation of the past, a guide to the present and a 

blueprint for the future, it is not surprising that its definitions may 

be vague and its theories diffused. 

The socialism here hopes that the benefits of industrial age can 

be controlled to their best interests by the • representation of the 

masses. It promises the achievements and benefits of capitalism and 

industrialisation but without the exploitation that is attributed to 

the capj. talist class. As Adam B. Ulam remarked "capitalism without the 

capitalist class" is a great source of appeal. to the 
. 

post colonial 

wor.ld leaders. The ideas of Frigyes Nagy(l) outline this variety of 

socialism: 

"Very often can be heard declarations that during the building of 
socialism we have to throw away every idea of capitalist origin and 
every idea which does not derive from Africa. This is a grave mistake 
socialism does not reject capitalism in total. It takes useful ideas 
from it. The motive of the development-of all societies is to prese"'="ve 
the useful ideas of previous system and caste away only the unuseful 
ones". 

(i) 



In this sense tlH~ concept that the . indigenous societies •1.1'.<! 

socialist in their traditional form is the reason for the "natural 

COl"Cpatibility" betWe<Cln ·traditional SOCieties and SOcialist revol Vil11j 

around the absence of classes. By attempting ·to point to an idyllic 

traditonal African so,~iety to the extent that it meant comuon ownership 

of the means of production i.e. land(2) and the existence of an organic 

relationship between an individual and the conmunity, the advocates of 

African socialism are implying a. cl.assless society. In short it was a 

justificat.cn.·y theory for the uniqueness of African soci;-tlism. 

The theoretical content of socialism cannot be divorced from the 

circumstances of its birth. African socialism in its most populr't.d.St'!d 

form was born out of post colonial crisis of economic developmt~nt and 

natiqnal identity. In their Introduction to African Soc.L:-d.isu1, 
v 

Friedman and Rosberg conclude "one of the most significant features of 

African soc·i---tlism is its identification with economic development"(3). 

Much in the same vein Mohan analyses that " when they talk of socialism 

the African leaders mean economic development, many of them use 

development and socLr1li..SH\ -i..ni.::.<.~cc11d.•lga.bly"(4). 

In restating the independence of African socialism· the Kenyan 

government's White Paper on African socialism states : 

"In the phrase 0 African socialism' the word African is not 
intr-oduced to describe a continent to which foreign ideology, is to be 
transplanted. It is meant to convey African roots of the sys b;!ln U1d.t 
iS l l:Se f. C ;;_ ( f" i. C,'l,;l in CharacteristiCS • • • but Capable Of incorporating 
useful and com.t_)ntible techniques from whatever source" (5). 

The history of social_ist thought is marked by fairly clear 

relationships between individual thinkers and ideological movements t.o 

which they gave birth. African socialism differs in that no · ·1 SJ.ng .. e 

leader has been distinctively and uniquely associated with the 

( ~i ). 



ideology. Rather the ideology of African socialism has been the 

product of diverse l'""ctders operating within a. var.h~i:y of exigencies in 

their own countries, which helps partly to account for the lack of 

development of a Unified Theory. 

~hree broad ca.b~gories(6) of socialism could be identified L•l 

Africa viz. 

a) Scientific Socia list orient.ed countries like Ethiopia, Guinea 

Bissau, ~·lozarabique, Angola, Cape Verdi, Benin etc. 

b) Socialist Rhetoric as in Kenya, Nigeria, Ivory Coast which have 

explicit capitalist overtones. 

c) Populist Socialism or . the African rvtodel of socialism 1 ikE~ 

Tanzania, Somalia, Zambia. Since this category is oE major concern to 

our study "its· chctrctct:~d.sL-.ics could be broadly outlined as under : 

i) Nationalism preceeding socialism. 

ii) It implies a radical mood where the term is vague bui~ ·'i 

tangible reality. 

iii) Because of the intense nationalism and historical lin'kag,~s oe 

capitalism with imperialism - there is an underlying ANTI CAPITAJ:..rs•r 

thread. 

i v) POPULI Siv1 ·is manifest in the exaltation of the people as in 

Fa non 

v) A patchwork of diverse hues like French left influence of 

Keita, Toure, Marxist imprint as in Guinea; middle east kind of radical 

thought of Naseer and Quadafy or the fabianism of Nyerere. 

Comnenting on the existential real~ity, Jitendra Mohan(7) writes 

that ·'! ••• the actual economic and social poli_ci8s collowed by many 

African 'socidlists' differ but slightly from ·t·nA ool~ ,J·~~ foll d _ "" J.c .<::s owe by 

those who do no feel themselves in need of a socialist label." 

(iii}· 



Thereby 
1 

·b8rwa·th ·the seemingly con£ l icting di c·ho;:oil1y !)etween theo;:y .wd 

practice lurks a basic congruence. It i_s t.he e>::i.sl~.(~nce of a conr:p:u:-c,!C-! 

L;ad2rs' 
( , . , 
~Wfll_C,-1 

practice a.!"<:! non $Ociali$ts) anci their J.lOI.·Li·.i.cal econoJnies 

r1onsocidlist i_n pr-acl:i.ce) au·thencicctL:~d b.f t·.he stamp of coJ.onL.-cllL;;n a.nd 

patente(l by neo ~~oJ.onialism. 

Claud Ake{8) 's argument thcti:. a~ r-r=t':!i.ences that do exist between 

progressive soc:Lnlist leaders like Julius Nyererr:~ and s,;kou Toure and 

conservo:ti ve nonsocialist. lth'll'.h~c:; like Senghor fvlobuto, Houphuet Boi(jny 

and Kenyatta are mo.re 'apparent than real' poses. ra-al pt'obl.~ms. AAe 

states that 

II Because in all A.(r"ic~an C()tJn::("L8S tJl~ l~~~c1t1ers have !1elJ 
tenacions ly to power 1 chi'ingc~ of gove.cnnl<~nt .1. • .,; '_) ,·, 1 i·::(h<. ahou t by £or:c '-:! 
only. • . . the poli ti CctJ. S_i8l".(~··I1S 0 e 7\Er i C·:t 'h·:t \12 'oecomt~ uniformly 
monolithic..... power has become centralised: ctild op.r.1ns·i.i:i.on to thos2 
in power is illegitimate •.•• i'l.ll African countd.es i'i:r~~~ d~~Er:tcr.:.o One. P<uty 
sysi:l~ms in which the masses have been eff:c~ct.:i.v_-:~J.y depoliticised." 

-
'Phe thesis that absence of a <:11::!0t"•:!ti_c.:tl. 1)-7t-5i.s or· the opproprtate... 

ideological framewo.r-1:~ for practical prog:r>UilHWS or: .tction is t.he 

underlying cause of the fFl . .i.lnn~ oc the developing si:aL3:3 of Africa. tr.> 

funclarnent.ally tranSfQr their societies (t.his i.lnpu.,~s a cong.cuencf~ 

between theory and practlce), h<-1s in essence been posi.ted by Ake. He 

argues thai: the fai 1 ure of African leaders to in i.i: i.n. L:.:~ .1.ny fundament <:tl 

transformation in t.he new ~.;t:..'"li:es of Af:cica is larcaely a result. of 

°COng~uence I)C J?Olit.Lcetl ideologies (which d:Ce in i:.hc'!dlS<:!lves a legd.cy 

of colonial past and political economies'). Par ado xi cally, cong.c u--:: rtc ~,-! 

also carries with it the seeds of its ovrn ne<JctU.on through what A.kt~ 

calls 0 defensive radicalism' (9). Indeed as E.H. Carr wrot~ earlier 

"the - facts of history ,1r.·e i:.he Eacts about :i.w1 i. v i_dn<'t.L> bul: ¥lot. 

about. act.. ions of individuals perfcYr~med in i. sola.i:ion •.. There are fact.s 
about; the relations of individuals to one anothec Ln society and about 
the social forces which proclu-~8 from the action::; of individuals n~"' : t·.:,; 

(j_ v) 



often at variance with and sometimes opposed to the results which they 
themselves intended" ( 10). 

Basically agreeing with Ake that the salient features of the post 

indepen<l<:'!nc~,-! i.dool.ogy of the Nationalist leaders in Africa are similar, 

we would as a point of departure argue that the post independence 

ideology of r_he lt~adership in Tanzanin is significantly different from 

that of most: of the other African leaders. The post Arusha leadership 

in Tanzania has accepb~t1 "socialism" as a "national ethic" and has 

consciously directed its energies on how T.:m~.-tni .. ,. can ·;11;):-li: ,~f:eect.ively 

achieve a transition t() .,. soci<llist society. It has NOT been imp(~ll~~cl 

by mere "defensive radically" to the brink of socialism(ll). It has 

therefore to be studied as an atypical case with only broad common 

characteristics(l2). 
G 

The underlying theme of the study is that in general there has 

emerged in post i\:cusha Tanzania. policies and programmes which are based 

on a clearer definition of and a growing conmittment. to soci .. -tlhri: 

sol u·i:. i_!)!l~ (n r· l'd.•\:7,<1.•\ La Is development problems. l:n th i..s r(:!gat"d Giovanni 

Arrighi and John Saul's evaluation of Tanzania is significant. 

"Tanzania is perhaps the country in cont.emporary Africa where 
social~st aspirations figure most prominently and interestingly in the 
development equation, and most powerfully affect the kinds of policies 
\'lh.ich .:~.c'~ 'o.?.i.r\g pursued( 13)." 

Reln ti ve to any other African leader Nyerere and the·refore 

Tanzania has evolved a clearer conceptualisation of socialism. 

Tanzania is one of the economically poorest countries, yet 

socially and politically it is the most innovative country in tropical 

Africa:-·- ··r i:s ~~xp<~ c- i..•oer1i:. in political and economic development has 

provoked widely differing reactions. 

( v) 



On tl1e one hand i t,3 viev.7ed as a conspiciously successful new state 

whose h~<i.ders have ,been able to avoid the post independence perils of 

Neo-colonialism, elitism, governmental instability, and instead t~o 

construct an order in which brave political slogans are becoming 

social and cultural reali·ties. According to this view, Tanzania i.s Onra 

1$ 

developing country ·N·het'2 the present generation has a real chan<:~·::- of 

achieving Uhuru (freedom), Umoja {unity), Ujwaaa (socialism) and 

maendeleo ( develo:c>meni:). 

Pr:-om another perspective the picture is less bright; Tanzania is 

also portrayed as ct r::r-~.):)e study of misplaced philosophical idealisHl, 

lost development opportunities and unful filJ.,~d political promises. To 

the left the country is a professed socialist state whose elites hAve 

abandoned true socialism. To the right, these same elites have .failed 

to make the hard investment decisions tha·t are imperative .for ci.<lY 

successful transition to Modernity. 

1''.1.~ce is little disagreement about the moral context of Nyercre' s 

thought and his vision of a just a.nd prosperous society. The same 

cannot be said for the means selected and results obtd.i.nc~d i.n .P•Jrsuit 

of this dream. 

This study is therefore in large part an analysis and a cr-i. t i.. C-3.1 

ev:=.tluation of the praci:ical progranune of action of ,post Arusha Tanzania 

relevant to the task of socialist construction and transformation under 

a socialist oriented national leadership. But Saul's observation that 

"··:tJ:te ability both to articulate anc;timplement particular kinds c£ 
J?Ol~~~e~. would be vitally dependant upon the nature of the existing 
J.nsc.lL.UcJ.ons and the character of the men who influence "'l.nd staff 
them"(l4) i.s significant. 

i:he study has been dJ.' vJ.' ded 1' nto fl.' ve p r · a. l:S 1 

(vi) 



introduction, and four chapter~. .~lH stacting point I
.,. -~~ 

introduction which gives a broad over vlevl of socialism 1.n t.!:1e ~i:r i.cn.:1 

context with the specil:ici. ty. of the Tanzanian model. Here it is nXg11dd 

t.hat the theoretieal content of social ism cannot. be divorced tro1n the 

circumstances of its birth. 

"Political economy of colood.d.l.i.s,,1" is cHscus$ea in the first 

chapter as a back~round to the focus of our study. Si~ce historical 

factor$ are signi:cicant in detenninin~ the d<-welopment of a pa:t·U.cuJ.?t·c 

socie·ty, the chapter outlines an ow:!r view of the pre colon.i.al 

antece,Pents and ·the political econorrry of 'T'anganyika under ·th•::: German,; 

as well as under the British. 

The second chapter delineates the UH~oreti cal underpinnings of the 

elaborated version of Ujamaa - soci<dism and self reliance which forms 

the basis of the practical progranunes of action i11 Tanzania . 

The third 
.,., ':' .. ,.1' . • 

chapter' entltled 0 0PERA'l'IONAL CONS1'RAIN'rS - Socio-

economic and Political realities', exan1ines some key policy are;:;.s and 

progranunes to test the validity of the Ujarnaa ideology and ·tht::! P.c.~onnm.Lt~ 

and the political system envisa.gr~<l. 

Tanzania comnit~ecl 'l:o the socialist approach to achieve 

objectives? Our aim is to f i.nd out whether the policies and proyr ctliUtlt::.s 

in the key areas- a) Ujamaa Vijijini, b) producl::Lon and parast.ctl:r..tls, 

c) ·foreign aid and d) t.he social services - reflect and realise t.he 

objectives of their ideological framework. 

Finally it shall be attempted in the fourlh ana concluding chtp·ter 

to put nll these stra.n.cls t.oge t.her. The chapter outlines the nature of 

the contemporary state so evolved. It analyses ·tht:! potency of a in·tef.'rli'i l 

contradictions' - be it C<"!J1l:ralization, dt~-politicisa·tion, coercion o .. · 

(vii) 



the role of bureaucratic bourgoise - in impeding the course of 

transition. 

F ina.lly v1e must mention some of the apparent limitations that this 

dissertation could not ctv6:Ld. 

First of all we have not gone into a detailed or r.d. tical 

assessment of socialism. The s·tudy only makes an initial and brief 

attempt ·to <'J.,~ l. :i.nt-~ni:e the kind of socialistic tenets th::t.t. many countries 

in post colonia1 world, part:Lcul<1.rly Africa huve tried to incorpor·a.tt.~ 

in thei. ~~ i.11di.genous efforts of nation building. Otherwise we are 

merely trying to examine the brand of socialism that Nyerere expanded 

an<l ct.i:l:.ern_pted to implement without going into any kind of comparative 

dssess"tn(~nt. Therefor<:: ··IV"~ felt that making deep forays into the COiU...-Jl-:!X 

world of socialist cheor}" (s) nnd its practice in various forms i.rl 

numerous ocher countries is beyond the scopi:! <)C i:.hi.s v/Oi:-1~. 

Secondly, the stu,1y i.s more or lc.H5S <1<~ 1. i;.11 Li:L:~d to the NyerP.re er<l, 

which insp.l. te of s_p<1.nning most of Tanzania's history since 

independence, stops shor·t of covering the cur:cent s "i. blai: ion in the 

country. Given the fact that the n~~w administration under Mwinyi has 

effects su~h measuces ct.~e having or will have on Tanzania's socialist 

programme and institutions, is not being cove:ced by this paper. 

Las tl.y Lh2 s11b j ect. chosen extensively involves the en·tire range of 

social changes. However it is difficult for one who is basically 

special is i.ns i.n i)Ol itical studies to have deep ins i.ght into Stlch 

aspects that are prima·r.i ly the concern of social s cien·tists fr:-om ot:.hec 

stce~as. ~1ts constcaiat was particularly experienced when we ex~nineJ 

eeo~~~ooomic a.s~eets or= tl1e ool ~t1.' C"'. l. •'''')'l'"'lny .... r: .,,.n~a 11' r~ :t:" .... - "- ••• :.. - • ..1 ,_, • I. '. ... r a • 

Therefore i.l: was our consci.ous .;.ttempt to restrict the an.'tlys.is of such 

issues Lo n level of g-=n:~r::tl conl)rehension; 
.~ ... 

(viii) 



C H A P T E R - I 

p 0 L I T I C A L E C 0 N 0 M Y 0 F C 0 L -0 N I A L I S M 

PRECOLONIAL ANTECEDENTS 

The precolonial history of Africa has been pieced together from 

archaeological findings, oral tradition and records of Arab and other 

alien chroniclers, such as Ibn Battuta who travelled widely in the 

Muslim world in the 14th century. 

The history of Africa like the history of mankind as a · whole, is 

really the story of an awakening. The study of Africa needs to be 

reas%essed, for till recently, it has often been masked> faked, 

distorted, mutilated by 11 force of circumstances .. i.e. through ignorance 

and self interest. An image of POVERTY, BARBARISM and CHAOS has been 

projected and extrapolated indefinitely in time, as a justification of 

both the present and future. The history of Africa is practically 

unknown - patched up genealogies, missing dates, structures stitched in 

vague and impressionistic manners - appearing but dimly through a fog. 

In the African context, the esoteric(!) content of the message 

manifests the inestimable value of oral tradition and also its limits. 

It is almost impossiple to transfer all its richness from one language 

to another; especially if the other is structurally and sociologically 

remote. This tradition lends the history of the African continent a 

marked originality. Imperative requirement therefore is that African 

his-tory should be seen from within and not.". measured by the yardstick 

of alien values. 

Many Africans lived in stateless societies, organized around the 

family, ·kinship group and clan though this did not necessarily mean 

that they were backward. John Iliff(2) points out that Tanganyika for 

instance was not composed of tribes and indeed in most parts of Eastern 

1 



and Central Africa, it could be argued that the unit of organization 

called 0 tribe 1 was largely a:1European invention and reality was vastly 

more complex; moreover Africa was a continent on the move in the sense 

that,, migration from one area to another was frequent, as a consequence 

of waF,. disease, drought and economic needs. Almost everywhere, the 

Africa:rkwas engaged in a constant struggle with a harsh environment. 

Tracing the precolonial origin of Tanzania, one perceives that 

because of the constant movement and mixing of people between the tenth 

and nineteenth centuries, it is in most cases not possible to trace the 

cultural origins of Tanzania•s contemporary ethnic groups. One 

demographic consistency dOes emerge from the time the mainland was 

first settled, in the fact that the highest human population densities 

were established at the periphery of the country with relatively few 

people -- inhabiting the arid steppe between the Eastern and Western 

branches of the great rift valley. This historical settlement patt3rn 

bears important implications for social, economic and political 

relation in modern Tanzania. 

The coastal people were, by the ninth century, trading regularly 

with Arab and Shirazi communities intermingled with Bantu speaking 
().., 

mainland groups andAnew culture, the SWAHILI, began to emerge. 

The development of the increasingly africanized Arab hegemony was 

delayed by the Portugese conquest of the Coast. With Vasco-da-Gama 

visiting East Africa in 1498, the Portugese by 1506 had taken control 

of city states and their Indian Ocean trade. Portugese suzerainity over 

the Tanzanian coast was lengthy but tenuous. From 1500 AD onwards, 

slaves were used, originally for digging gold and later to grow sugar, 

cotton, tobacco on plantations. 

Before 1800 the most advanced inland societies were in mountainous 

areas where a food surplus could be gained by cultivation of cooking 

bananas. Varieties of the grain crop millet and sorghum had been 

domesticated locally and · were grow.n .~n •. _areas of lower rainfall where 

2 



the trees could be cleared by burning(3). Livestock (cattle and goats) 

provided the people with many different kinds of security. Cattle were 

sources of calories, vitamins, fats and salts as well as proteins 

through milk and blood as well as meat. T,hey produced manure which 

could be used to improve crops. Last and not the least, there were 

means of storing wealth for use in the future - a means which in 

addition produced "interest" in the form of milk and calves(4). 

CHIEFTAINSHIP emerged first in the mountain area because there a 

surplus which was worth defending from attack could be produced from 

relatively limited areas of land. The longest lives of chiefs recorded 

by oral historians go back to about 1700 and come from banana growing 

areas. The chieftainship was often associated with possession of 

economically valuable skills, such as iron working (which produced 

means of defence as well as of agriculture), weather forecasting 

('rainmaking• in anthropological terms was also of economic value), or 

special skills in hunting(S). 

In return for organizing the defence of an area, a chief received 

either a proportion of a crop or free labour on his own farms. Chief· 

therefore has an incentive to innovate. Andrew Coulson(6) points out 

that complex irrigation systems at Engaruka near Arusha ( irrigat.ing 

2000 hectares) began atleast 250 years ago. Mount Kilimanjaro and the 

Usambara and other mountain areas were probably built by commercial 

labour organized by the chiefs; so were the soil conservation works, 

which involved the construction of stone walls and terraces in the 

Usambaras. Oral tradition specifically associates the chiefs with one 

of the most remarkable achievements of all - the transport of thousands 

of tons of grass from flood plains to slightly higher ground that 

succeeded in building up the fertility of small areas of land around 

villages which today make up the coffee-banana growing areas of West 

Lake Region. 

3 



During the 19th century most cultivators in the interior came under 

the al.legiance of a chief (7). The trend was accelerated by trade with 

the Coast. The difference between this and 19th century trade with the 

coast was not in quantities - (the quantities of hoes and food traded 

before 1800 were no doubt greater than those of ivory and slaves later 

on) - but in the goods that were traded. Fire arms and ammunition in 

particular had an important influence and could be purchased at the 

coast. Their use led to a more ruthless hunting of elephants for ivory. 

It also affected the skirmishes between tribes and the hunting of 

slaves. Small isolated clans who cultivated far from anyone else in the 

bush were forced to ally themselves with some chief or other for 

protection. The chiefs profited directly from long distance trade. 

Thus trade led to centralization and by the time the Germans came 

almost the whole of the country was divided between a small number of 

tribal empires with organized armies and administrations, based on 

possession of firearms. 

The centre and the south was divided between the Gogo, The 

Nyamwe~i, the Hehe, the Kimbu, the Sangu and the Ngoni. To the 

northeast lay the Maasai. The Hehe kingdom built by Munyigumba who 

ruled between 18?5 and 1878 and continued by his son Mkwawa who led the 

most prolonged resistance against Germans, also used civilians to rule 

the empire. The Ngoni empire was not strongly established till the 

1850s but it quickly brought under its control almost all the 

inhabitants from the coast at Lindi right across southern Tanzania to 

Lake Nyasa. Most of the chiefs lived in large fortified villages. 

They received tribute in the form of food from their widely scattered 

subjects and were able to tax (the Gogo for instance, chargec:f in hoes 

as lat.e -- as 1891) or rai~assing caravans, but they also grew a lot of 

their food in permanent fields near their settlements(8). The presence 

of cattle and of food reserves maintained by chiefs for their subjects 

meant that 19th century .,i~habitanter'-· of these areas were better 
'''1~ 
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protected against famine and other calamities and probably also fed 

better than their successors today, although the margin between life 

and death was not great and there were destructive famines from time to 

time, as Bryceson(9) points out. 

The increase in the size of political units during the 19th century 

encouraged specialization in industrial or craft skills. The task of 

selecting ores and other ingredients, and of building kilns with which 

to make iron from them was complex and confined to relatively few 

places where ore was available. The blacksmith~ task of beating the 

iron ., into implements or repairing existing implements was more widely 

dispersed. In 1860 Kjekshus(lO) points out that there were blacksmiths 

who would make hoes, spears, arrowheads, axes, daggers and knives, 

sickles, razors, rings, bells, pipes, pincers and a great variety of 

ornaments. By 1900, they could with difficulty repair muzzle loading 

rifles. The overall size of the iron industry was sufficient to supply 

the needs of the whole country an observer in 1892 estimated that 

150,000 iron hoes were sold each year on Tabora market alone(ll). 

There was also a textile industry, probably based on varieties of 

cotton which reached the country between AD 1000 and 1500. The oldest 

cotton spindles have been found by archaeologists at coastal sites such 

as Kilwa, from where the technique spread very slowly inland. 

Kjekshus(l2} points out that by 1900 the fixed 'heddle loom~ for 

weaving could be found almost everywhere and yellow and black dyes were 

being made from forest plants. 

Their crafts were tanning of leather, boat building, manufacture of 

fishing nets, traps and sails, bows and arrows, pottery and baskets. 

Of particular importance was the manu facture of salt, and 

archaeological (13) excavation has shown that Lv.inza Spring, still 

Tanzania•s principal source of salt, was being worked a thousand 

years ago, though production probably only reached its peak around th 2 ... ~. 
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time of the German conquest 

Andrew Coulson(l4) points out that the economies ·of late 19th 

century Tanzania cannot be described as advanced, even for their day. 

Little or no use was made of the wheel, stone was not used in building 

and virtually all firearms and amrnunication had.to be imported. They 

did possess craft skills but too much labour time was spent in 

procuring food, on transport, on warfare for a large surplus to be 

extracted and ploughed back into improving security and living 

conditions. But the economies were certainly not static. New crops 

such ·as maize, rice, cassava and cotton spread quickly and many 

improvements were made in techniques of agricultural husbandry. Forms 

of decentralized administration were experimented with, as were 

differ~nt types of diplomacy with explorers, missionaries and tra6ers 

who passed through. Chiefs like Kimweri of Shambaa, Merere of Sanju, 

Rindi of Moshi and Mirambo's successor Mpandashalo - recognized the 

importance of writing and hired Arab or Swahili clerks to assist them. 

Therefore to develop further these societies would have needed a long 

period of non-exploitive contact with the rest of the world. 

Ford and Kjekshus(lS) demonstrate that the precolonial economies of 

the societies that nowadays constitute Tanzania were well adapted to 

the ecological conditions, thus . offering the local people optimal 

returns from their efforts. People had devised methods by which they 

could not only protect.themselves against vermin and attacks from wild 

animals but also use the laterite soils in a productive manner. As 

Kjekshus concludes : 

11

the precolonial economies developed within an ecologicaL· control 
situation - a relationship between man· and his environment which had 
grown out of centuries of civilizin~·work of clearing the ground, 
intre>c:tuc::_ing managed vegetations and controlling the fauna 11 • ( 16) 

In great contrast is the impression by some early colonial writers 

who saw in East Africa nothing but blank, uninteresting, brutal 

barbarism(!?) j Goran Hyden(l8) fee~s .J;.hat the reason why such writers 
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' 
produced a wholly negative picture (ah image of despondency, inability 

and even laziness) of East Africa is'~hat they experienced the African 

economies at a time of extreme crisis, brought about by the contacts 

with forces that ruined the existing ecosystems. 

We· know through Franz Stuhlman (19) who travelled with Emin Pasha 

to Uganda in 1890, that the Karagive Kingdom in what is now North 

Western Tanzania, had a flourishing economy based on large herds of 

Sanga (long horned) cattle. He tells us about local cattle breeding 

techniques and the use of smoke from cow dung as a repellent against 

flies. He estimates the Karagive herds to have exceeded 100,000. 

In the 1890s large parts of Tanganyika suffered depopulation and 

famine. To the local people these things were the dark years when they 

suffered a drastic decline in living standards and social security. 

Droughts and locust swarms contributed to making conditions 

catastrophic in some areas. Alongside the 1890s the period preceeding 

Europen occupation of East Africa, the societies had achieved differing 

stages of social organization. Some such as Banyambo in Tanganyika had 

achieved a high degree of centralised government(20) and some such as 

Nyamweri were in the process of it. On the whole, coastal areas had 

had a longer contact with Europeans and Arabs than the interior areas. 

~Long distance trade' existed whereby Nyamwezi were involved in caravan 

trade from interior to the coast. 

With the region undergoing ecological stress, colonialism came to 

an area already suffering from an economic crisis with all its 

attendant effects. 

Clyde Ingle(21) claims that though Tanganyika in the late 19th 

century with a large Bantu population, had contacts with Greek, 

Chinese, Arabs, Portugese, no attempt was made to change the 

traditional behaviour or agriculture patterns, the principal form of 

which was subsistence agriculture which entailed using a plot of land 

for a few seasons and then shifting to new and often virgin land, once 
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the soil's fertility had been depleted. Land was held in common by 

tribal authorities and individual ownership land was virtually unknown. 

Agricultural activity was above all a quest for community survival, not 

for individual enrichment. 

COLONIAL STATE 

Lthe 
Towards the end of the 19th centuryL"scramble for Africa" was at 

its height. Imperialist powers crowded into the continent. Bit by bit, 

through conflict and agreement, the continent was sliced into domains 

of rival Imperialist powers. The often haphazard partition of Africa 

led to a Balkanization Process where political boundaries cut across 

existing commercial networks and ethnic groupings. These were 

subsequently reinforced by tarrifs, currencies, legal system and 

location of railroads. Vertical links with respective colonies were 

forged with horizontal communication between colonies in Africa being 

discouraged. The result is that today, Africa has largest number of 

miniscule states. Of the 50 independent African states, eight have 

populations of less than one million each, 20 have populations between 

one · and five million and so on. The colonialist scramble for East 

Africa involved three competing powers: the Sultanate of Zanzihar, 

Germany and Britain. The first on the scene were Arabs who operated 

from Zanzibar. Their interests both on the coast and the interior, were 

largely commercial, · revolving around trades, slaves amd ivory. During 

the late 19th century Arab interest in the interior of East Africa 

began to be threatened by German and British interests that had been 

steadily penetrating the area. 

What prompted this insatiable de~~re on the part of the various 

European powers - Portugal, Belgium, Britain, France, Germany, Italy, 

Spain to establish colonies in Africa? Was it part of a civilizing 

mission, as the Portugese claimed? Brett(22) observes for instance that 
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the colonies generally saw themselves .. as the advance guard· of a 

civilization with a Universal message equally applicable to the whole 

of the 'l,fl,tderdeveloped world 11
• Was it for the purpose of trade conducted 

' ~ :·-~·~~ 

for the;~Gtual benefit of colonizer and colonized? Was it for economic 

gain and exploitation; or were strategic considerations paramount? 

Ronald Robinson and John Gallaghar(23) argue that in the latter 

part of the 19th century, British extended the colonial boundaries 

inland, as means of protecting their interests and gains against French 

and German competiton. Herein they took account of strategic 

considerations whereby there was concentration on poorer East Africa 

and not the relatively richer West Africa. 

In an~~her view, colonies were established to prolong the life of 

MORIBUND EUROPEAN CAPITALISM. As a French saying has it 11 the colonies 

have been created for the metropole by the metropole 11 (24). Thus the 

cotton grown by African (and Asian) peasant farmers was fed into the 

Lancashire textile mills, via the flourishing port of Liverpool, and 

the cloth which the mills produced was. exp~rted back to Africa by 

European trading companies. However, while the price which the 

producer received for his cotton fluctuated widely and often downwards, 

the price which he haq to pay for imported cloth constantly increased. 

The unequal 
Las 

Lis 
nature of this exchangeLfurnished by · the 

RodneyL an instance (one of the many) of colonial 

late Walter 

exploitations. 

Colonialism, he believed, contributed to the Capitalist development of 

Europe, while leaving Africa underdeveloped: 

.. Colonialism was not merely a system of exploitation, but one whose 
essential purpose was to repatriate the profits to the so-called 
~mother country'. From an Africarr~viewpoint, that amounted to 
consistent expatriation of surplus produced by African resources. It 
meant ·the development of Europe as a part of the same dialectical 
process in which Africa was underdeveloped 11 

( 25). 
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THE GERMAN COLONY 

"No period in the economic history of Africa has a stronger claim 
to· ·being a watershed than the approximately two decades from mid 1890s 
to 1914 when the infrastructural foundations of most contemporary 
national economies were laid down by colonial governments and comnerce 
between Africa and the rest of the world grew at a historically 
unprecedented rate .•••• the period saw a fairly dram&tic 
strengthening of Africa's connections with international economy and 
possibly the final conclusive transformation of its economies into 
peripheries of the industrialist capitalist centre of world 
exchange • (·-2 6 ) 

By early 1880s a newly unified German state was searching for a 

socio-economic Lebensraum" and a political place in the sun vis-a-vis 

other European powers. German colonial interests were first advanced 

in 1884 ( 2 7) • By 1885 Bismark's Germany had declared a Protectorate 

over a limited area of the homeland in support of German East African 

Company. 

Iliffe (28) suggests that the "idea of conquese' can be attributed 

to an individual Carl Peters. The motivation for German colonisation 

of East Africa was economic and was rooted in the monopoly capitalist 

economy of,Germany. 

Having subdued the people (between 1888 and 1906 there were 11 

major revolts by the peasants of Tanganyika against German ~ntrusion) 

and in time having established a colonial administration the Germans 

turned their attention to creating a colonial economy to suit their 

needs. A compromise was struck with the powers of precolonial social 

structure by making indigenous officials agents of the new German 
,0 • 

adm~n~stration as 'liwalis' (coastal governors) or 'Akidas' (hinterland 

agents). The local headman (jumbes) in the village shared some of the 

powers of the Akidas. As part of the strategy for eliminating the 

slave trade, Dar-es-Salaam was made the main trading port in place of 

the traditional Port Bagamoyo, and a German rupee was introduced 

instead of the Morrbasa and Zanzibar rupees. Th_ese moves effectively 

shifted the trade routes (Zanzibar's pre-eminence as in entrepot Contra 

was considerably reduced). 
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A second step was to survey all the available resources in the 

country, as a basis for planning a colonial economy. As R.F. Eberlie 

noted : 

11As a whole, the colony maybe described as a good agricultural 
country and it has already been found fit for all sorts of tropical 
plan~ations ••• it may be developed into a wide and very important field 
for German enterprise ... ( 29) . 

The D.O.A.G. proved unable to win the country militarily. The wars 

of conquest were long, difficult and destructive and the German 

.government intervened. In 1891 it took over full administrative 

responsibility from the company. 

As soon as the chief submitted, the Germans imposed taxation in his 

area, usually a hut tax of three rupees a hut. For many peasant 

farmers this did not mean much change for they had previously paid 

tribute to feudal war lords such as Chabruma of Ngoni, or Mkwawa or 

Mirambo. But for the chiefs and families it meant much more than a 

loss of income : the fact that instead of receiving tribute, they paid 

tax to the Germans, demonstrated that they were subject people. The 

Germans preferred the tax to be paid in money. 

The people could raise money in either of the two ways : they could 

sell something - food or an animal or a crop such as cotton or coffee 

grown specificially to ·earn the cash - or they could work as labourers 

(30). Some labouring work was available locally with missions, settlers 

or the government. 

By 1890s sisal, cotton, rubber, groundnuts and coffee were being 

cultivated, to reduce Germany's dependance upon North American and 

Mexican sources. There was an emphasis upon estate agriculture(31) 

with the opening up of vast stretches of uncultivated land: then they 

used European management and techniques and often unenthusiastic 

African labour to produce cash crops for export. A prominent feature 

of the estat.e effort was the use of compulsory labour, enforced by the 

use of rhinocerous hide whip(32). 
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As far as production of raw materials was concerned, , the Germans 

used three means of organising African labour: a) white settlers, b) 

plantation companies and c) small scale African farmers. In areas with 

suitable soil, climate and transport connections to the coast, they 

encouraged both white settlers and plantations. As early as 1891, they 

started building. a railway inland from Tanga along the Pangani valley 

in the direction of Mount Kilimanjaro - but progress was very slow. In 

the mountain areas, most of the land that was not given to settlers was 

declared forest reserve so that the people had little alternative but 

to move out of the area or work for settlers. 

The hot malaria infested lowlands ·enjoyed a much lower rainfall and 

were less attractive than the mountain areas to the settlers inland 

from the coast at Tanga. The first crops to be tried were cotton and 

rubber. 

For many years Africans had tapped rubber from trees growing wild 

in the forest in 1899 exports of wild rubber were worth 1.3 million 

rupees and in 1905 they were worth 2.5 million rupees. But when the 

prices collapsed in 1913, as against Malaya and Philippines varieties 

Tanganyika could not compete. 

Hitchcock(33) points an almost perfect crop for the environmental 

conditions for much of the lowlands as CACTUS SISAL from whose leaves a 

tough fibre could be extracted for use as rope, string or agricultural 

twine. Sisal was grown mainly on plantations owned by companies in 

Europe and run by salaried.managers. The agricultural operations were 

labour intensive and in order to minimise labour costs, plantation 

companies used migrant labour. 

One of the aims of German colonialism had been to provide 

with a reliable source of raw cotton. / 
Cotton was to eventually become 

Tanganyika's second most importan~ export but most. of the initial 

attempts to grow it failed. 
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In 1902 Germans compelled the inhabitants of each village in the 

Rufiji and some other coastal areas to work for 28 days a year on a 

small communal crop of cotton. To speed up the supply of cash crops -

particularly cotton which was proving an expensive import from US 

German imperialists introduced a Corvee system of labour(34) based on 

communal cultivation under which the Akidas coerced labourers to work 

on large communal farms. At the end of each season the produce was to 

be divided between the marketing organisation, the Akida and the 

workers, each receiving one third of the returns. One manifestation of 

the resistance to this cruel exploitation was the famous MAJI MAJI(35) 

REBELLION in 1905 which lasted 2 years. This was suppressed with such 

brutality that there was a reaction in Germany against the whole 

colonial administration. 

Policy marking the first phase of the German colonialism was the 
6 

administrative apparatus ·and the creation of European agricultural 

settlements. Next phase was forced communal cultivation (as elaborated 

above) which proved, counter productive. The third phase is marked by 

the belated creation of a colonial office in Berlin and the appointment 

of the first civilian governnor Renchenburg who introduced sweeping 

reforms in treatment of Africans and a developmental policy geared 

towards agricultural productionism. 

Renchenburg encouraged peasant production based on gradual 

expan$ion and reforms of the existing indigenous agriculture. 

A ·market was assured by the successful completion of the Uganda 

railway, which reached Kisumi in 1901. The result was a rapid 

development of production in indigenous crops which could be sold for 

certain monopoly interests backed by-· the "Nyamwezi and Peanuts 

Policy" ( 36). 

The national liberals and the sec:ti~n-of German finance capital 

they represented, favoured the policy of integration based on large 
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plantation agriculture, to combat the under capacity and short t·ime 

working in the German domestic textile industry. 

A new opening for large companies occured in the plantation of 

rubber which by 1907 was starting to pay well. Although this boom had 

collapsed by 1913, the price of sisal was then rising again with coffee 

close behind, so that plantation and settler agriculture maintained 

itself right up to the end of the German period. 

Peasant agriculture remained the most viable method of low cost 

production for most raw material products, including those grown on 

large estates. As governor Renchenburg commenting on this 'reform era' 

in 1907 said: 

"East Africa's economy... must be developed through its indigenous 
products, through the natural experience of its native 
inhabitants."(37) 

This period saw further encouragement to African peasant 

agriculture but with a difference - it was found expedient to rely on 

the Indian trader as the new intermediary for German finance capital. 

Renchenburg encouraged Indian retail trading against criticism 

because the traders were the essential intermediaries between producers 

and their markets(38). By the end of German rule there were well 

articulated intermediary relationships between Asian traders and the 

Deutsche Ostrafrika Gessellshaft. Shivji(39) claims that Asian traders 

played the role of 0 price giver' to the African role of 0 price taker' 

but on the whole it-was the German monopolies which governed the 

conditions of production and of trade and hence prices. 

INFRASTRUCTURAL NETWORK and an efficient transport system was 

sought on the grounds that it would pay for itself out of increased t~ 

revenues arising from production of cash crops eg. extending Dar-es

Salaam railway line fromKilosa to Tabora and on to Kigoma in Lake 

Tanganyika. The military aspect was _that a railway line right across 

the centre of the country_ would prove invaluable if ·there was another 

Maji Maji. 
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The last 10 years of German rule 1905 to 1914 also saw the creation 

of most of the rest of colonial infrastructure that was to be handed 

over to the nationlists in 1961. There was considerable investment. 

Maps were drawn which was no mean achievement. The layout of much of 

the present road network of the main towns dates from German times; the 

Germans also built feeder roads for use by ox carts into many remote 

high~and areas. Their geological survey was also thorough; only one 

significant mineral discovery (the Williamson Diamond Mine) was made 

during 'British period. 

East Africa under German domination expanded its range of exports 

to include about 17 agricultural and mineral products,while the 

destinations of these exports shrank considerably, and were eventually 

limited to Germany alone. By 1911, 59% of the territory's exports went 

to Germany, compared with 22% in 1897, when 72% went to British 

hands (40). 

EDUCATION Even before the imposition of German rule there were 

chiefs who welcomed Islamic teachers or christian missionaries. There 

were Islamic teachers at Kimweri's court in Usarnbara in 1848. 

J~ddawi(41) feels that Islamic teaching should not be underestimated; 

it involved arithmetic and reading.and writing taught from Koran in 

Arabic script and for instance, enabled the Sultan of Zanzibar to 

collect his customs, build palaces and ships and mount sea voyages to 

Europe. 

The first Protestant missionaries arrived in 1850s; the first 

Catholics in 1858. The missions established bases at the ·coast and 

then inland into the trade routes. Since they arrived about 20 years 

befor,e colonial military occupation, they were entirely dependent upon 

the goodwill of the local chiefs. The chiefs such as Nyakyusu valued 

employment possibilities and trading contacts with the outside world 
.r.-~ . 

which followed the establishment of a mission. Others welcomed the 

missionaries for diplomatic or even military reasons(42). 
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Both Protestant and Catholic missionaries recognised that "Africans 

could only be converted by Africans"(43) so they started schools to 

train African Catholics or Evangelists. Before long there was a 

network of "bush schools" around each mission station from which the 

best students proceeded to primary schools. Ronald Oliver described 

the missions as "small independant states" (44), with their rules and 

regulations, their farms and gardens on which work was compulsory three 

days a week and even their own police forces for defence and the 

enforcement of their rules and regulations. They expanded in German 

times especially in the years after Maji Maji. By 1912 there were 171 

mission stations in the mainland Tanzania(45). 

Mission education threatened many of the traditional institutions 

of tribe opposing dance ceremonies surrounding birth, death, 

traditional system of clothing, polygamy and initiation ceremonies. 

Initiation was an important part of this education; the syllabus was 

relevant to the life of the tribe: covering skills required for good 

agriculture, health, child-rearing, survival in times of famine or 

disaster as well as tests of bravery and stories about the origins and 

history of tribes. 

Mission education with its combination of reading, writing, 

arithmetic and Christianity was the ideal means of creating a new class) 

of literate officials cut off from their tribal origins with. loyalties 

to those who had educated them. Hence was created the COMPRADORE class 

resigned to the colonial interests. 

German rule created a demand for literary skills for there was no 

possibility of Germans running all institutions without some source of 

semi-skilled labour. Some mission schools provided training in 

carpentry and building and also metal work, shoe-making and printing. 

At the coast and main administrative centres the government opened its 

own schools . 
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Africans were used to fill the middle level with administrative 

posts since for instance there were never more than 79 European 

administrative staff in thier districts. Initially the Germans simply 

took over the Sultan of Zanzibar's officers like Liwalis in maintown, 

Akidas under them and Jumbes or headmen responsible for tax collection 

at local level. But gradually the Germans replaced Liwalis by German 

officials and appointed younger men as Akidas and Jumbes mainly 

graduates from the secondary school at Tanga. With commerical 

agriculture established, a subordinate African bureaucracy for the 

whole territory had been created which continued to remain even after 

the German settlers ascendancy eclipsed. Since they used the 

bureaucracy of the Sultan of Zanzibar, the Germans also used his 

language Swahili. Taylor(46) and Iliffe claimed that they thus 

continued by accident as much design to give Tanzania a national 

language. 

German agriculture and medical research was based at Arnani in the 

· Usarnbara mountains. A wide range of crops and trees were brought into 

the country and Coulson(47) points out that there has been no 

significant introduction of new crops since. On the medical side, the 

first doctors were surgeons who treated the wounded in the fighting 

with Abushiri in 1888: in the 1890s a network of hospitals was 

establised along the coast. As early as 1891 locally grown quinine was 

introduced as a prophylactic to control malaria. Dr. R. Koch 

identified sleeping sickness and its bovine version, trypanosomiasis 

with tse tse fly and tick fever and east coast fever (another cattle 

disease) with the tick. Health regulations(48) were introduced to 

prevent the spread of intestinal diseases. 

The agricultural pattern development in Tanganyika opted for by the 

Germans was a mixture of settler and plantation agric~lture (basically 

sisal and rubber) on the one hand and cash crop oriented peasant 

agriculture of considerable vitality (exporting rubber, coffee, 



beeswax, cotton, groundnuts and other crops in increasing quantities 

and selling livestock and food to the cities and plantation.) 

Yaffey(49) points out that at the end of the German period there was a 

fairly vigorous development both of infrastructure and agriculture, 

plantation and peasant "all stimulated by massive capital inflow". 

The other side of the picture shows that German colonisation of 

Tanganyika effectively put an end to the prosperity of the indigenous 

precqlonial economies. A combination of epidemic diseases, natural 

catastrophes and German colonial policies wrecked the fragile balance 

between· man and nature on which these economies had rested. The 

conventional explanation 

mode of production. The 

generally highlighted. 

is their incorporation into 

evidence supporting this 

the capitalist 

conclusion is 

Goran Hyden(SO) points out that the most significant thing that 

happened at the time of colonisation was the disruption by default, as 

much as by design of the man controlled ecological systems that 

supported the precolonial economies. By undermining_ these, the 

colonizers forced the producer into a defensive posture vis-a-vis 

nature. The local knowhow no longer secured their reproduction. The 

relative and absolute deprivation that the rural peoples of Tanganyika 

suffered was largely caused by being unable to'secure the necessities 

of life in a regular and familiar fashion. 

Colonial conquest destroyed the precolonial modes of production but 

it did not pave the way for capitalism - with the exception of 

plantation and settler enclaves. Instead it helped to create a 

precapitalist peasant mode of production in which the integration of 

rural producers into a wider national economy was an essential element. 

Thus .. integration was marginal (51) and the needs of capitalist sector 

did not impinge on peasant producers to the extent that they were 

absorbed by it. Therefore, colonialism destroyed the precolonial mode 
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of production but it generated a new precapitalist mode based on 

independent peasant production. 

Importance of German colonialism lies in the fact that the economic 

structure laid down by 1914 was in all but detail that handed over in 

1961. Lines of communication , towns and land areas alienated to 

settlers did not greatly change during British rule. Few new crops 

were grown, either by plantation or by peasants. It had been 

established that there were no mineral resources of huge value in the 

country. Above all, the mechanisms by which African labourers were 

•persuaded• to work had been pioneered, as had the need for African 

education. 

BRITISH PERIOD 

Yaffey observed that: 

"By 1912 the private capital inflows appear to have reched the 
astonishing level of over 40% of imports •••• By modern standards the 
investors appear to have been venturesome and to have had high 
expectations" (52 ) 

The success of this venture in colonization drew the attention of 

the more experienced British imperialist. The cession of Tanganyika to 

the British came about as a result of the First World War - a war that 

was waged to decide whether Britain or Germany was to obtain the 

opportunity and the right to rob, strangle and exploit the whole 

world. (53). 

Britain occupied most of German East Africa during the war, 

renaming it Tanganyika in 1920. Using international mechanism, it 

obtained the right to adminster and exploit Tanganyika as an "integral 

part of the mandatory power and its dependencies". Tanganyika was not 

a colony in the formal sense but an internationally mandated territory 

{consigned by the League of Nations) to be administered in the interest 
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of "Peace, order and good government" and of the "material and moral 

wellbeing and social progress of inhabitants".(54) For all practical 

purposes Britain had gained another colony and now governed all of 

modern Tanzania. The long term implications of this was a socio-

economic and political system that would tie Tanzania up in a web of 

imperialist interests. 

All political power is directed to specific ends and there is no 

such thing as power as an end in itself. Power of the coloniser served 

the interest of the coloniser. In case of Tanganyika the first 

priority was to change the country into a reservoir of cheap raw 

materials for British industry - and consequently a market for its 

finished goods. Having establised the mechanism of exercising 

political power, British proceeded to reorganise economic life (though 

no radical changes from the German system were made) to suit their 

interests. Through administration and economic measures the peasants 

time and land was divided in such a way that he would produce crops for 

his own consumption and export crops for British industry. 

Meanwhile the war between the Germans and British in East Africa 

forced the peasants on the defence. Many were conscripted into the 

army and supplies for soldiers commandeered from the peasant household. 
' 

The war left the colonial economy in disarray. 

The transition period was relatively smooth for the British made no 

radical changes to the administrative and legal structures preferring 

as far as possible to adapt existing institutions. The office of 

governor and commander-in-chief was created. The 22 administrative 

districts of earlier regime were retained as well as services of 

experienced Akidas on a reduced basis. This limited revival of old 

forms of indigenous institutions altered to serve the needs of the 

British imperialist powers (was accomplished under governor Cameroon). 
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The initial British presence in Tanganyika was low key. First it 

gave priority to the task of winning over to its side the local rulers 

- traditional or appointed by Germans. The British effort to make the 

territor~ immediately productive was thwarted for some 10 years by the 

after effects of war. Famine conditions prevailed in many parts and 

both African and peasant agriculture and white settler plantations were 

"practically derelict". Communications had been demobilised and many 

roads were nothing but caravan tracts. Rehabilitation had to be 

undertaken, law and order re-establised and friendly and close contact 

made with peasantry "before any programme of development could be 

started" (55). 

Secondly, Hyden claims that the British tried to retribalise the 

Africans by allowing them to resettle in their home areas. 

Once these twin tasks were accomplished, the British under Governor 

Cameroon (who succeeded Bratt in 1925) put into practice a more 

systematically conceived local indirect administration - commonly known 

as INDIRECT RULE. Under this system material progress and political 

responsibility were to be moderated through tribal chiefs. 

Cameroon is often credited with fending off the movement for 

fcloser union' or federation with Kenya and Uganda which would have 

allowed Tanganyika to be dominated by the settler who already 

controlled the Kenyan state. Yet he failed to prevent the economic 

dependence on Kenya as regards both import duties and railway rates. 

Since the policy in Tanganyika was not to industrialise, there was no 

justification for protecting goods produced in Kenya. 

Lugard argued for accelerated promotion of African admirnstrators 

and even gave qualified praise to the Pan African Congress of 1919. In 

contrast Cameroon advocated the deliberate policy of DIVIDE AND RULE: 

he foresaw a time when fthe educated native, would tseek to gain 

possession of the machinery of government and run it on western lines' 

but his answer to this was to aim at indirect administration 
:---DISS 
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the appropriate native authority - chief or counsel; in this way 

could claim he was administering the country through the people. 

he 

In 1920s and early 1930s there were British politicians and 

officials who argued that this could be achieved through cooperatives 

but it was not till Victoria Federation of Cooperative Union was 

accepted in 1952 that the penny dropped. 

THE ECONOMY : 

Agricultural Production 

By 1914 a balance had been achieved between plantation agriculture' 

white settlers and small scale African farmer (peasants.) 

The variety of crops grown is clear from the export statistics 

(table I.l) 

In terms of value the largest export was sisal which had recovered 

quickly after the war to become overwhelmingly the most important 

export. There were about 150 growers including some settlers but the 

biggest plantations were owned by the European companies and run by 

salaried managers. Wages remained low (table I.2) 

The next crop to expand production after the First World War was 

coffee. Despite oppostion of the white settlers in Kilirnanjaro region, 

peasant production of coffee was establised as the only form of 

production which promised quick returns. Other peasant crops that were 

encouraged included groundnut, sesame, rice, hides, skins and ghee. 

Cotton cultivation carried out almost entirely by small African 

farmers living in the south of Lake Victoria also increased, rivalling 

coffee as a source of foreign exchange by 1938. 

At the time of Depression the settlers and planters suffered 

economic ruin. Hyden•s(57) analysis manifests crisis in the plantation 

sector which stood in contrast to what.happened in the peasant sector. 
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The table I.3 shows the production for export of coffee and cotton in 

Bukoba and Mwanza respectively. 

It is clear that peasants are more immune to world market price 

changes. During the Depression when prices slumped their production 

did not go down. Both Iliffe and Datoo(S8) are inclined to see this as 

a result of their wish to make as much money as before. 

USE OF FORCE : 

In 1937 native authorities ordinance was amended to allow bye laws 

to be passed for the enforcement of soil conservation measures and 

other agricultural practices. In Tanganyika recruitment for work in 

the capitalist sector (plantation sector) had to be done by corrpulsion. 

There was no shortage of land that forced peasants to seek wage 

employment on the plantations. Every family had access to land in 

their home areas. It was easier for them to cater for their needs than 

it was as wage earners on plantations. 

In line with Policy of Indirect Rule, British tried expanding 

peasant agriculture which meant (in 1920s and 1930s) primarily 

introducing new crops and new farming techniques. The Agriculture 

Extension Service was forced to follow·a trial and error approach in 

the absence of reliable research data, which proved detrimental. These 

unpopular policies were sought to be implemented through native 

authorities i.e. chiefs who were expected to serve as buffers between 

colonial authorities and local population. The element of coercion 

with which they were sought to be implemented reinforced the antagonism 

of the peasant. Many chiefs were not very anxious to go along with che 

British since it was likely to undermine their local legitimacy. Still 

they often had no choice. Thus tension began to emerge in the rural 

areas between peasants and authorities. Many peasants engaged in 

passive resistance. Pratt(S9) reports· that as a result of colonial 

policy and agricultural development through coercion, some 75,000 
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persons were convicted before native courts in 1946 alone. It was not 

until 1950s that British shifted their attitude towards local peasant 

adopting a Policy of Persistant Persuasion ("60). 

CAPITALIST PRODUCTION IN AGRICULTURAL SECTOR was not really expanded 

during the British era. Land alienation increased somewhat but 

remained small in terms of area covered. The first comprehensive 

effort by the British to launch new types of farming in the colony 

the Groundnut Scheme was a total failure(61). In Urarnbo in western 

Tanganyika, tobacco was successfully introduced as a commercial crop, 

cattle ranches were set up. Settler agriculture continued and even 

received a boost after the Second World War. There were confrontations 

between settlers and peasants e.g. Meruland case which served as a 

catalyst of anti-colonial sentiments in the area. The challenge of 

capitalist farming served to make the local peasants improve their own 

cultivation. 

PEASANT REACTIONS changed the political situation in favour of 

nationalist movement. The British had set in motion a process over 

which they lost control. Hyden(62) points out that _herein "key actor 

in this process was the peasant." 

Peasants reation to enforced agricultural change manifested itself 

in Bukabo riots, Sukurnaland, Kilimanjaro, Handeri district in Tanga 

region, Uluguru Mountains in Morogozo district etc. The widespread 

nature of these resistance movements was clearly an important factor 

for the development of Nationalist Party organisations. The peasants 

provided the base for the emergence of TANU. 

AGRICULTURAL MARKETING AND COOPERATIVES 

Colonial government had the means of collecting produce from 

dispersed small farmers : (a) it could allow private agents to do this 
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more or Iess uncontrolled hoping that competition could ensure fair 

prices. (b) it could persuade the farmers to market their crops 

themselves through cooperatives marketing organizations or (c) it could 

create its own bureaucracy (i.e. a marketing board), to purchase and 

subsequently sell the crops. The Germans used the f~rst method. The 

British discouraged the Africans from any sort of commercial operation 

- through policy measures like Native Restriction Ordinance of 1931. 

Therefore Africans from the start itself, when in trade, sought means 

of protection such as cooperatives. 

The first cooperative organizations, the Kilimanjaro Native 

Planters Association (KNPA) was formed to market 

coffee in Kilimanjaro in 1925. By 1927 it was 

African produced 

in conflict with 

settlers and by 1932 cooperative ordinance was passed designed to 

ensure government· control over the movement. . After the war the 

effectiveness of the bureaucratic structure as a means of creaming off 

surplus from peasant farmers became apparent. The Victoria Federation 

of Cooperatives Union was the first cooperative to be accepted from 

1952 onwards (table I.4). 

The role of the cooperative movement was that (a) it enabled the 

farmers to receive higher price (b) it was a means of channeling power 

and influence to the larger growers and (c) it was a way of involving 

ambitious educated Tanzanians in crop production. 

By 1920, the competition for mass produced imports had destroyed 

most of the traditional craft skills in Tanganyika. By the same date 

most of the minerals known about today had been discovered. Coal 

fields, iron ore deposits, titanium, m~nganese, exploitable deposits of 

phosphates and small deposits of copper, lead, tin, nickel. and sulphur 

as well as salt from brine springs etc. Overall resource base was 

sufficient for a balanced industrialization. Yet in the 1920s the 

decision was taken not to industrialize, and the in9ustrial sector by 

any standard was minute (table I.5). 
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The development of colonial production in no way entailed colonial 

industrialization. At the point of production in the Colony, raw 

materials were processed only so far as to reduce their bulk for 

export. The little manufacturing that developed in the country was to 

service the export/import economy and the consumption needs of resident 

administrative and business interests like cotton ginneries and coffee 

processing works which reduced transport costs and protected the 

quality of the raw material. 

Walter Rodney(63) observes that the African peasant went into 

colonialism with a hoe and came out of it with a hoe. To which 

Mamdani(64) adds that ~the hoe that the peasant went in with was 

locally manufactured, the hoe he came out with was imported.' 

"The great interest of the Colonies is to secure markets for their 

primary products" was made clear in the House of Corranons. Tanganyika 

was integrated as a primary producer. Manufacturing industry at the 

time of independence was restricted to certain types of secondary 

agricultural processing such as grain and oil milling and to the 

production of food and beverages. Other permitted activities were 

carpentry, 

and general 

furniture production and saw milling, motor vehicle repair 

engineering. Therefore, at the end of colonial period 

accounted for barely 4% of Tanganyika's gross domestic manufa.cturing 

product. 

Coulson(65) points out that politically independent Tanganyika had 

to arrange its own industrialization in the highly competitive world 

markets of the late 1960s and 1970s starting from a virtually non 

existent base. 

SOCIO-CULTURAL-IDEOLOGICAL ASPECTS have to be linked to the Education 

which served the ends of British colonial policy. It emphasized the 

individualistic values of the capitalist society - the individual 
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gaining wealth and power in competition with others. A more 

devastating aspect of colonial educational system lies in the cultural 

invasion. It begins with a comparitively few African children who had 

the benefit of this type of formal education. They were taught alien 

traditions and attitudes to life~ the history, traditions and customs 

of their own people were then ignored and ridiculed. Again, this is as 

it should be ~for cultural invasion to succeed, it is essential that 

those invaded become convinced of their intrinsic inferiority. The 

invasion is accentuated and those invaded are alienated from the spirit 

of their own culture and from themselves, the more the latter want to 

be like the invaders; to walk like them, dress like them, talk like 

them~ ( 66). 

Tanzanian political leadership painfully recognised the awesome 

inadequacies of the colonial educational system bequeathed to them as 

manifest in Nyerere's(67) evaluation: 

"The education provided by the colonial government.... was 
motivated by a desire to inculcate the values of colonial society and 
to train individuals for the service of the colonial state •.•. with 
emphasis on subservient atitudes, on white collar skills, the 
indi~idualistic instincts of mankind.... instead of cooperative 
instincts •••• This meant that colonial education induced attitudes of 
human inequality." 

Cultural deprivation which the colonial situation engendered in the 

colonised people inevitably left behind a social psychology, conscious 

or otherwise, of social and cultural subordination, submission and 

imitation. 

The British took the decision to continue using SWAHILI as the 

language of administration. 

After the First World War, the re-establishment of education was by 

no means the government's first priority. As late as 1922 there were 

only 2 expatriates in the government ·educational s·ervice. In 1938 

total government revenue over 40 million shillings but expenditure on 
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education was still less than 2 million(68) 

SOCIAL INEQUALITY was nurtured through education and other colonial 

mechanism in areas of (a) racial dichotomy, (b) creation of elite 

intelligentsia (class categories) and (c) a gender dichotomy. 

RACE: By allowing three parallel educational systems to develop, 

one for each of the three races, dichotomy was deliberately sought by 

British colonists (table I.6) 

CLASS dichotomy was sought to be created. (a) Coersi vely to tneet 

the demands of .the rural capitalism and the scanty 

industrializatio~/marketing sectors and (b) through the elitist nature 

of eCiuc~tion and segregation in the e.dueation impartec1. 

Marjorie Mbilinyi(69) has highlighted the ap,bivalence of tlle 

&ritiah towar~a education for Africans. Government officials were 

aware from·a very early stage, that a class of educated Africans would 

become a threat to them; they therefore tried to plan African education 

.so that only the numbers required by the economy would be educated and 

to ~oncentrate as far as possible on the sons of chiefs headmen or 

influential town dwellers. 

Upto 1940s f~w Africans received more than 3 years schooling and in 

the· Depression of 19 30s it was post. primary education that was mosi: 

drastically cut back: as late as 1940 only 5 schools offered a complete 

secondary education i.e. 10 years scl1ooling to Africans. The 

overwhelming l:najor ity had no opportunity to go to school at all. 

Cla&s based nature of colonial eduoation manifested itself in U1a 

Tabora School, creat.eCl as a school for chiefs and sons of chiefs in 

1924. Tabora Girls School followed in 1929; for a pumber of years it 

was the only school whose graduates could go directly to Masarere 
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College in Uganda and it is no coincidence that a high proportion of 

Tanzania's present leadership attended Tabora School in 1950s. 

There were only a tiny number of central schools - never more than 

26 - which offered + ~ore years of education on top of 2 or 3 years in 

mission or. governmen·t schools. But even then there we,re differences in 

the syllabi for children of different kinds of parentp. For t.:.he rest 

.tnere was no school at all. There were pla~es for fewer than 70% of 

children of school age bef:or<~ the Second World 'ivar . With Depressionr 
.. 

world prices and government ·cevenue falling, go~rnment expenditl4re llc:4ci 

to cut and ~ducat.ion appeared expendabh~. 

The nascent r;ura.l capital.iGm was an open espousal of 

diff eren·t:Lation it was to concentrate resources on relatively rich 

farmers and / or villages who could be expected to increase thoir 

· m·arketing production by the use of Mach.Lnei:-y, fertilizer and hiring 

labour. Ruthertburg points out(71) that it was the intention i~.n 

increase inequality. 0 The grouping ·toge i.:.he.c of t.'ne progressive farme1:-s 

can be callc-;cr an at.t elllpt to establish rural eLites with proyre.s~i ve 

attitudes. • 

r .. abour_ ·hiring peasants or small capitalist farm,~:n:; or kulaks could 

be found in every part o[ Ut~~ cotuli~:;_-y. John Sender(72) points ou·t thdt 

alll'Y:)St. every rural su:cvey carried out immediately before or af·te:r 

indepehchmce demonst..t'cit ed Lh.~ l~xistence of thes(; large farmers. 

Alongsic:le lhe plantation sector hired labour oft.en recruited from 

far away, eg. workers for co~stdl rural plants were recruited in 

western and sonLhern areas of the count.ry. The idea was to up1~ooc. Lhem 

and . turn them into n. class of worker.-s. ~lis had to be done by 

cOiTI.f.)tllsion as there was no shortage of land thn.i: cocced peasant:! L.o 

se.~k wage employment. 

Dicho'"._omy betweerl t11<.:> G ..... _ .. L',11J. ,,,·,·o v:-... ,-=: btJ . . .... ~ .. " ···~~ very su · .y ma~ni:a~ned. The 

invol ve1nent in a market econowy which spread over ·t.i.xne through the 

leng-th and br,~adt11 of the conU.nent all:ered the utili~ai:i.on of th.a 



factors of J.H'Od,lction on the family holding, adding for the most part 

burdens onto the 1.-,romen and increasing further the power of men within 

the family as Mbilinyi(73) points out eg. with plantation agriculture -

migrant labour was sought. Neither the wages paid to the migrant 

labour nor rel:urns to small scale farming were sufficient to support a 

man and a family: both systems depended upon women, growing food to 

feed themselves and their children. 

IDEOLOGICAL IMPACT: Education was the most powerful weapon in the 

battle for the minds of the colonised. Impact of mission educat.ion 

c:ceaLed a -" petty bou:r:geois class of Tanzanians who could earn their 

living by working for wages. 

Bri-tish frequently feared that their legitimacy· could be challenged 

by t1)is emerging petty bourgeois - as indeed it was. In an attempt i:o 

stem the tide, from the beginning they imbued their education with 

nationlist ideolQgy, first German, then British. Nhen in the 1950s 

this war was undermined by African nationalism, they drew in another 

ideology - that of "Modernization Theory" or dualism which 

distinguishes between the modern (or western) as good while tradition 

as bad. 

This ideology enables the educated to i:hink of themselves 

colle<;ti.vely. {as a class), as bearers of all things modern and· good 

everi though they had been alm:>st totally divorced from direc~r-_ 

involvemen·i: in producl:ion, they feel that they alone ~an tell others 

what to do. The Parailox Y~as that the -same ideology contained the se3ds 

of the process that was to undermine formal colonial rule eg. Christian 

religion and philosophical writings of Adam Smith, .John Stuart ~1ill 

etc. conh-aini.ng i.deas of individualism, liberalism, equality etc. 
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"We 
deal 
that 
want 

CHAPTER II - IDEOLOGY AND POLITICO-ECONOMIC SYSTEM OF UJAMAA 

SECTION I : IDEOLOGY OF UJAMAA 

have been opressed a great deal, we have been exploited a great 
'and we have been disregarded a great deal. It is our weakness 

has led to our being oppressed, exploited and disregarded. Now we 
a revolution •.. " 

ARUSHA DECLARATION 1967 

GENESIS OF THE IDEA OF SOCIALISM IN TANZANIA 

Nyerere points out that in the modern world there are 2 basic systems 

of social and economic organisation - capitalism and socialism. Yet " 

for the underdeveloped nations there is no real choice. In practice, 

third world nations cannot become developed capitalist societies 

without surrendering the reality of their freedom and witho.ut accepting 

a degree of inequality between their citizens which will deny the morF>.l 

validity of our independant struggle". Nyerere feels that the present 

poverty ~ national weakness makes socialism the only rational choice 

for Tanzania(l). 

Nyerere feels that capitalism is incompatible with the aspirations 

of the third world, it does not mean that the alternative of socialism 

is an easy one, nor that success under it is automatic. However by 

adopting socialist policies it is possible to maintain ~our' 

independance and develop towards human dignity for •our' people. 

The vital point is that the basis of socialist organisation is the 

meeting of peoples needs, not the making of profit. The decision to 

devote the national resources to the production of one thing rather 

than another is made in the light of what is needed and not what is 

profitable. Furthermore such decisions are made by the people through 

their responsible institutions - their own government, their own 

industrial corporation and their own commercial institutes. 

Nyerere feels that this does not mean that great inequalities 
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within the society or the exploitation of groups or even the seizure of 

power and privilege by a small minority is automatically ruled out in a 

society which opts for socialism. But that such things mark a failure 

to implement socialism they are not inherent in it the way they are 

inherent in capitalism. 

While the ethical foundation of Tanzanian socialism was laid down 

with the publication of the doctrinal document "Ujamaa" in 1962, for 

the first years of independance, its policy at>r~ic.-ations were limited. 

The momentum of the welfare and develoment programmes of the terminal 

colonial era were carried forward, and the country counted heavily on 

western investment and aid to finance its first five year plan. 

Corporations were expected to assure peasant control over their major 

cash crops. While the capitalist ethos was decried in Ujamaa 

statement, little was done in practice to circumscribe it. In fact as 

Crawford Young points out "principled non racialism of Nyerere appeared 

to guarantee a more secure role for the main 

Asian conmunity"{2) 

mercantile group, the 

Though the country had a satisfactory growth record during these 

years - 4.5 percent real growth per annum on 1.5 percent per capita(3) 

there were a number of trends that Nyerere viewed as OJl1~tnous. The flow 

of public and private western capital fell far short of expectations, 

while at the same time political irritants multiplied in relations with 

Britain, u.s. and West Germany. 

Civil servants and politicians displayed a distressingly 

acquisitive instinct in the pursuit of leisure time capitalist ventures 

in such spheres as urban housing, • transport and beverage distribution. 

The cooperatives, according to Young{4)! were a bitter disappointment : 

the farmers were outraged by their unreliable marketing services and 

occasional dishonesty, while party le·aders were disconC.e)"'ted by the 

autonomous mercantile fiefdom that the leaders of larger cooperatives 

constructed. A presidential enquiry_ in- 1966 encount~red a barrage of 
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farmers• grievances. 

In 1967, the socialist ethos was translated into concrete policy 

through a far reaching statement set forth in the Arusha Declaration. 

While this was ostensibly a party document, it reflected above all, the 

moral vision of Nyerere himself. As Shivji(S) asserts with some 

acerbity, Arusha was not a 11 Proletarian Ideology .. but it nonetheless 

set forth a radical set of moral axioms: the aim was a 11 truly 

socialist society" where all people were workers, where no one lived on 

the work of others, where 11 all major means of production and exchange 

were controlled and owned by the peasants through the machinery of 

their government and their cooperatives 11 and where the ruling party was 

.. a party of peasants and workers ... ( 6) 

With Arusha, the mobilisations of tbe people and the policy was 

towards UJAMAA, which sought to reconcile productionist imperatives(?) 

with Nyerere's concept of African humanism. African 11 familyhood" or 

11 Conmunalism" is seen by Nyerere as not merely establishing norms of 

socia'l justice but also providing a basis for a socialism appropriate 

to African conditions. 

CONCEPTS RELATED TO UJAMAA(8) like the connection between freedom, 

development, discipline and democracy are essential because the 

national policy of creating socialist villages throughout the rural 

areas depends upon it. 

FREEDOM: as defined by Nyerere incorporates: a) national freedom, 

i.e. the ability of the citizens of Tanzania to determine their own 

future and to govern themselves without interfer~n~e from non 

Tanzanians. b) freedom from hunger, disease, poverty. c) Personal 

freedom for the individual i.e. his-right to live in dignity and 

equality, his right to freedom of speech, to participate in the making 

of all decisions which affect his life, freedom from arbitrary arrest 

etc. 
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These depend upon (i) the economic and social development to the 

extent that National freedom can be endangered by any foreign power 

which is better equipped. Nyerere feels it is not simply a question of 

military armaments, but a consciousness among the peop~e of the nation, 

(ii) freedom from hunger, disease and poverty depends upon an increase 

. in wealth and knowledge available in the community (iii) even personal 

freedom becomes more real if it is buttressed by development. A man 

can defend his rights effectively only when he understands what they 

are ahd knows how to use the constitutional machinery which exists for 
()._ 

the defence of those rights - and knowledge of this kind is part of 

" development. 

people. 

lfhe truth is that development is the development of the 

Road building, increase of crop output and other things of 

this kind are not development: they are only tools of development. If 

development is to increase people's freedom, it must be development for 

the people. It must serve them and their interest. 

Nyerere admits 
thinking in terms 
secondary: the first 

' 

that pre-Arusha"what we were doing 
of .things and not of people .••• the 
priority was output". 

in fact 
people 

was 
were 

Policy of Ujamaa Vijijini is a new concept, not intended to be 

merely .a revival of the old settlement scheme under another name. 

Based on post Arusha Understanding, what we need to develop are people 

not things and that people can only develop themselves. 

Ujamaa Villages are intended to be socialist organizations created 

by the people and governed by those who live and work in them. No one 

can be forced into an Ujamaa village. It is a voluntary association of 

people who decide of their own free will to live together and work 

together for a common good. 

Ujamaa means "familyhood". This basic definition is crucial to 

understanding the quality of inter-personal relationships Nyerer~ 

invoked, as both the means and end of soc~alist transformation. Ujamaa 

has a broader and more humanistic meaning than does the other possible 
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Swahili translation for socialism -"UJIMI", or communal work. The use 

of a Swahili term for socialism emphasises the African character of 

ideas, values and policies associated with socialism in Nyerere 1
S 

Tanzania. 

Ujamaa pos~~s a peaceful transition to socialism. Contemporary 

socialism will grown out of African communal past. Nyerere denies the 

relevance of any concept of class in Africa, claiming that Africans 

never even had a word for "class" in their indigenous language(9). 

Contrasting Ujamaa with European socialism, he wrote: 

'"Ujamaa'' then or 1 familyhood 1 
, describes our socialism. It is 

opposed to capitalism, which seeks to build a happy society on the 

basis of exploitation of man by man and it is equally opposed to 

doctrinaire socialism which seeks to build its happy society on a 

philosophy of inevitable conflict between man and man. 

We , in Africa have no more need of being "converted" to socialism 

than we have of being "taught" democracy. Both are rooted in our own 

past- in the traditional society which produced us".(lO) 

Nyerere thus urges Tanzanians to analyse their heritage and their 

present circumstances in developing a realistic and appropriate 

socialism. In rejecting any claim to universal validity and 

applicability of ::~ socialist orthodoxy, Nyerere asserted that : 

"If (Marx) he had lived in SukUil'laland, Masailand or Ruvuma, he 
would have written a very different book than Das Kapital, but he could 
have been just as scientific and just as socialist".(ll) 

" ••••••••.• It is necessary that those who call themselves 
scientific socialists should be scientific. In that case they would 
accept or reject socialist ideas and methods in accordance with the 
objective circumstances of time and place. They would certainly not be 
hampered or inhibited by the irrelevances of a socialist theology(l2)." 

Nyerere does not eulogise the African past, and rejects any 

ideology that seeks merely an egalitatiap poverty. He emphasised that 

respect for the African past "does not mean that we have in any way 

accepted our present poverty ••• what we-are attempting a telescoped 
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evolution of our economy and our society ... (l3) Increased prosperity is 

possible only through increased effort. Work (kazi) is the central 

tenet of Ujamaa ideology. Therefore Nyerere constantly tells 

Tanzanians that "we the Tanzanians have to work our way out of 

poverty."(l4) In 1962 Nyerere had written that "there is no such thing 

as socialism without work".(lS) This was true in traditional as well 

as independant Tanzania. The work eth,· ic grows out of African custom: 

"Not only was the capitalist, or the landed exploitation unknown 
to traditional African society but we did not have the other form of 
modern parasite the loiterer, or idler, who accepts the hospitality of 
the society as his "right" but gives nothing in return."(l6) 

Thereby the first characteristic of the socialist state was an 

ABSENCE OF EXPLOITATION. 

" A truly socialist state is one in which all people are workers, 

in which neither capitalism nor feudalism exists."(l7} In the 

socialist country every able bodied person works and every worker 

obtains a just return for his or her labour". The incomes derived from 

different types of work are not grossly divergent(l8). The only people 

who are allowed to live on the work of others, are the very young, the 

sick, the old, the crippled and those the state has failed to provide 

with work.· 

Ahmed Mohiddin(l9) points out that though the declaration does not 

make any -y-~erence. to Marx, its definition of socialist state does 

appr'bximate the Marxist rather than the liberal view of state. 

Alongside the declaration admits the existence of classes in Tanzania, 

which thou~considered weak, nonetheless have considerable potential for 

growth if left unchecked. Indeed one primary objective of the 

declaration is precisely that of preventing the property owners and 

commercial classes from taking over political power in the country. 

Mohiddin in discussing the concept of exploitation, feels that 

declaration goes beyond the conventional Marxist notion of 

exploitation(20). In terms of class·relations based on ownership of 
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the basic means of production, distribution and exchange contending 

that exploitation in the sense of one person or group or persons living 

on the proceeds of work of others is a phenomenon which does not 

require capitalist industrialisation(21). It exists where there are 

people strong and powerful enough to exploit others. In a 

predominantly peasant and agricultural country like Tanzania where the 

wealth of the nation is produced in rural areas but modern amenities -

hospitals, schools, sewage systems, well paved roads and so on - are 

concentrated in the urban centres, there is bound to be exploitation of 

peasants by city dwellers. This is exploitation of RURAL by URBAN 

areas. Another form of exploitation prevalent in Tanzania is manifest 

in the rural areas where women do virtually all the work while men 

spend most of the time drinking and playing games.- This is 

exploitation of woman by man. 
0 

The next essential feature of a socialist state is that the basic 

means of production, distribution and exchange must be owned and 

controlled by people. Since Tanzania has no class inequalities to 

overcome, unity for increased production replaces conflict over more 

equitable distribution. 

"Our major pre-occuptaion must be to increase our wealth and the 
amount of time and energy.we spend on squabbling over what we have now, 
should be.very limited. indeed"(22). 

On the issue of NATIONALISATION, the declaration declared that 

ownership of means of production by the people is not itself a 

sufficient condition for existence of socialism. It depends on who, 

among the people actually owns and in what proportions. Socialism 

implies the equality of all and the satisfaction of the basic needs of 
i" all. It i~ thus 1\ the interest and the s·ervi<?e of the wellbeing of 

N!ili.Cfl'\o-..U~ (} liN. ~9A ~s 6} P~" Nvt.A.>Lb ~ c..o~ ~, 
thatANationalisation is not a theoretical dogma to be observed 

all 

men but 
• 

an emp1rical necessity without which socialism cannot be built. It is 

within such a frame of reference that the declaration does not restrict 

nationalisation to only major means or p~oduction, but included other 
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economic enterprises that employ a large number of people. Therefore, 

it is the people and how best to serve them and not simply the 

ownership of means of production which is the objective of socialism. 

This leads us to the third essential feature of socialism. 

To be socialist, the Declartion asserts a country must also have 

" its government and other' public institutions chosen and led by the 

people themselves. Nyerere feels that two factors essential in 
• 

development by the people are (a) democracy in decision making and (b) 

leadership through education. 

"True socialism cannot exist without a DEMOCRACY also existing in 

the society". ( 23). Although no definition of democracy is offered in 

the D,eclaration, it does state that "for a country to be socialist, it 

is essential that its government is chosen and led by the peasants and 

workers themselves". ( 24). 

Two essential elements of democracy without which it cannot work 

are that everyone must be allowed to speak freely and everyone must be 

listened to. Free debate must continue. It is an essential element of 

personal freedom. But necessity of continued freedom in discussion 

must not be allowed to prevent decisions from being made and once a 

• 
decison is reached. 

7
it must be accepted as the decision of all. And 

everyone including those who are in the opposition have to cooperate in 

carrying out this decision. Therefore democratic decisions must be 

followed by : 

DISCIPLINE in carrying out the decisions. Greater freedom is 

achieved by cooperation which is possible if there is disciplined 

acceptance of joint decisions. Yet p~ovided decisions are made after 

free and friendly discussion and by the majority will, the essential 

discipline should be freely accepted and· should infact be largely self 

discipline . Discipline must be a means of implementing decisions 

but discipline is not another wor·d for force. 
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To get Ujamaa villages established and help them to succeed, 

EDUCATION AND LEADERSHIP are required. 

But giving leadership does not mean usurping the role of the 

people. The people must make their own decisions about future and 

through democratic procedures. Leadership cannot replace democracy: it 

must be a part of democracy. If the decision relates to national 

affairs, then the people make it through the National Executive 

Conmittee and 
4tJ 

Parliament,and through the National Conference of CCM. 

lfAis a decision about district affairs, the people make it through the 

district committees and district councils. If it is a question of 

purely local interest egtwhether to undertake a particular self help 

scheme - then the people directly concerned must make the decisions 

following free debate. Just as real freedom for the people requires 

development, so development of people requires freedom. 

"Leadership does not imply control any more than it implies 
bullying or intimidating people. A good leader will explain, teach and 
insp_ ire. In an Ujamaa village, he will do more. He will lead by 
doing. He is in front of the people showing them what can be done 
guiding them, and encouraging them. But he is with them. You do not 
lead people by being so far in front, or so theoretical in your 
teachings that the people cannot see what you are doing or saying. You 
can lead the people only by being one of them, but just being more 
active as well as more willing to learn- from them and others".(25) 

The need for committment and honesty among public servants was 

enshrined in a leadership code which prevented leaders (senior civil 

servants, managers of nationalised industries and party officials), 

from having more than one source of income, ?'\ 
o~~ng property for rental 

or having shares or directorships in private companies. The political 

leaders, including civil servants, as well as the President himself, 

took salary cuts, and the ministers were no longer provided with cars 

for private use at public expenses. 

The MWONGOZO or Party Guidelines of 19 71 is a party document 

" rather than a Pres.dential Paper - it was brought to a Party Conference 

dur.ing a wave of apprehension that followed Idi Arnin • s coup in Uganda, 

the ·coup and invasion of Sekou Tour~s Guinea by the Portugese a few 
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months b f r bowe d the two dangers facing the Tanzanian revolution e o e,s 

subversion from within or intrusion by white armies from outside. 

A more central role than in the past is given to the Party. Bu£ 

in the important sections on "Defence and Security" and (l fconornics and 

~\ 
Progress, the logic of freedom and development was extended. The basis 

of Tanzania's development is the people themselves. The army must 

become a "people's army" ••• to enable the people to safeguard their 

independance. Political education is required so that every Tanzanian 

recognises the importance of safeguarding the policies, independance, 

economy and culture. 

"For 
exploited, 
liberation. 
affairs is 
more health 
way of life 

a people who have been slaves and who have been oppressed, 
humiliated by colonialism and capitalism, development means 

Any action that gives them more control of their own 
an action for development even if it does not offer them 

or more bread" (26). Therefore a socialist ideaology and a 
was sought to be created. 

The emphasis is also on the need for Tanzanian self reliance 

"KUJITEGEMEA". ·While foreign aid can be helpful it must not be the 

basis for economic development. As Nyerere told Tanzanians "the only 

people we can rely on is ourselves". (27} Self reliance is not mere.ly a 

development strategy; it is to become a way of life. It is essential 

for the return to African heritage that forms the basis for socialist 

transformation. 

Education and work were to be united in all educational 

institutions, not only to cover costs of schooling, but also to ensure 

that youth developed the correct attitude to manual labour as future 

peasants and workers; and to break down the petty bourgeois arrogance 

of students in higher educational institutions who would become the 

future bureaucrats and experts. 

In recrui trnent '? recomnendations .of employer and TANU branch-

executive committees would be necessary as well as essential for 

academic credentials. The new intake ::solution implied that students 

of the univerisity should be workers and peasants. 
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Education reform policy: With the background of declared national 

policy of "socialism and self reliance" in 1967, leadership code, 

Nationalisation, Mwongozo, Decentralisation etc. were issued. The 

education for self reliance policy was declared in 1967 to see that 

educational institutions were in line with "socialism and self 

reliance". The policy had the following objectives: orientation of 

schooling to rural areas and specificity to agriculture, development of 

cooperat~ve attitudes, creativity, critical thinking and self 

confidence; the unity of manual and mental work, loyalty to the Party -

the peasants and workers and the fostering of egalitarian values. 

>Primary school education was to be considered terminal educationp 

"complete in itself" and not a route to higher education. Schools were 

to become in totality productive units where both students and teachers 

produced together. Both urban and rural schools were to engage in 
tf\e 

productive activities,thoughAactivities they would pursue would depend 

upon their specific location. Manual work such as sweeping, cleaning, 

cutting grass which was done previously by hired labour was now to be 

done by students themselves, in particular at the university where 

capitalist tendencies with respect to social relationships between 

student and servant and bookish education had advanced further. 

One of President Nyerere's speeches, Education for liberation, 

1974(28) noted that attitudinal change was not . enough for the 

liberation of masses, knowledge and skills are also necessary to take 

control of society. "The purpose of education is not to turn out 

technicians who can be used as instruments in the expansion of the 

economy. It is to turn out men (and women) who have the technical 

knowledge and ability to expand the· economy for the benefit of 

individuals in society". 

The Musoma Resolution of the TANU National Executive Committee in 

1974 represen~the effort to hasten the implementation of the education 

for Self Reliance Policy. Partly in ·-response to ·growing peasant 
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demands for more educational opportunities for their children 

especially after the National Villagisation programme, UPE 1977 

{Universal Primary Education) was declared. In order to implement UPE) 

resolutions called for mass mobilisation and self help, use of local 

resources for teaching and building. 

SECTION II POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC SYSTEM OF UJAMAA 

The political organisation to move Tanzania towards socialism was 

the DEMOCRACY IN ONE PARTY STATE. In elaborating , ·his ideological 
()\, 

commit ment to African socialism and one party democ~~y, Nyerere had 

ruled out the two party or the mutli party system on grounds that : 

a) A new state requires the combined efforts of all in building a 

unified nation and in maximising economic social development. 

b) Traditional African cultural attitudes and communal practices 

favour decision by consensus{29) 

c) Multi party systems themselves are either artificial luxuries 

which tend to make government into a game, or they are perversions of 

true democracy in that they represent and solidify class divisions and 

inequalities rather than eliminating them. 

Indeed Nyerere{30) argued that a one party stat~ could be even 
more democratic than one, with two or more parties "Where there is one 
party and that party is identified with the nation as a whole the 
foundation of democracy are firmer than they can even be where you have 
two .or more parties, each representing only a section of the 
community". 

The ideal of African socialism is communal and egalitarial and its 

theoretical political corollary is Government by populist 

participation. Nyerere feels that within the party there would be 

disagreement on "how to do things which we agree should be done" (32). 

Given the freedom of expression within the party {TANU) which provided 

thus a two way process of communication between the Government and the 
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people, the essence of democracy should be preserved, for basically 

democracy is Government by discussion(33). 

TANU (or CCM) was to remain a mass party and any member could be 

nominated to stand for election to parliament if he or she could obtain 

the support of 25 electors. The Party's Annual District Conference 

would interview all prospective candidates and rank their preference. 

The TANU National Executive Committee (NEC) would then decide on 2 

candidates for each constituency. No candidate was permitted to spend 

personal funds to advance his or her candidacy. All campaign events 

were to be organised by the District TANU Committee and were required 

to include both candidates on each constituency. No candidate was 

allowed to c~paign nationally to use only a locally spoken language in 

public statements and debates, or to make any appeal based on racial, 

ethnic, or religious considerations. 

Qne of Africa's most powerful and comprehensively organised 

political parties, TANU has party structures patterned at all levels. 

Ten house cells are designated for the rural areas and 50 member cells 

for places of work, each with an elected leader. Branch organisations 

include monthly general meetings, representative annual conferences and 

e~ecutive committees led by elected chairman and appointed secretaries. 
' 

District and regional units consist of conferences (held at 30 month 

intervals), executive and working committees and chairman and 

secretaries. At the central level, a national conference serves as the 

Party's highest decision making authority and in an election year 

nominates a candidate for the Presidency of Tanzania. Policies are 

suggested to the Conference by National ~xecutive Committee and smaller 

central committees which also oversee policy implementation. CCM is 
~ 

headed by a Chairman and Vice Chairman elected by the National 

Conference. Routine party adminstration is supervised by a chief 

executive secretary, assisted by two .deputies. The ~arty includes an 
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elders section and 5 "mass organisations" representing youth, women, 

parents, national trade union and cooperative movement. 

TANU had a dual role as a partner in government and a channel of 

citizen participation. Frances Hill is critical in that these two 

roles need not necessarily be compatible.(34) 

Presidential circular No.l(35)1969 envisioned three phases in the 

implementation strategy. It would start with the education and 

training of TANU and government leaders "in ideology, purpose and 

methods of establishing villages." Phase II· would constitute taking 

the ideas to people, to educate and help them see the relevance of this 

poli.cy to their own desires and their own needs. Finally phase III 

would be the stage when Regional and Area Commissioners in conjunction 

with other relevant departments of the government should give practical 

assistance in the successful operation of the villages. Other services 

mentioned in the circular were Planning, Research and Training Units. 

THE UJAMAA VILLAGE 

For an individual, life in an Ujamaa villag e means working for 

the collective farm as well as for himself. The following description 

of life in an U jamaa village is fairly repre.sentati ve. An individual 

member of the village is entitled to one acre of land, free. On it he 

can build his house for himself or his family: he can grow any type of 

crop he wishes or keep the kind of animals he likes. In the course of 

one week he is expected to work five days for the Ujamaa village and 

the remaining two days on the development of his one acre plot. 

Whatever he grows or keeps on this plot is his and he is entitled to 

dispose of it in whatever manner he wishes. He can for instance sell 

his surplus produce if he so wishes. One thing he is not allowed to do 

is to employ people to work on his plot for him. This would be 

exploitation. The only other people allowed to work on the plot are 

members of his family. His rernuneration·--is based on the number of days 
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worked, with each unit of labour day having the same monetary value · 

irrespective of the type of work done e.g. there is no difference in 

monetary value between the clerk and the carpenter and the manual 

labourer. All get the same value for their unit of one labour day. 

Any person who is prepared to accept the Ujamaa village constitution 

can join the village of his choice. 

Ujamaa villages are the third phase of Tanzanian efforts to 

increase rural production. The first phase focussed on "progressive 

farmers" organised into marketing cooperatives. The second phase 

emphasised resettlement schemes with capital intensive techniques and 

then deemed essential to large scale agricultural production. 

In keeping with the philosophy of revolution against exploitation, 

oppression or humiliation, a policy of self reliance is sought. In 

this the Arusha Declaration states 4 essential ingredients of 

development i.e. a) people b) land c) good policies and d) good 

leadership. 

In translating ideology into policy, economic realities like 

agriculture as the mainstay of Tanzanian economy providing a livlihood 

to 96% of the economically active population should be perceived. 

Agriculture required people and land which Tanzania is abundantly 

endowed with. "Tanzanians can live well without depending on help from 

outside if they use their land properly" ( 36). The Arusha Declaration 

states that .. ·' land is the basis of human existence, land 

is tge most valuable asset for future development and as such must be 

regarded as national property. Consequently it should be the 

responsibility of the government to see that it is used for the benefit 

of the whole nation and not the benefit of one individual. 

By emphasising on self reliance as-the major strategy in building 

socialism, Arusha introduces two significant shifts: in the first phase 

there is a shift of emphasis from iridu·s tria lis at ion .-- as the major 

strategy by which socialism can be built and the second major shift a 
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corollary to the first one, is towards agriculture and in particular 

the development of peasantry. SELF RELIANCE is not merely a. 

development strategy, it is also a way of life. It is essential for 

the return to African heritage that formrthe basis for socialist 

transformation. 

In this neither the rejection of foreign aid, money, investment 

and industrialisation is basis for socialist development, nor indeed 

the emphasis on self reliance and agriculture should be constituted to 

mean that Tanzania would not accept gifts, aid, loan as investment from 

outside. All these would be needed, perhaps in ever increasing scales 

in the future - their role would be to augment rather than to determine 

the direction and style of development in Tanzania. As Nyerere said 

11 We shall not depend upon over.seas trade to the extent of bending our 

political and economic or social. policies in the hope of getting it. 

But we shall try to get it in order to hasten our economic progress, 

and that it may act as a catalyst to our effort(37). 

Nyerere feels that besides reliance on money, Tanzanians are weak 

and unable to keep themselves because of the effect of colonialism. 

At Independance Tanzania's regions showed a differential pattern 

of economic stratification which was patterned on the sole criteria of 

providing colonial power what is needed. Certain areas during the 

colonial era became increasingly underdeveloped. Regional imbalance 

thereby proved to be a serious political problem for national 

government. The other area of stratification pattern is urban-rural 

imbalance which Nyerere has warned against: 

.,If we are not careful we might get to the position where the real 
exploitation in Tanzania is that of the town dwellers exploiting the 
peasants" ( 38). 

Frances Hill perceives another economic reality in the fact of 

CLASS. This when recognised by Nyerere has been discussed primarily in 

RACIAL terms. This is not a total misconception as t.he colonial legacy 
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meant that race and class coincided. Colonial stratification among 

individuals was based on the same factors as stratification among 

areas. Colonial perception was based not on individual ability but 

primarily on ingrained prejudices about appropriate postions for 

individuals of white, brown or black races. Such prejudices meant that 

whites were not allowed to hold positions below a certain level and 

blacks were not allowed to rise above a certain level. The space in 

between became reserved for browns who became traders and middle level 

clerks. Colonialism seemed to have created a class system co-related 

with race and based on cash earnings. In short it created a SALARIAT. 

Colonialism created a class system appropraite to an administrative 

state a class system based not on direct control on the means of 

production but on control of means of management. 

In 
~ 

its approach to development, Arusha rejects the 

indispensability of money as the fundamental basis of development. 

Tanzania is involved in a war against poverty and oppression and the 

ultimate objective of this struggle is amelioration of the living 

conditions of all the people of Tanzania. Being a poor country, 

Tanzania could not successfully conduct her battle against oppression 

and development by relying on money. 

It is due to the general poverty of the country that the 

government cannot extract more taxation from the people: and yet 

because they are poor the people demand more money from government for 

development and other projects. The key factor is of cou~se money and 

the circle is a vicious one. 

With this ambiguous criteria for development the Declaration 

criticises the obsession with money, both on theoretical economic 

grounds that money is not the sole basis of development, and on 

practical grounds that the country does not have the requisite amount 

of money anyway. 

Economic Nationalism was a logical f~!low up of and natural sequel 
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to 'the "political nationalism" that led to independance. The Arusha 

Declaration in the subsequent Policy statement(39) provided the 

foundation for the indegenisation process of Tanzanian economy. Here 

in the economy was sought to be localised, with the abolishing of 

capitalism and all forms of exploitation whether by foreign investors 

or by Africans themselves. 

Tanzania as a poor ex colonial country had three other basic 

resources besides mobilising political resource for the fulfillment of 

its economic nationalism. a) material resources both financial and 

natural b) human resources for the full participation of the production 

effort and c) technical resources in the form of technical, scientific 

knowledge and skills in a variety of fields - economic, administrative 

and managerial - as well as institutionalised technical capability in 

research centres and training institutions. 

Basic mechanisms which Tanzania devised for controlling its 

economy since 1967 are manifest as : 

a) Control through Nationalisation 

b) Control through Central Bank 

c) Control through Parastatal System 

d) Control through Cooperati,ve movement/Villigization progranune. 

Under conditons of pervasive poverty, ignorance and disease SELF 

RELIANCE means the maximum possible mobilization of existing resources, 

the minimization of waste in their extraction and allocation and the 

activation of most of the country's potential wealth. This was made 

difficult by the nature of the society inherited from colonial times. 

The extreme dependence of national activities on external centres 

frustrates. any attempt to transform the pattern of life in a way 

consonant with full an~ effective mobilisation of internal resources. 

Tanzania has opted for a policy of Nationalization of the most 

significant foreign enterprises. .Th~ policy was to place the major 
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means of production and distribution under the control and ownership of 

people of Tanzania through the state machinery. In terms of 

declaration, the major means of production and distribution are the 

following: land, forests, mineral resources, water, oil and 

electricity; communications, transport, banks, insurance, import and 

-export trade, whole sale business, steel amd machine tools, arms, motor 

car, cement and fertilizer factories; textile industry and any other 

big industry on which a large section of the population depend for 

their living, or which supplies essential components for other 

industries; and large plantations, especially those that produce 

essential raw materials(40). 

Despite these sweeping nationalization measures, the economy would 

remain "mixed" and the four industrial sectors (2nd Five Year Plan, 

launched in July 1969)were specified as follows: 

1) WHOLLY GOVERNMENT OWNED INDUSTRIES- These include a limited 

number of strategic industries in which the government or parastatal 

organisation will own 100% of the equity. The main ones are banking, 

insurance, petroleum exploitation and armaments. 

2 ) GOVERNMENT CONTROLLED INDUSTRIES . . These include basic 

industries in which the government (or its appointed agent) usually 

acquires more than 50% of the voting and participating shares of 

sufficient concerns to account for the major shares of that industrial 

branch in order to exercise effective Policy control. 

3) PARTNERSHIP JOINT VENTURES : includes industries upon which a 

large section of the population depend for their living, or which 

provides essential components for other industries. In these 

industries, the government and its appointed agents (including 

cooperatives. workers organizations and local government bodies) would 

play an active role, although not necessarily holding the controlling 

interest. 
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4) OPEN INDUSTRIES These include all other industries not 

falling under Sectors 1-3 above. They are open to all sectors 

including government, local and foreign private investors etc. Within 

this group, there are a number of industries that involve small and 

medium scale operations, most of which can be handled by cooperatives 

and village collectives(41). 

Yet nationalization must not be equated with socialism although it 

is a necessary aspect of it in a country where the economy is 

externally controlled. As Peter Meyns summed up the case: 

"State ownership of the means of production is not in itself a 
guarantee that pl~nning will be directed towards construction of 
socialism. In fact we know for instance that in industrialised 
capitalist countries, an increasingly important sector of the economy 
is under state control. However planning in those countries functions 
exclusively because and to the extent that it maintains and 
consolidates the principlec; of capitalism"(42). 

Secondly, nationalization in itself is not a sufficient guarantee 

for a self reliant development. Tanzania's experience has show that, 

at low resource level, the goal of self reliance development requires a 

more radical restructuring of the economic structure than the simple 

act of nationalisation. 

Third, nationalisation per se does not necessarily lead to an 

"indigenized" economy. The indigenization of the economy requires among 

other things a complete reorganisation of the country's financial 

infrastructure so as to prevent the surplus from flowing out of the 

country, and an investmen~ policy that is deliberately geared to the 

removal of the historically transmitted roots of underdevelopment. 

Nationalization seeks to create a situation in which the benefits of 

the horizontal and vertical integration of the activities by the 

headquarters of multinationals can be.transferred back to Tanzania and 

the adverse effects of the peripheral location of the country within 

the system served by the multilateral corporations can be eliminated. 
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CONTROL THROUGH THE CENTRAL BANK 

Until 1966 East African Currency Board (EACB) played the role of 

a central bank for the three African countries (Kenya, Uganda and 

Tanzania). Its functions however were geared to benefit Britain for 

it was designed in such a way that surplus funds were kept in British 

banks and invested in lucrative ventures outside· East Africa. Efforts 

to establish an East African Central Bank between 1963 - 1965 were 

frustrated by the failure to create an East African Federation. Thus 

each East African state went ahead to establish its own central bank. 

By June 1966, the Bank of Tanzania started functioning. This proved to 

be an important financial infrastructure,when 8 months later the Arusha 

Declaration led to the nationalisation of foreign banks and industries; 

for one of the central banks functions was to regulate and oversee the 

entire banking and credit policy in the country. 

Functions of the BANK OF TANZANIA include the following: to issue 

currency, to manage the country's gold and foreign exchange reserve, 

and to advise the government on economic and related fiscal matters. 

By controlling foreign exchange and regulating credit, the bank would 

strive to foster monetary stability which had depended on the stability 

of the sterling in the past. Thus the act stipulated : "within the 

context of the economic policy of the goverpment, the activities of the 

bank sh~ll be directed to the promotion of credit and exchange 

conditions conducive to the rapid growth of the national economy of 

Tanzania, due regard being 51\tet'\ to the desirability of fostering 

monetary stability(43). 

Relative to free enterprise economic arrangements, the 

restriction·s of the Central Bank may appear unduly restrictive or even 

"inward looking." Adedeji(44) points out that in practice, there are 

built in mechanisms which ensure flexibility and efficiency without 

sacrificing the primary function of fin~ncial control. 
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a) First, there is the mechanism of delegation. 

b) Second, the Bank's exchange control and imports departments are 

assisted by an independant company, namely the General Superintendence 

Company Limited (established in 1972), 
• an ensuring the goods 

authorised for importation actually come into the country and that the 

price, quality and quantity are acceptable. 

c) Third, non luxury personal remittances such as payment in respect of 

business travel, education, health, immigration and even pilgrimage for 

religions are usually permitted by the bank. 

d) Finally, the Bank of Tanzania keeps the other financial institutions 

and all importers and exporters, as well as general public well 

informed about new regulations by means of regular circulars and 

bulletins. Thus strictly speaking Adedeji feels the control function 

of the Central Bank had not led to 11 0Ver insulation .. of the economy, 

as it may appear on the surface. 

With the conspicious contradiction between ideology of socialism 

and self reliance and the continued importation of luxury goods (like 

glamorous personal cars) from abroad by the urban, political, 

commercial and bureaucratic elites is sought to be curbed with the 

government ban. The import licensing department of Bank of Tanzania 

was established in 1971 to control imports and an export department was 

cre~ted in 1975 providing focal point from which the country's export 

drive was to be coordinated. Alon9side there is sustained political 

c~mnaign to educate the leaders as well as the 'led on' the importance_ 

of conserving the nation's foreign reserves and attacking all forms of 

economic sabotage - like acceler~Ting the localising manpower employed 

" in these institutions. 

CONTROL THROUGH PARASTATAL SYSTEM 

The Arusha Declaration started . a new era of corporations, 

companies, boards and authorities. These constituted the Parastatal 
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system. By mid 1976, virtually all important economic activities of 

the nation -mining, industry, commerce, construction, agriculture -

were (controlled or regulated) either by parastatal bodies or 

cooperative societies. There is a special Standing Committee for 

Parastatal Organisations (SCOPO) which is responsible for defining and 

enforcing the terms of service in the parastatal organisation. 

In Tanzania, parastatals have a long history. ~he German East 

African Company, which administered the Colony betwen 1885-1891 could 

be described as a parastatal, set up by the German government to avoid 

the necessity of direct government involvement in administration. 

Under British rule railways and harbours posts and telecommunications 

and East African Airways were run bv corporations on an East African 

basis. 

The idea of holding company to manage government share holdings 

was suggested for African countries generally by Lord Hailey in 1952, 

and for Tanganyika specifically in a report of 1960 World Bank Mission. 

But it was in 1962 that Tanganyika Development Corporation was created, 

withGan initial capital OT 500,000 Pounds Sterling. By 1965 National 

Development Council (NDC) took over the TDCs assets besides 

~gricultural Corporation and other government shareholdings. 

After Arusha Declaration, three significant Tnnctions of 

parastatals were manifest as : 

a) to limit the transfer of profits out of the country 

b) to invest in productive sectors especially manufactnring, 

agriculture, tourism etc. 

c) to strengthen the productive infrastructure, especially 

transport, construction and power generation. 

Each of these shall be considered in turn: 

In order to limit transfer of profits out of the country it was ·-
essential to control a wide range of financial institutions, as well as 
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import and export trade. As far as control through the monetary system 

is concerned we have already seen the way the banking system was 

reorganised after the Arusha Declaration. However since financial 

control would not be cornolete unless foreign trade was also controlled, 

in 1967 eight of the largest foreign import-export houses were 

nationalised and merged with a cooperative trading company (INTRATA) to 

form the State Trading Corporation (STC). By February 1970 President 

Nyerere announced that all importing, wholesaling and exporting would 

be socialised by the end of the year. STC was not expected to do this 

entirely alone, since NDC subsidiaries another parastatals would import 

their own input requirements as well as finished products in the 

product areas in which they were involved (e.g. Tanzania Fertilizer 

Company, an NDC subsidiary was to become responsible for all imports of 

fertiliser into the country, including types of fertiliser which it did 

not produce itself). 

The second broad role of the newly created public institutions was 

to channel investments into productive activities.1o achieve thiS : 
'' _/ 

three types of institutions were created: investment banks, parastatals 

which were holding companies for productive enterprise and parastatals 

directlv involved in production. There were 3 investment banks a) 

Tanzania Rural Development Bank - especially for small scale rural 

production b) the Tanzanian investment bank for larger investments in 

any sector, but particularly in manufacturing c) Tanganyika Development 

Finance company - an investment bank lending in the main to medium 

scale industrial ventures in the private sector. All three proved 

suitable vehicles for the receipt and channeling of foreign funds into 

Tanzania. The rural development bank inherited a close relationship 

with the World Bank manifest in the fact that it was used in the 1970s 

to allocate and monitor the credit comoonents of a series of World Bank 

projects intended to stimulate agriculture. The Tanzania Investment 
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Bank negotiated 

governments and 

lines of credit with 

with the World Bank. 

Canadian, Swedish and other 

The Tanganyika Development 

Finance Corporation was in itself a joint venture be~ween NDC and 

government investment agencies from 3 European countries - Britain, 

France and Germany(45). 

The second type of parastatal involved in productive investment 

was the HOLDING COMPANY. The model for these was NDC, created at the 

bP.ginning of 1965. NDC has been the centre-piece of industrialisation 

process. Most of the companies nationalised at the initial stage, in 

the wake of Arusha Declaration (with the exception of finance trading 

and sisal concerns) were placed under the management of NDC acting as a 

holding company. At the peak of its activities it controlled 40 

subsidiaries and 25 associate companies. These include National 

Agriculture and Food Corporation (NAFCO), The Tanzania Tourist 

Corporation (TTC) and the Tanzania Wood Industries Corporation (TWICO). 

NDC's contribution to Tanzania's development shows an impressive 

rate of growth (in pure economic terms) between 1966 and 1972 (table 

II.l and II.2). 

The third and last role of parastatals was that of traditionally 

associating with government corporations, provisions of infrastructure 

and other services. Railways, harbours, ports, telcommunications and 

East African Airways continued as parastatals under the East African 

Community until its breakup in 1977 when control passed to the three 

National governments. 

By 1976 the cooperative unions were replaced by crop authorities -

parastatals which corrbined the functions of marketing boards with 

involvement in extension, crop processing and transport. The new 

authorities took over the cotton ginneries, processing factories and 

transport operations of the cooperative unions. Hotels, farms, petrol 

stations and other small investments were handed over to the District 

Development Corporation, set up in most of the 60 or so districts, 1971 
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onwards, and expected to make monev in small scale production or trade. 

The parastatal form seemed so convenient to administrator·s frustrated 

by government regulations ( e.g. about salaries and accounting 

procedures) that even educational establishments such as University of 

Dar-es-Salaam, some foreign aided integrated projects (for instance the 

KIBANA Educational Centre and the Lushoto Integrated Development 

Project) and Muhimbili Hosnital in Dar-es-Salaam were allowed to become 

parastatals. 

The tables II.3 and II.4 shows the rapid increase in the value of 

parastatal assets (between 1964-71) and their distribution. 

Inspite of all this the Tanzanian economy is not a fully planned 

one, it is still a market econo~ to a very'large extent- for three 

main reasons a) Although private sector has shrunk it still accounts 

for about a third of total investment b) The government has to bargain 

with its foreign (private or public) partners in the case of joint 

industries c) Even in the case of wholly state owned industries the 

government cannot have a completely free hand, depending as it does on 
~ 

foreign exoert.ise, consutancy, capital and technology. These factors 
J\, 

make it difficult to have a comprehensively planned economy even after 

nationalising the major means of production and distribution. 

Cons~uently not all the avenues of foreign exploitation have been 

" 
blocked- atleast notin the initial period. 

Unlike other revolutionary regimes, Tanzania paid full (or fair) 

compensation for the nationalised industries. This fact restored the 

confidence of foreign investors, manifest in their readiness 

immediately to undertake joint ventures with the government .. Foreign 

companies have cooperated with par~statals in two ways, viz in 

undertaking management contracts and in providing consultancy service. 

Therefore apart from capital investment in joint ventures, consultancy 

and technlogy transfer have become new and very lucrative forms of 
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private foreign investment in Tanzania's parastatals. 

Parastatals have been criticised on various grounds (the criticism 

seems to have been directed specially to the NDC) for following 

capitalist investment criteria. This part is dealt with in detail in 

the next chapter. 

INDIGENIZATION BY COOPERATIVIZATION/AND VILLAGIZATION 

"For the foreseeable future the vast majority of our people will 
continue to spend their lives in the rural areas and continue to work 
on the land. The land is the only basis for Tanzania's development; we 
have no others. Therefore if our rural life is not based on the 
principle of socialism our country will not be socialist regardless of 
our commercial and political arrangements. This meant that we have to 
build up the countryside in such a way that our people have a better 
standard of living7 while living together in terms of equality and 
fraternity. It also meant that in the course of time, the advantages 
of town life in the way of services and personal pleasures and 
opportunities must become available· to.those who work in the rural 
sectors/areas" (46). 

Herein the importance attached to the rural peasantry in the task 

of socialist transformation becomes evident in the President's Policy 

Document titled "Socialism and Rural Development" of September 1967 

which followed,the publication of Arusha Declaration earlier that year 

- in short. the battle for socialism in Tanzania would be lost or won in 

the countryside. 

Thus Tanzania's post Arusha Rural Development Strategy of 

COOPERATIVE FARMING has evolved from two earlier approaches or phases : 

the "IMPROVEMENT Approach" of colonial days and the "transformation 

Approach" initiated by the government in the early post independence 

period all in an attempt to increase rural agricultural production and 

consequently to increase foreign exchange earnings. 

The WORLD BANK too identified. these two approaches to Agricultural 

development the 'improvement' approach and the 'transformation' 

approach. In the Period between gaining independence in 1961 and the 

beginning Qf the Ujamaa Village Programme in 1967, the government of 

Tanzania adopted a two pronged strategy to agricultural development in 
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Tanzania's "First Five Year Plan (1964-69) involving the use of both 

"improvement" and "transformation" approches. 

The objective of this approach, as the term itself denotes, is to 

achieve a "progressive improvement" in present methods of crop and 

animal husbandry by working on the peasant farmer on both psychological 

and technical plans to induce an increase in productivity without any 

radical change in socio-traditional and legal systems. 

The Approach focussed on "progressive farmers". The main weight of 

government effort to generate rural development under the improvement 

approach was directed at encouraging the responses of individual 

producers by a variety of incentives in order to achieve overall 

targets in the development of various cash crops on an extensive scale. 

It thus sought to exercise control in a very indirect manner 

statutory measures, marketing arrangements, training and demonstration 

centres, the use of extension and community development personnel etc. 

In general the results of this approach in Tanzania for the early post 

Independence Period were dismal failures as testified to by various 

area studies. In 

Sukumaland, Hulls 

assessing_ the effect of improvement approach on 

concluded " .•••. the failure to conmunicate modern 

agricultural technology to the vast majority of farmers of Sukumaland 

appears to have been alrrost total"(47). 

Mus hi points out the same conclusion regarding the Nyaza 

Cooperative Union(48)~ 

TRANSFORMATION APPROACH Having recognised the fact that an 

agricultnral system premised on small scale individual peasant holding 

could not provide the necessary conditions for the long term economic 

and social development of the country in general, and the countryside 

in particular, the government then decided to broaden its developmental 

strategy to include the alternative Approach reconmended by World Bank 

Report of 1960 - the Transformation Approach. It emphasised 

resettlement schemes with the capital intensive techniques then deemed 
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essential to large scale agricultural production. It aimed at 

concentrating resources in a few select areas (which happened to be 

the more fertile of the country) where conditions would be created for 

the peasants to produce certain crops intensively. Its basic rationale 

was that it is difficult for peasants just emerging from colonialism to 

adopt modern techniques of agriculture since they are limited , on one 

hand by the lack of technology and on the other hand by the traditonal 

socio economic environment • · There was the added benefit of enjoying 

social services such as schools, dispensaries and water supplies made 

possible by a government now in a better position to,provide these 

amenities to farmers not in scattered homesteads but living in gathered 

villages. It is true writes Rene Dumont "the scattered population 

characteristic of Tanzanian countryside is an obstacle to the spread of 

technical progress, to the commercialization of crop production and to 

easy' access to schools, dispensaries, mosques and churches. The 

creation of villages throughout Tanzania would also bring down the cost 

of community services ••••• "(49). 

But barely 2 years after the start of· the programme it had to be 

abandoned and those schemes already launched were showing anything but 

success. Few of the farmers genuinely identified themselves with the 

schemes, considering themselves rather as temporary. and unpaid 

employees on government estates whose aim was to do the least possible 

work and to exploit the settlement agency for what they could get out 

of it(SO). 

In his diagnosis of the failure of the settlement schemes the 

second . V~ce-presiden~ M::. Kawawa said "in the first place they have 
bee~ he~v1ly over cap1tal1sed and need to repay this great debt will be 
a l1fet1me burden on the settler farmers ••• and will swallow up his crop 
proceeds ••• "(Sl). 

Despite the participative role in the indigenisation process, the 

cooperative movement had a number of weaknesses like a) most of the 

cooperatives formed a~ter indeped~n9e became ineffective largely 
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because they had been imposed from above. Some bureaucrats have termed 

them as "political cooperatives" organised from the top without genuine 

local demand or .even understanding(S2), b) local politicians used the 

cooperative movement as a means of transferring scarce resources from 

the cental government to their constituencies irrespective of whether 

or not these cooperatives had viable development plans, c) training of 
' 

personnel did not keep pace with the rate of growth of the cooperative 

movement, and thus many cooperative societies went bankrupt or failed 

to pay their debts. Moreover the absence of proper accounting 

procedures led to corruption and a misuse of fundR ll. Presidential 

Committee summed up the weaknesses of the cooperative movement as 

follows: the proliferation of societies and marketing boards was a new 

form of "middleman": progressive farmers were benefitting at the 

expense of smaller farmers; the movement was becoming undemocratic and 

the peasants were losing faith in their leader (53). 

· With the Arusha Declaration the role of cooperatives and marketing 

boards was rethought. They were now considered a transitional 

phenomenon which would be supplanted by Ujamaa Villages programme. The 

ultimate aim was that Ujamaa Villages would become multi-purpose 

cooperatives, making the existing societies and unions redundant. 

The Ujamaa Village Policy was initiated partly as a response to 

Kulak or progressive farmers whose wealth was growing significantly 

through the use of hired labour on privately farmed plots. The greater 

wealth meant inequality and the higher labour meant at least the 

beginning of exploitation. Indeed the significance of the emergent 

large scale Kulak farmer as potential obstacle to the realisation of 

government policy of rural socialist transformation finds its clearest 

expression in the following statement by Presient Nyerere: 

. "Th7 present trend is away from extended family production and 
soc1a~ un7t towards the development of class system in rural areas. It 
is th1s k1~d ~f develop~en~ whi~h would be inconsistent with the growth 
of a soc1al1st Tanzan1a 1n which all• .. citizens would be assessed by 
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human dignity and equality and ~n which all.were able to have a decent 
and constantly improving life for themselves and their children"(54). 

Therefore it is ultimately necessary to create institutions at the 

local level. It called upon the peasants to organise themselves into 

viable socio-economic political communities - the Ujamaa Villages 

intended to transform production that is private and scattered into 

communal and planned production. 

Within the context of rural Tanzania the second Five Year Plan 

1969-74 envisaged that groups of families would farm their land 

collectively deciding upon the distribution of proceeds with the 

following objectives in mind 

a) The creation of self reliant and self determining communities 

following tenets of Arusha Declaration. 

b) Avoidance of exploitation and excessive differentiation in 

wealth, income and power. 

c) Raising the status of agriculture and reducing the gulf 

between urban and rural life. 

d) Economies of scale in purchasing, marketing, provision of 

services (schools, hospitals etc.) and some field operations required 

mechanisation (including intermediate forms of technology) 

e) Facilitating national planning both as to formulation of 

overall goals and decentralised implementation. 

f) Better utilisation of rural labour to raise productivity 
,. -

potentially obtainable through groups of peasants working together . 
corrpared to equal number of individuals working in isolation. 

g) Openness to technical innovations, through increase in scale, 

readier access to farmer education and removal of conservative 

influence of traditional environment. 

And in a move to further concretize the interpretation of the 

Ujamaa agricultural programme, the President explained that: 

"This means that most of our farming will be done by groups of 
people who live and work as a community. They would·live together in a 
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village; they would farm together, market together and undertake the 
provision of local services and small local requirements as a 
conmunity. Their conrnunity would be traditional family group of people 
living according to Ujamaa principles, large enough to take account of 
modern methods and 20th century needs of man. The land this community 
farmed would be called ~our land' by all the members~ the crops they 
would produce on that land would be tour crops,, it would be eour shop' 
which provided individual members with day to day necessities from 
outside; tour workshop~ which would make the bricks from which houses 
and other buildings were constructed and so on .. (55). 

Having outlined the broad objectives of Ujarnaa strategy, the means 

by which these objectives are to be achieved as set out in policy 

document, involves 3 steps/stages. 

The first stage is a formative one when villages have not yet 

attained social and economic viability. The main requirements at this 

stage are infrastructural for which funds are usually provided, e.g. 

through the Rural Development Fund (table II.5). 

The second stage in development of a Ujamaa village is reached 

when the community has gained sufficient experience of living and 

working as a unit, has a workable constitution, and has become 

economical~y viable. It is then registered as an agricultural 

s . . d 
asoc~at~on an is then entitled to credit from the Tanzania Rural 

Development Bank as well as other infrastructrual investments • 

. ; And thirdly, the villages become a fully fledged multi purpose 

cooperative society and has adequate security to attract commercial 

credit from any source including the National Bank of Commerce, 

Marketing Boards etc(56). 

It is significant that the emphasis in the implementation of 

Ujarnaa Policy was in principle at least on the voluntary establishment 

of cooperative Ujamaa activities among peasants rather than of forced 

massive resettlement of the rural populations. 
(!Y\ 

Thus~Ujamaa VijijiniJPresident warns:· 

.. It is essential to realise that within the unity of Tanzania, 
there is also diversity, that it would-be foolish for someone in Dar
es-Salaam to try to draw up a blueprint for the crop production and 
social organisation which has to be applied to every corner of our 
large countr¥ •. Principles of action can be set out but the application 
of these pr~nc~ples must take into account the different geographical 
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and geological conditions in different areas, and also the local 
variations in the basically similar traditional structures. Local 
initiatives and self reliance are essential(57)." 

Moreover, there is the President•s basic belief in the superiority 
of PERSUASION as a method of influencing behaviour. Once the people 
realised their potential creativity, energy will be channeled into 
development, it was hoped that leaving the initiative to manage change 
in the hands of the rural popultion would force them to rely more on 
themselves and their hard work instead of relying on government. 

There was no doubt about the key role party and government 

officials were supposed to play as the primary initiators of the 

implementation of the Policy. 

However, while emphasising that the Party and government agencies 

must give their strongest support and encouragement to the formation 

and development of Ujamaa villages, the President still maintained that 

the decision to start Ujamaa village must come from the farmers 

themselves and the establishment of the village must be through the 

efforts of the farmer. The plan, for instance, stressed the importance 

to balance the need for vigorous leadership and official encouragement, 

against the need to avoid the dangers of bureaucratic control, 

Coercion, overcapitalisation could negate the very principles of self 

help and cooperation which the villages are intended to embody(58). 

Therefore the socialism in Tanzania was sought to be linked with 

self reliance. As President Nyerere has put it 11 the truth is that it 

is not possible to accept socialism without self reliance or vice 

versa" (59}. This position is in line with his argument that under 

existing conditions peripheral capitalism cannot result in an 

indigenised, self reliant economy. 

Secondly, in both theory and practice, self reliance is a 

recognition that tthe development of a country is brought about by 

people, not by money,, and that ~money and the wealth it represents is 

the result and not the basis of development' (60). In keeping with this 

mobilisation of internal resources which has taken four main forms a) 

direct, indirect taxation b) creation of saving and financial 
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institutions c) governmental roles and parastatals refinancing and d) 

village based self help activities. 

d La,~e b8. · · 
contin-u.e OT\ l"' 
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CHAPTER III 

. 
OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINTS SOCIO-ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL REALITIES 

I. UJAMAA VIJIJINI 

The Ujamaa Policies were so fa~-reaching and complex that when it 

came to putting Nyerere's ideals· into operation there 

inevit~bly arose conflicts between different Policy goals that could 

not be reconciled at the stage of implementation. 

Ujamaa. Villages are the third phase of· Tanzanian efforts to 

increase rural production. The first phase focussed on "progressive 

farmers 11 organised into marketing cooperatives; as manifest in the 

development plan for Tanganyika 1961-64. The main proponent of this 

approach outside of government is Rene pumont, who urged this approach 

in -his report prepared for Tanzanian government under the title 

Tanzanian Agriculture after the Arusha Declaration(l). 

The second phase emphasised resettlement schemes with capital 

intensive techniques then deemed essential to large scale agricultural 

production as manifest in Tanganyika Five Year Plan for Economic and 

Social Development 1964-1969. Eac.h approach in turn was declared a 

failure shortly after it had been launched. 

HydeA
2
boints out atleast two main sources of inspiration of Ujamaa 

as it applies to rural development : one was the domestic -:) the other 

foreign - the achievements of Mao• s China. 

A study by Jannik Bosen, Birgit Storgard, Madsen and Tony Moody(3) 

states that in its conception, the 11Ujamaa ideology is clearly 

revolutionary... How valid is this assertion ? 

The first two years after Arusha Declaration saw a limited 

development of Ujamaa Villages and commun~~ production by people, who 

,for a variety of reasons, responded favourably to.the new policies. 

There were TANU Youth Groups who initiated Ujamaa Villages or responded 
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by ·transforming their ·existing settlement into communal villages. 

Hyden(4) points out that in some cases genuine transformation towards 

more socialist relations of production took place as in case of KABUKU. 

He says that there was also a reasonable amount of comm·.u.naJ'i- ·,_ 

production started by existing villages to complement the production on 

their private plots. Regional party and government adminstration made 

systematic efforts to promote Ujamaa villages in some areas. In parts 

bordering Mozambique, people were grouped together in villages for 

national defence purposes. These villages were created and a~med so as 

to prevent Portugese infiltration into Tanzania in search of guerilla 

fighters. 
i) 

Therefore modest communal productions did emerge in the 
• 

process. The plan to create makazi mapya (new settlement) did not 

follow the principle enunciated by Nyerere: voluntary participation. 

Instead it was characterised by bureaucratic highhandedness. With. the 

exception of 400 villages set up in Lindi and Mtwara regions to 

strengthen the defence of the southern border, there were only another 

400 villages reqistered as Ujamaa Villages in 1969; inspite of explicit 

rural orientation iq its welfare policies by initiating an ambitious 

rural water supply programme, expanding primary school education and 

health facilities etc. 

Von Freyhold described what she called a bargaining proces between 

villages and government. She points out that in 1970 the resulting 

contract was even written down in the Five Year Plan that was prepared 

for most registered villages by teams of civil servants, which 

specified on the one hand what government and credit agencies would 

provide and on the other what the villages would grow(S). The 

production targets were usually unrealistic , As Freyhold points out 

11 nO village ever tried to meet the unrealistic labour targets;'(6) since 

the incentive for communal work ended altogether when they realised 

that once a plan for a water supply, school or dispensary had been 
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.approved by the relevant government department, the project was not 

cancelled even if communal work declined or ceased. 

Francis Hill(7) suggests that Ujamaa Villages are a feature of the 

economically marginal regions eg. Dadorna, where the central Party state 

can experiment with socialism, without disrupting the production of 

import crops or the production of the local urban food supply as the 

table of Spearman correlation coefficients suggests (table III.l) 

To the TANU leadership, the growth of the Ujamaa villages appeared 

so slow that its promise to transform the rural areas was in danger of 

losing its credibility. It was in the light of this experience that in 

1970-71, TANU began to take a more active role in the creation of 

Ujamaa villages. 

The President took a personal lead by initiating 'OPERATION 

DADOMA' a government planned programme to move all people in that 

region into villages with the hope of developing these into communal 

places ~of life and work. As is evident from the table III.2 between 

1970 and 1971, the number of Ujarnaa Villages in Dadoma region rose 

rapidly from 75 to 246. Operation Dadoma signalled the start of 

similar operations and campaigns elsewhere in the country to spread the 

Policy of Ujamaa. 

The number of villages arose by and by and the table III.2 

shows that by 1973 over·2 million Tanzanians were reported to live in 

such vi.llages. The quantitative implications of the operations and 

campaigns to start Ujamaa Villages were quite impressive. But it is 

to recognise that these figures conceal significant 

variations. Hyden(8) points out that : 

a) Ujarnaa Villages were registered even if their communal 

efforts were not successful; in some cases even villages without any 

cumrnunal cultivation were registered as Ujamaa Villages. 

b) Not all villages were new creations. People were simply told 

to move to the nearest existing villages, or trading centre and 
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political efforts were made to create an Ujamaa Village out of that 

enlarged unit. 

c) The first ,_-- ~--; years of Ujamaa campaign did not lead to more 

than an 'partial villigisation'. Although no precise figures exist, 

approximately only half of Tanzania's rural population in 1972 lived in 

villages, i.e. places of residence with some concentration of people. 

The majority of these people lived in such villages even before the 

Ujamaa campaigns and were not asked to move. Those who actually moved 

their residences during the Ujamaa Campaign were a minority (except in 

Dodoma) 

d) The figures in the table III.2 do not reveal the fact that 

within each village, some people depended much more on corrmunal 

production than· others. Corrmunal production was introduced as a 

conplement to individual production. Petty capitalist farmers1 

participation 

that of other 

and dependence on corrmunal production was smaller 
'Poo"f-t.Y frutJt\'-Y.S sl«.'ftd oll.t. of~ Co)\1-mtA..NU vill~e 

village~roduction or made a contribution only 

forced to do so. 

than 

when 

The Policy of village settlemetnts OJ! concentrations was by no means 

new as launched by Arusha Declaration. Such a Policy had been followed 

by colonial regimes and was an integral part of TANU Policy in the 

first independence yea~s. Yet the Ujamaa approach was unique in that, 

it was conceived as a part of a radical political transformation. It 

was meant to neutralise the powers of the petty capitalist farmers, and 

strangle the hold that they and other bourgeois elements had on the 

ECONO-MY OF AFFECTION(lO). 

As po-inted out earlier, there are discrepancies in the figures 

about the number of Ujarnaa Villages. These figures cover a broad range 

of extremely different situations not only in terms of distribution 

between regions (as manifest in the tables III.3 and III.4) but also 

with regard to the socio-economic and social organisation of the 
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village and with regard to the manner by which they were initiated, 

reflecting flexibility in the programme. Equally significant is the 

fact that initially the majority of the Ujamaa villages were 

established in areas where there was no shortage of land developed. 

This was generally in the economically less developed parts of the 

country where there are few permanent crops and relatively less social 

and economic differentiation to act as a barrier to cooperative 

organisation. Boesen opines that 11 there were completely collectivised 

new·settlements, where the people had (been?) moved together to become 

more accessible to government help and services but with hardly any 

communal production activities; old traditional villages where some 

inhabitants cultivate a conmu.na.l. ~ field by retaining their private 

farms as their occupation and many other types of Ujamaa Villages.(ll) 

Ellrnan(l2) suggests that the criteria on which progress towards 

socialism must be judged are: •the proportion of land or other assets 

which are commonly owned and used, the level of cooperation practised 

between farmers on individual holdings, the amount of hired labour 

which is used and how it is rewarded, the way in which the proceeds are 

distributed ••• the amount of popular participation in the government of 

the village cornmunities. 11 

Based on available data many of the Ujamaa Villages made very 

little progress towards socialism(l3). This is not to deny the fact 

that there are very notable exceptions, especially in Tanga and Ruvuma 

regions though there were no more than twenty to thirty of them across 

the country. In these cases the land was owned and farmed by the 
. 

village as a whole, with the exception of small privately owned 

homestead plots near each family • s house. These, Ellman(l4) points out 

are characterised by 11high level of ideological cornmitrnent,· strong 

internal leadership and closely defined norms and sanctions for 

maintaining unity. They have a high degree of popular participation in 

village government with village assembly of all members as the final 
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authority, and subsidiary conmittees .••• " In all these exceptional 

cases Ellman points out that the establishment of Ujamaa Village was 
i,.!> 

voluntary and spontaneous. 

With regard to the level of productivity in the agricultural 

sectors (since agriculture dominates the Tanzanian economy, 

contributing 40% of GDP, 80% of exports i.e. in terms of both processesed 

and unprocessed agricultural products and 90% of the employed labour 

force) the performance was rather sluggish despite the importance 

attacped to the country's development strategy since 1967. 

Agricultural output increased by only 2.7% between 1967 and 1975, as 

manifest in the table III.5. This was barely enough to keep up with 

the population growth. 

Similarly, as per the World Bank's report on Tanzania, April 1977 

(15), the growth in the six principal unprocessed agricultural exports 

(i.e. coffee, cotton, sisal, cashewnuts, tea, tobacco) which together 

accounted for 50-60% of total commodity exports between 1967-1972, was 

even slower, barely 2% a year. 

Okoko{l6) gives several reasons to explain the weak performance of 

the agricultural sector. These include among others the meagre 

allocations of capital received by this sector as shown in the table 

III.6: lack of leadership and skill: inaequate extension services; 

defects in supply and marketing systems, insufficient research on 

appropriate technical packages especially for food crops, weak 

inf.rastructural base; price fluctuations of corrmodity prices in the 

international capitalist market, natural disasters (drought of 1972 

etc) - but the most significant is that the agricultural sector , more 

than any other sector, bore the brunt of the major institutional 

changes which characterised Tanzanian development till mid 1970s. 

As the 
changes 
increased 
difficult 

World Bank report says "while in man,y respects these 
especially the 1971 decentralisation of government, 
the potential for broad based rural development, it is 
to escape the conclusion that during the period of 
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transition the upheavals and uncertainities 
organisation of management of the supporting 
agriculture and rural development took their toll 
foregone potential output" (17). 

in framework, 
services for 
in terms of 

Assessing the agricultural sector ten years after the Arusha 

Declaration, President Nyerere observed 

"Since the Arusha Declaration was passed, we have talked a great 
deal about rural development and expansion of agriculture as the 
basis of Tanzanian future ••• and we have spent large sums of money 
on rural development ••• the truth is that the rural agriculture 
~sector results have been very disappointing. There are many 
contributing factors to this lack of sufficient agricultural 
growth ••• But the real failure seems to have been a lack of 
political leadership and technical understanding at the village_ 
and district level. Despite the call •politics ~;~$:':") 
agriculture•, fo·r all political leaders to learn the basis of good 
husbandry in their areas and join wi'th the peasants in production, 
we have continued to shout at the peasants, exhort them to produce 
more ••• without doing much to help them or work with them in a 

• relationship of mutual respect(l8)". 

As far back as 1970 the government had identified "the chief 

bottleneck to the development of Ujamaa "(19) in the rural sector as 

the shortage of leadership and skill. The solution was seen in terms of 

increased education, particularly adult education, including a large 

elem~nt of political education relevant to Ujamaa living. Besides 

problems of leadership various researchers like Freyhold, Velzer, 

Mbiliniyi, Senders, Hyden, Mapulo etc. have all reported the 

diabolical role played by the kulaks including resistance to the 

establishment of the Ujamaa Villages in various parts of the country, 

especially in the relatively more prosperous agricultural regions of 

the country (viz Kilirnanjaro, Mawanza, Morogozo, Isman~(20). The 

regional distribution of Ujamaa Villages in table I1I.3 demonstrates 

this point. For instance Mushi(2l) found that in Morogozo district 

0 the majority of the people lived in mountains and were relatively well 

to do farmers•. He claims that ~they have been little interested in or 

perhaps indifferent to Ujamaa•. Even more crucial is the fact that 

th,ey have dominated leadership posi~ions in village development 

committees (VDC), TANU, Ten house cells etc. given the dearth of 

leadership in rural Tanzania (table 111.7). Clearly then on a local 
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level, the richest farmers seem to have political power. Okoko(22) 

points out that some of the kulaks happened to be bureaucrats from Dar-

es-Salaam and other urban centres, that bureaucrats own shambas, houses 

etc. in the villages and around some urban centres inspite of the 

MWONGOZO (TANU) Party guidelines of 1971. 

The DECENTRALISATION was sought by 1972 to break down the 

hierarchy of command, reduce social distance and introduce equality. 

With Village as the lowest participatory development forum, a more 

intensive Villagisation was launched. 

Phillip Mawhood(23) points to a continuity in the structure of 

government and administration since colonial times inspite of a 
c 

profound ideological change since. In the words of Mawhood, 

"Julius Nyerere's sympathy with communal values of Village 
harmonised rather than cont.rasted with British administration Is 
own preferences. Certainly there was a transformation at the time 
of national independence; in the arrival of socialist party to 
dominate the structure of government; but stuctures themselves 
were modified in an evolutionary rather than a revolutionary way, 
and important parts of them persisted." 

At the time of national independence in 1961, the government 

inherited· a dozen thriving Urban Councils together with the 

constitutional model for the District Councils which would be set up 

throughout the rural areas during the following six months. Before the 

1960s," the District Councils withered and were abolished by 1972. The 

Urban Councils were also closed down at the end of 1973 but recreated 

after a span of about four years. For the entire period the basic law 

used was the Local Government Act (Cap 333) of 1953 or for the 

Municipalities and Dar-es-Salaam city, the Municipalities Act (Cap 105) 

of 1946. The 1982 laws Mawhood(24) points out, embody some new 

thinking about structures and functions but are still founded on the 

same principles as the earlier system. 

The rural cooperatives were first favoured but. the Ujamaa Villages 

were systematically regularised by law of 1975 which provided for a 
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Village Assembly and an elected Village Council of 25 members. Mawhood 

points out that the villages did not possess an administration powerful 

enough to control the major local services, or to take part in any 

serious central/local bargaining with the government. 

Nelson Kasfir(25) points out that Africa's fundamental poverty had 

a variety of unfortunate consequences for decentralisation. Thereby, 

besides financial crisis Tanzanian councils reduced services below 

minimum levels and paid employees out of central government grants 

intended for specific projects. Inspite of an elaborate discussion, in 

Operation Decentralisation in Tanzania fell far short of the goals 

though the opportunity to participate was provided by the new system 

and perhaps 40% of the development budget was disbursed directly to the 

regions and district participation declined and difficulties of 

coordination increased; Louis A. Picard(26) points out that the 

crucial decisions were actually made by planning committees, in which 

elected officials from the start were in the minority and which tended 

to rubber stamp the choices of administrators. New elections for 

representatives at district or regional level were not held. 

"Decentralisation" concludes Francis Hill(27) has been accompanied by 

the restriction of participation. 

Besides poverty, quadrupling price of oil, drought (which reduced 

grain production by 30%) price increases of imported industrial goods, 

war in Uganda, floods (in 1977} and drought in 1980s could be 

explanations for the relative failure. 

~asfir(28) feels that decentralisation has actually served 

providing positions for newly graduated university and secondary school 

students. With an increase in number of administrators, the public 

sector recurrent expenditure between 1970-76 on public administration , 

Malima(29} points out was more than five times that on agriculture and 

three times that on industry. 

Although labelled 0 DECENTRALISATION', Mawhood(JO) feels that this 
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was ofcourse the well known formula of "DECONCENTRATION' plus advisory 

conmittees" - a management reform with little po·litical content. 

Andrew coulson(31) asserts that the "decentralisation of July 1972 

could equally well have been called a °Centralisation'; for it meant 

the end of local government which was replaced in each region and 

distri·ct by an arm of the central civil service under Nyerere's office. 

In the same line of thinking Coulson continues that the way in which 

villages were created hardly encouraged grass root participation, 

because there were such obvious shows of government force, and so 

. . . . 1 1 . (~ l1ttle t1me for d1scuss1on and rea p ann1ng. 

Commenting on the continued dominance of the bureaucrats, Goran 

Hyden(33) writes : 

"A main reason why socialist results of Ujamaa programme have so 
far been meagre is that any revolutionary strategy is ultimately a 
class strategy that can be bolstered by, eg. bureaucratic control 
and technical assistance inputs. For many reasons, some clearly 
beyond the control of a poor country like Tanzania, its socialist 
rural development strategy has been on the latter terms." 

And in a similar vein, Saul(34)writes : 

"The Ujamaa strategy was changed to conform closely with the 
preconception and interests of bureaucratic bourgeoisie who 
controls implementation •••• just as they tend to distrust the 
intentions and capabilities of the peasants •••• so do they distrust 
the major political changes which would have to occur before and 
during a socialist transformation. 'rhis would go further to 
threaten their very reason for existence." 

Okoko(35) feels therefore that the total impact of 

decentralisation proposal suggests that the balance between central 

government guidance and local popular participation is heavily loaded 

in favour of guidance. 

PEASANTRY, BUREAUCRACY IN RELATION TO UJAMAA 

TANU wanted to avoid overcapitalisation and premature 

mechanisation in the Ujamaa villages. Though existing technologies 

were to be used , 'economics of scale' it was felt ·, · could be achieved 

through the organisation of a larger labour force - even one using the 
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simple techniques of hoe cultivation. 

The people's response to Dodoma operations helped to demonstrate 

the peasant's feelings and understanding of Ujamaa. They went along 

with the government policy, so as not to be punished but their concern 

with production did not go beyond what they considered desirable and 

feasible within the context of their 0 economy of affection'. Because 

Ujamaa was framed in revolutionary terms, inviting the state to play a 

major role in transforming the rural areas , it carried its own seeds 

of contradictions. It asked the peasant farmers to accept a social 

relation that they did not conceive as necesssary for their own 

reproduction. Neither Party officials nor government servants were 

particularly· welcome in the villages. Because of the governments 

earlier cornmittment to provide free sevices, the peasants did nothing 

except wait for their implementation. So the bureaucrats hands were 
i1 

completely and effectively tied and it was difficult for him to enter 

into a 0 contract' with the peasant leading to his increasing 

production. 

Hyden(36) points out that it is not surprising that the bureaucrats 

turned to an authoritarian managerial appro~ch. According to Issa G. 

Shivji(37), these policies forced upon the peasantry a growing 

bureaucratic bourgeoisie whose primary loyalty lay with the President 

and TANU. The bourgeoisie career's as state managers either in 

political and administrative capacity, depended upon ability to 

implern~nt Party Policies and in the years after Arusha Declaration 

particularly it depended upon their ability to start Ujamaa Villages. 

There was little room for spontaneous and voluntary initiative as 

manifest in the dissolution of the Ruvuma Development Association and 

its subordination to the local TANU leadership(38). Coulson, points 

out that "only a bureaucracy distanced from peasant life could have 

forced through measures as draconian as villigisation and with so 

little productive effect" (39). Many political leaders. resented having 
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successful Ujamaa villages in their.area of operation over which they 

·had no control. Hyden(40) points out that as bureaucratic managers 

they wished to be associated with these villages in such a way that 

they could reap political benefits. Hyden points out that the 

succesful villages not succumbing to bureaucratic leadership (like 

Matendo in Kigoma region, Mareu in Arusha region, KabUku Ndani in Tanga 

region) were ostracised by the Party leadership. 

Hidden in the frontal approaches of campaigns and operations, there 

lay a definite antagonism between the bureaucratic bourgeoisie on one 

hand and the petty capitalist farmers and other petty bourgeois 

elements on the other. Hyden cJo.ims that by nursing the economy of 

affection many of the latter had attained a certain measure of power of 

tf1eir own(41)~ The peasant mode did not call for state participation. 

" It was the rural development policies in Tanzania after the Arusha 

Declaration that gave the officials an opportunity to dispense a wide 

variety of goods and benefits to peasants appearing to support the 

party policies. Herein the bureaucratic bourgeoisie could compete more 

effectively with the local petty bourgeoisie who had previously 

monopolised patron - client relations in rural areas. 

The gestures of partonage however bore little relation to village 

capacity·. In modern economic terms , Hyden(42) feels that aid (to 

provide semblance of Ujarnaa Policy success in villages ) was wasteful 

and an instance of how economics is asked to feed politics in 

precapitalist societies • 

It was a different set of priorities and limited capacity that 

helped to explain Ujarnaa shortfalls in rural areas. With little 

capitalist orientation the peasants were unconcerned with the surplus 

as an end. With the introduction of communal farming side by side with 

their private household plots, managerial complications inevitably 

arose. Given the dependence of Tanzania's agriculture on rain, the 
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timing of all farming activities is vital. Everything has to be done 

within a span of few days. There is a limit to how much a peasant can 

also plant, and the insistence of communal farming heightened the 

problem. First priority here was given to private farms over which 

peasants had direct control. 

McHendry(43) analyses that the poor members of Ujamaa Villages had 

little room to gamble with their food supply. Better off households 

who could spare labour were main contributors to communal farming. The 

low return from communal farming is the structural constraint of the 

peasant mode itself, though many variations are contained in the 

structures of the peasant mode of production. 

Within the peasant mode, social inequalities have been accommodated 

without tension by following the principle of economy of affection. 

Ujamaa Hyden(44) points out as a radical strategy of development at 

the national level could not be reconciled with its objective of 

promoting development from within the peasant mode. Because of this 

conflict - party and government officials were inclined to discard 

traditional peasant institutions in favour of the official stereotype 

of Ujamaa. This did not make the task of convincing peasants to adopt 

Ujamaa easier(45). 

Lack of dynamics of the rural structure also complicates the 

attainment of Ujamaa objectives. Inspite of expansion of social 

amenities like schools, dispensaries, water supply, rural living, after 

Arusha Declaration, there is very little evidence to show that younger 

generations were more in~clined to stay in the villages. 

EFFECTS OF UJAMAA VIJIJINI 

By initially stressing the primacy of hoe cultivation in the 

villages the authorities left the productive forces untouched with 

the exception of work organisation. 

Hendry Mapulo ·and Gesal Phillipson(46) discussing studies of 
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Ujamaa production conclude that productivity in the communal land was 

considerably below that on the private farms. Shivji, Mapulo and 

Phillipson(47) and, other political econon¥ analysts of Tanzania feel 

that the relations of production were capitalist. Consequently it is 

logical to blame the bureaucratic bourgeoisie; portrayed as 

deliberately sabotaging these policies because they threatened its 

class position. Hyden(48) feels that the studies have overlooked that 

in Africa all regimes, irrespective of ideological orientation are 

placed in antagonistic relationship with the peasantry. The structural 

constraints of the peasant mode also operated, against a socialist 

transformation. 

On the other hand, compulsory villigisation in Tanzania between 

1973-76 (the largest resettlement effort in the.history of Africa) 

involved coercion. This villigisation drive comprised two sets of 

policies. a) removal of all middlemen complicating the interaction 

between government and peasants and b) the reorganisation of party and 

government structures to reach peasants more effectively. Hyden(49) 

emphasises that these policy measures have facilitated the articulation 

of class relations. Conflicts which were previously mitigated by the 

economy of affection are now displayed more openly. 

Alongside the Tanzanian state has now reversed the direction of all 

its main policies of the 1970s District Councils and Coopertives have 

been reestablished and "satellite hamlets" are allowed, thus enabling 

people to move out of nucleated villages. Deborah Bryceson(SO) feels 

that· Tanzania's immediate future depends not so much on whether the 

state or market takes the leading role but rather on whether the logic 

of the state and the market will prevail over the logic of peasant 

household and clientiele networks. Here in international terms of 

trade will play a large part in determining the course that Tanzania 

follows. 
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II. PRODUCTION AND PARASTATALS: 

The conventional starting points to evaluate the performance of an 

economy are the growth of gross domestic products and the behaviour of 

the baiance of payments. The first is a measure of how the economy is 

capable of producing for consumption for export, while the second 

begins with balance of trade (the value of exports, less the value of 

imports) ensures and shows how any deficit in that balance is finance¢ 

There are however difficulties with measures such as these based on 

adding up money values of goods and services.- One difficulty is that 

an increase in the production of goods says nothing about the use of 

those goods - any increase may go to a small group of the rich, while 

the mass of people get worse off.(Sl). A second difficulty is that 

the GDP as conventionally.measured, includes services as well as goods. 

Thus an increase in educational services, health provisions, or even 

public administration, is counted in the measure as a cost of the wages 

of salaries paid to worker in thos services. The difficulty, 

Coulson(52) points out is that a better health service or a more 

efficient police force is 'indirectly production• in the sense,that it 

may enable others (workers, peasants or companies) to produce more. 

It is for this reason that it is desirable to evaluate the 

performance of an economy not just on the basis of GDP but also to 

examine GROSS MATERIAL PRODUCT, a measure which includes productive 

sectors but excludes services. These are subsequently examined in the 

last part of this chapter. 

Another difficulty with aggregate measure is that they are 

affected by price changes over time. If prices rise, the value of GDP 

will rise,even if physical quantities of goods produced stay the same. 

The statistics provide evidence of a crisis, in production, 

especially when the 1970s are compared with the 1960s eg. the rate of 

inflation averaged only 2.1% per annum between 1961 and 1971, but 22.5% 

per annum between 1971 and 1977. The balance of trade shown in the 
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table III.8 also shows a sharp deterioration, which started before the 

oil price rise, and owed much to declining export tonnage and 

unprecedented imports of food than it did to increase imports of 

capital, goods. 

The trade deficits reduced the country's foreign reserves almost 

to zero, towards the end of 1975. As manifest in the table III.9, the 

economy was rescued by foreign exchange earned from services (mostly 

insurance and shipping, the former a consequence of 1967 

nationalisations) but above all, by grantsloans and special facilities 

arranged with assistance of the IMF and the World Bank. Tanzania a 

country that was nationalising property and officially committed to 

socialism, became a large scale recipient of western 'aid', is 

considered in the next section of this chapter. (table III. 9). 

This crisis is also apparent though less obvious in figures for 

Gross Material Product (table III .10). . To move from Gross Material 

Product to GDP, the services sector are added as manifest in table 

III.ll. In the last half of 1960s, the fastest growing services were 

transport, construction, electricity and water supply, all growing at 

mo~e than 10% per annum in real terms. In 1970s the fastest growing 

sector was PUblic Adminstration, including defence, public order, 

education, health growing at 11.2% per year. 

The industrial production figures show the extent of the creation 

of new industries in the 1970s but also the limits of the rapid growth 

(table III.l2) and also the absence of any reference to engineering 

machine production or motor vehicles. 

The overall picture (table III.l3) is one·of government taking 

increasing control of the economy, ;---··?~~-;,-'-~~:·===-~ ·-:- -~-=--~c"'__,z.:.-_L-~~ 
·-~~~=...____--.. 

C.?~~ putting great emphasis on provision of social services and 

on the increasing rate of investment through use of foreign capital 

transfer and high rates of domestic taxation by being frustrated by 
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failures in 

manufacturing. 

agricultural production and by low productivity in 

The growth potential(53) is restricted basically to the 

fields of agricultural diversification and tourism. 

A proliferation of public institutions, parastatals or government 

corporations took place in the years after Arusha Declaration. They 

were set up in almost every sector : industry, agriculture, banking, 

finance, trade, transport and housing; there were even a few in 

education, health sevices and public adminstration. Yet as manifest in 

the above analysis, the performance of the parastatals gave cause for 

concern from 1967 onwards. They seemed to exercise little control over 

the resources available to them, or over their expatriate managements. 

Edmund Clark in 1971 found that the parastatal firms in 

manufacturing were more capital intensive than private sector firms and 

yet each employee in a parastatal firm contributed less to the 

production than his opposite number in the private sector. 

Mporogomyi(54) feels that a substantial inflow of foreign exchange 

is needed ''for rehabilitating and revamping the productive sectors of 

the economyl~. The crisis by the shortage of foreign exchange is 

compounded by· "the extremely weak capacity of the management system, 

both in parastatal and government ministriesw. 

Considering the dominance of the National Development Corporation 

in Tanzanian 'industrialisation' efforts and the fact that the attempt 

to .industr.i:alise will determine in part, the success of the country's 

overall development strategy - thereby the performance of NDC becomes 

critical. NDCs strategy of industrialisation will thus be analysed to 

evaluated i~s role in building a socialist and self reliant economy. 

These will include (a) objective and goals of the enterprises under the 

management of NDC (b) issues related to NDC Investment Policy - is it 

contributing to a balanced integrated national- economy capable of 

attaining increased productivity and higher levels of living throughout 

the country? (c) its management and decentralisation· problems. 
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OBJECTIVES AND GOALS are usually viewed from the rather narrow 

perspective of profitability and almost always contrasted with the 

social objectives of socialism for which it is 'bften assumed to be 

. . t;) 1.ncons1.sten • But as Nyerere(SS) pointed out, Profit is necessary 

whether an enterprise is privately or publicly owned. Public ownership 

affects what happens to the profits, not the necessity for them. 

Okoko(56) points out the absence of any clear cut National 
1.( 

Industrial Development Strategy what comes closest to objectives are 

put in the forms of tasks for the NDC - organise production of high 

quality goods at reasonable prices and to save imports, or to earn 

• 0.... 
foreign exchange by exports,· along with the task of 1.ncre""s1.ng wage 

. ')~ 
employment and diversifying economic activity in the rural area. 

A consequence of government's failure to formulate broad national 

objectives for the NDC and parastatals is that the NDC and its 

organisations virtually had a monopoly of decision making process. 

Edmund Clark(57) noted in his st~dy that too often parastatals adopted 

a very narrow definition of socialism and often acted as if socialism 

only meant government control. Shivji{58) of course argues that 'the 

absence of an industrial strategy in the wake of Arus~Declaration was 

due to the inevitable capitalulation of the bureaucratic bourgeois to 

their international cohorts. 

INVESTMENT POLICIES 

NDC~ eight criteria for project selection 

Primary a) Profitability , 
b) National cost/ jQ...,..~'t·.~: 
c) Foreign exchange effects 

Secondary d) Employment 
e) Location 
f) Industrial linkages 
g) Budgetary impact 
h) Investable surplus 
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M~amba and Mwansasu's(59) analysis are revealing for their 

apalling lack of criteria relating to the broad socialist objectives 

of post ArushnTanzania. 

Loxley(60), Saul(61), Seidman(62) and others note that the area of 

investment chosen was in response to foreign initiatives, rather than 

the result fo NO~s desire to operate a certain sector, or in 

accordance with its investment criteria. This is also manifest in the 

fact that NDC and other parastatals are characteristically capital 

intensive, import intensive and have tended to be oriented towards 

import substitution. 

According to Clark's findings(63) pa~astatals consistently pay 

higher wages which reflects both the policy of government and the more 

capital intensive nature of the parastatal sectors. (Refer to table 

III.l4~ A classic instance of role played by foreign partners in the 

choice of projects which are capital intensive.is illustrated by ND~s 

decision to build the friendship Textile Mill and the Mwanza Textile 

Mill$. 

Clark(64) estimates that the labour/capital ratio of import firms 

is more than three times that of local material based firms. Closely 

related to this fact, the IMPORT-INTENSIVE firms tend to be more 

capital intensive; have greater capital/value added ratio and tend to 

be larger. Moreover because they rely on imported raw materials, such 

industries must be located on the coast or in towns with relatively 

adequate transport system. The result is that these industries tend to 

be located in the towns and regions which are already more developed 

adding again to the URBAN-RURAL biCHOTOMY. (See table III.lS.) 

Therefore the high external orientation of much of the NDC and 

other parastatal investment indicates that they h~ve failed to be, or 

even, seem to be self reliant and are developing the economy in a way 

which makes it quite externally oriented. Its investment pattern has 
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led to a situation where often industries are developed by foreign 

firms, drawing heavily upon foreign personnel and dependent upon 

fore~gn technology. 

MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS is intrinsically linked with the investment 

decisions ie. the policies of NDC and parastatals in generaL Herein 

also the unhealthy pattern of linkages is manifest between the public 

corporations and foreign private firms through partn:e~~3.~ agreements 

and management contracts. The surpl usj~· drain to the metropolitan 

countries is usually procured through mechanisms as:share aquisition, 

exhorbitant salaries and management fees for expatriate staff, 

royalties, patent rights, annual dividends and over invoicing of 

capital funds imported by management. 

It was perhaps in recognition of the subservient role played by 

the indigenous managers of public corporations and inherent threat to 

the continued progress towards socialsm posed by the dominant role of 

management· agents (foreign consultants) that really prompted the 

Presidential directives in Circular 1 of 1970 and the publication of 

Mwongozo Party guidelines in 1971. Yet as Mapolu(65) asserts that 

'despite the directives and formation of workers councils in industrial 

enterprises, not much progress has been made in developing socialist 

management technique that are consistent with industrial discipline'. 

The post Arusha phase is characterised by industrial investments which 

are efficient vehicles only for transferring surplus·,:~ . .; outside the 

na t.iona 1 economy. 

Hence until that basic problem is resolved, the relationship of 

the duo may continue to grow in strength with all its attendent 

implications inspite of the rather severe but welcome circumscription 

of the avenues for personal aggrandisement imposed.on the bureaucratic 

bourgeoisi~ by the leadership code. 
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.III.. 
. -~ 

SOCIALISM AND SELF RELlAIIeE • 
~ . v~ ... ..:;,. 

(The International Dimension) 

Socialism and Self reliance was the slogan of the Arusha 

Declaration. Socialism meant national control of the economy, democracy 

and absence of classes. For Rweyemamu(66), self relianc~s a policy 

of internally based growth, or a minimisation of trade; it could also 

mean self reliance in manpower or a refusal to employ foreigners, or a 

relf reliance at decentralised levels, with each parastatal or village 

making do with local techniques and materials and minimising 

despendence on central government, and extension of this interpreted 

self reliance as rural development on the grounds that it was only in 

the rural areas that the majority of population could be self reliant; 

finally it could mean non alignment - no reliance on anyone great power 

and the refusal to accept that the national boundaries lay within any 

nation's sphere of influence. 

Biersteker Thomas J. (67) discusses national self reliance as 

involving a partial disengagement of a country from the existing 

pattern of dominant economic and political relationships prevailing in 

the international system. The disengagement process is an integral 

part of the strategy of self reliance and is intentionally partial and 

selective. Disengagement is a call for a partial reduction in the 

magnitude of international economic transactions with industrial 

countries and for the attainment of self sufficiency only in particular 

sectors or activities. Self sufficiency in fulfilling the basic needs 

of the population (such as food, energy or national defence) is 

ordinarily given priority in the sele9tive disengagement process. 

Agricultural self sufficiency is the basic need closest to being 

fulfilled in most countries pursuing a strategy of national self 

reliance. Jo~~ Galtung(68) stresses that self ~eliance is a dynamic 

movement from the periphery, at all levels, which cannot be lead from 

above. Therefore both disengagement and restructuring are necessay 
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components of a strategy of national self reliance. Disengagement 

without a deliberate restructuring cannot be described as self 

reliance. 

Accordingly, President Nyerere(69} claimed that : 

"we are trying gradually to transform our economy so that it is no 
longer export dominated but is directed to the creation and 
service of a rising local market". 

These interpretations were used at various times, but none was 

pursued cons~ently. Tanzania became a major recepient of foreign aid 

and continued to export the traditional agricultural products and to 

use expatriate man power. It did not direct all its investments to 

rural areas, or follow an internally oriented development strategy, and 

by mid 1970s western (especially u.s.) influence was considerable. 

There were obvious paradoxes. 

Though recognising that "neo colonialism is a very real and very 

severe limitaton on national sovereignity .•••• matters of vital 

interest to our development are determined externally, without any 

consideration being given to our interests"(70) Nyerere warned "loans 

and grants will endanger our independence" : however·he.·did not clarify 

that overseas finance would be refused and the policy was clarified to 

mean that Tanzania would not "bend its political, economic or social 

policies 
.,, 

in the hope of getting overseas aid as a result. It was in 

this context that Niblock(71) in his study of aid and·foreign policy in 

Tanzania 1961-68 concluded that Tanzania's eventual aid pattern was 

determined by Tanzania's Foreign Policy rather than the foreign policy 

determined by the aid pattern • 

. When Tanzania nationalised its ·largest export import firms in 

1967, it created the STC (State Trading Corporation<) to handle most of 

the country's foreign trade as well as the bulk of its '-~ l~ternal 

wholesale trade. The STC and more recently the Bank of Tanzania have 

employed import licensing powers to ban the importation of television 

sets altogether.' Tanzania has demonstrated its ability as 
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Biersteker(72) points out to reduce the importance of some luxury items 

(automobiles and electronic goods). Yet whether it is due to its 

inability or an unwillingness to enforce restrictive tariffs and import 

confinements, other luxury consumer items like textiles continue to be 

imported at previous levels. 

In the 1980s, despite setbacks in its Ujarnaa and 

Programrne,Tanzania remained strongly committed to the 

v~~gization 

attainment of 

agricultural self sufficiency. Yet here again, the gap between the 

policy objectives and policy realities is apparent as displayed in the 

table III.l6. 

The data in table III.l7 suggests that Tanzania has had some 

success in restructuring its import priorities. Imports of consumer 

goods have declined, and the importation of intermediate and capital 

goods has increased in both absolute and relative terms since 1967. 

Inspite of the desired intentions to reduce the amount of foreign 

aid {table III.l8) Tanzania's foreign aid in the post Arusha period 

actually increased, as manifest in the foreign aid debt as of March 15 

, 1974 to be repaid by 2023 (table III.l9). 

Very 

problems 

little recognition is usually given 

posed by · heavy reliance on foreign aid 

to 

for 

the dependency 

development 

especially if it involves aid from a donor country whose ideological and 

economic orientation is at variance with that of the recepient country 

(Tanzania). The development effort in Tanzania seems to have become 

intimately tied up with the diplomatic effort to mobilise capital 

abroad. (table III.20). But the cases of Tanzania~~td terms have in 

many an instance been relatively favourable to Tanzania. For instance, 

most donor countries extend low interest rates to Tanzania with 

generally long repayment periods. 

(table III.21) 

Interest rates range from 0-6%. 

Yet instances of the outcomes of the Policy measures designed to 
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translate self reliance into practice in its foreign trade sector seem 

to have more often than not fallen short of expectations (tabl~ III.22) 

The fact remains that the bulk of foreign aid for Tanzania still 

came from capitalist sources though Okoko argues that since there is 

now no overwhelmingly dependency on any one country for aid, this may 

in large part be a reflection of the non aligned foreign policy stance 

of the government, especially when it is realised that the important 

sources now included the "middle power" countries like Sweden and 

Canada. 

Yet in the late 1980s within Tanzania it has been evident for the 

last several years that the political leadership has been desirous of 

coming to terms . d ~ h w1. th the Worl Bank - gJ.ten t e gradual cooling of 

relations with the Scandivanian countries. The World Bank lending 

programme is manifest for instance in table III.23. 

In the beginning of 1985, sweeping policy reforms took place with 

major cuts in the government spending (including food subsidi.~S and 

social programmes), the abolition of crop marketing authorities and the 

reintroduction of cooperatives, substantial cuts in public sector 

employment levels (the number mentioned is 20,000 jobs) and increased 

attention to promote exports (including higher producer prices for 

peasants and better terms for private capital(73). 

Yet despite these unmistakable indications that Tanzania was, if 

not eager, then certainly willing to talk about her development 

priori ties, the World Bank/IMF and the major western a.\.d donors have 

continued to hold out against negotiations in the evident desire to 

secure the maximum possible concessions. That the intention is to 

discredit Tanzania's social-"ist" programmes is indicated by the paltry 

amounts of aid that is on offer (a total possible package of $ 800 

million versus Tanzania's own minimum estimate of $1.2 billion for the 

first year alone) the price of such aid would in· effect be the loss of 

control over financial planning (particularly aid administration) and 
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the determination of development objectives. 

Therefore in essence Aid Pattern of Tanzania has tended to 

reinforce the dependency features of the Tanzanian economy compromising 

on its proclaimed ideals. 

IV. SOCIAL SERVICES AND SOCIAL CLASS 

(EDUCATION AND POLITICAL PROCESS) 

Tanzania is often singled out among many developing countries as a 

country having a well formulated education policy, a declared 

cornrnittment to it, and well designed implementation machinery. "As has 

often been stated, a great asset for the educational planner in 

Tanzania is its well defined and consistent taxonomy of goals and 

objectives. "(74) .' It is significant that in Tanzania, the educational 

role goes beyond just mere formal educaton. It includes educational 

efforts designed to mobilise not only students and workers but also 

peasants into socialist, self reliant, democratic economic units. 85% 

literacy rate, the highest in black Africa, is no mean achievement. 

But the significance and determinancy of education reforms has to 

be viewed in accordance with the conditions of existence of the 

Tanzanian SOCIAL FORMATION. Social Formation is defined as the 

concrete articulaton of a dominant mode of produc~ion with elements 

from other modes of production, operating at several levels (economic, 

political and ideological) where under specific conditons any one level 

may be predominant at a given moment. It is important to conceive 

these levels not as self contained structures but rather as inter

related aspects of the social formation. This will become clear in the 

analysis of formal education, which C?nceivably represents all three 

levels at once. 

In Tanzania, 

apparatus for 

an attempt has been made to reorient education as an 

sustaining and expediting overall development for 

increasing political, -social awareness, and for providing a cadre of 
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. 
' highly trained indigenous manpower to implement, manage and admi~ter 

ambitious and sometimes grandiose national development strategies. 

Hence education in Tanzania is a central force in NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT. 

The Arusha Declaration was followed by the pamphlet~ ) 
'Education 

for Self Reliance' (ESR) in March 1967, which continue~ to be the 

blueprint for educational policy in Tanzania. ESR operatibndl'~e.c9: , the 

intentions of the Arusha Declaraton and serves as the cornerstone for 

educational development by altering the philosophical and structural 

nature of Tanzania's educational system. ESR sought to eradicate the 

vestiges of colonisation by changing an elitest educational system 

through curriculam reform, enhancing social equity among regions, urban 

and rural areas, and increasing access to all Tanzanians • Nyerere's 

speech "Education for liberation" in 1974~ 
. -----

;: (7 5) noted .that 

attitudinal change is not enough for liberation of masses; knowledge 

and skills are also necessary to take control of society. " The purpose 

of education is not to turn out technicians who can be used as 

insturments in the expansion of the economy. It is to turn out men 

(and women) who have the technical knowledge and ability to expand the 

economy for the benefit of man in society". However these efforts to 

reorient education towards more agricultural and practical training 

have proven to be difficult in the face of strong pressures from 

parents, teachers and students for more paper qualifications and the 

view that education was the way from manual to white collar job. 
o.""a ~,~·~,<.""\~) 

Ndonde(76) Lin this context, argues that the Tanzanian educationoi 

scene 0 despite all organisational changes and reorientation of 

curriculam in the wake of "Education for Self Reliance", in praeti ce, 

education in Tanzania is still elitist and bourgeois in its 

philosophy'. 

In an opnion survey on the attitude of pupils, ·teacher~, parents, 

politicians and educational administrators about 0 ESR' in 1971, Lema 
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concluded : 

~ . d . "stillJ_the minds of most teachers, pup~ls and parents, e ucat:t.on 
is interpreted simply as an academic book learning .... Success in 
academic education has been accepted and is projected as the 
highest goal a young person should strive for"(78) 

As long as these kind of attitudes persist in the community at 

large, it will be difficult to interpre~ the value of education in a 

different perspective as called for in ESR. Indeed the influx of 

children to towns from rural areas in search of the better paying white 

collar jobs , for instance bear testimony to this prevailing 

conceptualisation of education (table III.24 and III.25). 

TDe task of transformation and socialisation is not an easy one 

since there i·s the cardinal need to make the new socialist values, 

attitudes and norms not only comprehensible and acceptable but 

internalised as well (and no substantial political, cultural or 

ideological transormation of the children is feasible through the 

system so long as the adults themselves remain unsocialised and 

untransformed) . 

There is a considerable body of empirical evidence revealed by 

Lema( 79), Mbilinyi(BO) that the school teachers themselves still hold 

attitudes of worshipping education as a symbol of wealth and status. 

Teachers in a number of schools in Tanzania are highly esteemed, well 

renumerated and quite non socialist in orientation. Self reliance 

projects are held in contempt by staff and consequently by the 

students. If the cornerstone for implementation of Ujamaa are teachers 

(as rightly emphasised by the leadership), then these shortcomings will 

seri9usly .undermine the successful implementation of education for self 

r e 1 fa.'n c e:--· .. -··· 

A significant role is also played by the expatriate staff who 

originate from the capitalist world in the educational system at the 

s econda ~try and university level. "The vast majority consider 

themselves either 'apolitical' or are explicitly consciously hostile to 



socialist ideas ... most of the teaching and reference material, 

especially that used in social sciences, originates from UK and the USA 

and therefore soaking with official and widely shared anti- socialist 

and anti-communist orthodoxy" (81). 

Crisis in education was manifest in an instance when in October 

1966 in the New University of Dar-es-Salaam, 400 students marched to 

the State House in their academic gowns with an ultimatum. The 

immediate cause was the introduction of a new scheme of "NATIONAL 

SERV~CE" (under which those who left secondary schools and universities 

would undergo five months of military training followed by 18 months in 

which they would work at their jobs but recieve only 40% of their 

salaries, tax free)(82). 

An assessment of ESR was made at the Party's National Executive 

Committee meeting in Musoma in 1974. Appalled by the anti-egalitarian 

and anti~ socialist attitudes persisting among graduates at the 

secondary· and university levels who were continuing to develop into a 

new soqial and political elite and to eradicate the elitist tendencies 

and buttress the ESR policy the Party issued the Musoma Directive which 

accentuated the need to bridge the gap between practical knowledge and 

theory ~~d by ensuring that work was an integral part of education. 

The Difective op~osed aristocratic propensities by imposing three 
}' ';'' 

universailsation of primary education, a new 

educatibn' · ·scheme for the University of Dar-es-Salaam which further 
;·, 

ens~red·that the university access and career pattern of students would 

be determine·d at the political level as dictated by economic needs, and 

corrbining academic training to include preparing graduates for 

employment at the end of the secondary education as well as preparing 

some for advanced education. 

The greatest educational achievement was raising the number 

trained. Crash programmes for the training of teachers by 

correspondence and in colleges and the use of unemployed school l~ers 
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as volunteer teachers was made. By 1977 80% of the children of school 

age were in school (83), a remarkable achievement that could not have 

been possible without the Villagisation. But the expansion was not 

without difficulties like shortage of material and books. 

Progress was made in adul.t literacy: in 5 years over 5 million 

people registered in literacy classes, 3.8 million of whom preserved 

for long enough to sit a national test. Much of the material with 

which they learned to read was designed to acquaint them with useful 

information on agriculture or health. 

Primary education was to be an end in itself, terminal, and not 

means to higher education and employment. The emphasis was on relevant 

rural oriented curriculam (poultry and fishe~'l- _ handicrafts, 
.. 

tailoring,· brick-making). 

But as pointed out earlier, to change this expectation of masses 

requires ·more than changes of school curriculam. Besides the teachers 

themselves are aliented from the curricula, they don't join students 

in productive or manual labour. 

Access to primary and post primary schools is uneven. 

Mbilin ·:_yf(84) points out that "less than half the children in our 

public·· .secondary schools are children of peasants, despite the fact 
~ ... 

that 90%:of the population are peasants. A disproportionate number of 

children·are children of bureaucrats and experts. , Besides this public 

secondary schools have not been expanding but private secondary schools 

have at a very fas·t rate (14% increase of private school enrolment in 

1974, compared to 3% in public schools). Mbilinfyi(85) points out that 

using private schools to get children into public schools is not 

surprising - though it is contradictory to socialist policies. 

A major lacunae is that the basic education reforms have relied in 

part if not in entirety on foreign sources of finance situated in 

advance capitalist countries. Donors or investors (World Bank) 
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influence the design, implementation and evaluation of basic education 

Therefore even though the Party has been able to increase 

accessibilty to edu6ation, in quantitative terms, the education system 

is -an elitist one. With the success of Party's universal primary 

education effort and the low absorbtive ca~dity and high degree of 

selectivity at the secondary and university levels, Tanzania's 

educational system will continue to contribute to STRATIFICATION and 

perpetuation of an educated elite class. Scttloff(86) states that "in 

Tanzania" differential access to education has facilitated the 

perception of a particular pattern of social stratification which in 

turn has· fostered class differentiation." 

Economic reality has forced trade offs between the Party'•s pursuit 

of self suffiency in high level indigenous manpower and equality of 

opportunity. 

T~e legal and political efforts, resiliency and the committment of 

Tanzanians, the government and the Party must be commended for their 

quest to achieve a democratic socialist e~alitarian society. 

It .remains to be seen if Tanzania continues to develop along 

democratic socialist lines in the wake of: 

a) Disequilibrium between supply and demand of ~econdary graduates 

if not resolved could lead to a cadre of recalcitrant, educated but 

un/under-employed and threaten the socio-economic and political 

stability of Tanzania. 

b)"' An evergrowing entrenched dysfunctional educated elite that 

scoffs at the rural life and seeks an urban wage employment thus 

becoming increasingly separated from the masses, and generating 

resent:ffieR-tc-,--Factionalism and dissension. 

c) Discontented masses caused by continued economic hardships, 

shortage of essential goods and food staples, deteriorating trade, 

widespread poverty stagnation in agricultural production, official 
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corruption and profiteering. 

d) The growth of Zanzibar nationalists and seccessionists driven 

by economic hardships. 

URBANISATION 

The rate of urbanisation in Tanzania is extremely high, even by 

African standards. During the 1970s the urban population was expanding 

at 10% per year and it seemed safe to assume that rapid urban 

population growth has persisted in the 1980s. 

In the urbanisation context therefore the question arises as to 

whether the implementation of Ujamaa and associated policies has 
1..:)\.i.J-

actually increased urban growth rates above thoseLmight have occured if 

another (laissez faire, capitalist oriented) development path had been 

followed. Anthony O'Connor's(87) analysis on the rate of Tanzania's 

urbanisation reflects this interpretation when he highlights factors 

which could be associated with heightening the propensity of rural 

people to:~igrate to urban areas. 

An alternative analysis(88) of Tanzanian development policies 

since 1967 . being unable to or were not truly designed 1to alter the v 

structur~ conditons contributing to Tanzanian underdevelopment and the 

associated rural-urban inequalities which generate high migration rates 

to urban areas. Campbell(89) suggests that Tanzania's willingness to 

collaborate with the World Bank ( and vice versa) is indicative of 

governmen.t.'s real lack of conmittrnent to socialism, the lessening of 

dependence and the transformation of power relationships between the 

poor, the petty bourgeoisie and the ruling political class. This 

analysis- when applied to the rapid rate of urbanisation, it is not 

surpristrrg---'that·- rural/urban migration has occured on such a scale, 

since the structural factors which underlie this movement have not been 

altered. 

The causes of Tanzanio.' s . especially rapid urbanisation are 
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probably to be found mainly in the countryside rather than in the city. 

O'Connor(90) cites a range of factors including general dissatisfaction 

with being moved or with increased control over individual's decision 

making improved transport and information diffusion and dramatic 

improvements in access to education for the increased magnitude of 

rural-urban migration. 

Problem of rural development seems to be the cr U..x' · of this trend 

of urbanisation. This could be related to : a) vill~gisation programme 

-
0 Ujamaa Vijijini' facets. Ecological problems associated with 

increased. densities and failure to deliver promised services and b) 

general collapse of the rural development programme which was 

externally· caused by World Bank whose policies are characterised as 

disrupti~e· and inappropriately oriented. Campbell's(9l) conclusion 

about the future of Urban Housing Policies are depressing and 

Tanzania's acceptance of IMF restructuring is likely to hit the urban 

poor-the ~ardest, and it appears that their immediate future is not a 

promising one. 

UNEMPLOYMENT AND VAGARANCY 

Tanzania, as a member of the International Labour Organisation 

(ILO) is required to maintain a PUblic Employment Unit in accordance 

with ILO Convention No.88 (ILO 1978): 

" .•• Employment service as an integral part of the national programme. 
for achievement and maintenance of full employment and the 
development use of productive resources"(92). 

But Tanzania's Employment Service Unit lacked official authority. The 

rural-urban migration has led to serious unemployment in urban areas. 

The mov~ment of rural people to urban areas has not been matched b~· a 

correspondJ.ng--·-nidustrial growth that could absorb an expanding urban 

population. 

But several 

and reduce the 

steps have been taken to contain 
U.,"'(~CI,~ 0..""~-Jb 

bias towards ~n favour of rural 
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This is extremely significant since 90% of Tanzania's population lives 

in rural areas. The party through a series of summary measures and 

policy interventions sought to minimise standard of living inequalities 

between rural and urban areas, inhibit income and consumption 

differentials and discourage rural to urban migrations. These 

interventions included : increasing the minimum wage, institution of a 

progressive tax system causing urban wage earners to experience a 

decline in after-tax income; increased prices and market oriented 

incentives to producers; the Economic Sabotage Act 1984 and the Human 

Resource Deployment Act 1983. 

The HUMAN RESOURCE DEPLOYMENT ACT (HRD Act) specified that every 

able bodied Tanzanian must be gainfully employed as a paid employe~ 

licensed·or approved self employment, or as a peasant farmer. This Act 
I 'I'' 

enabled ~~e Party to relocate urban unemployed to home areas. 

To ''assess the HRD Act in clear historical perspective, the roots 

of vagarancy in Tanzania must be traced. Leonard P. Shaidi(93) traces 

it to .the transformation of the pre capitalist social formation into 

periphera.l capitalism during the colonial period. During the early 

years of ~¢'olonial rule there were severe problems of recruiting labour 
Q."'t\.& 

for settler plantations ,11 mining Lprocessing industries. The colonia 1 

regime h<;Ld to resort to forced labour in certain instances and to 

impose taxes to achieve comnodity production. As capitalist relations 

of production developed the problem of vagrancy started affecting the 

local population, especially in Dar-es-Salaam. The immediate cause was 

the worldwide economic depression of early 1930s. Changes in the 

social formation had created a class of wage labourers whose survival 

depended on ____ D_Q:\:,hing else but their labour power. The post colonial 

Tanzanian state inherited the problem of vagrancy which was to grow in 

seriousness every succeeding year. 

It is significant that President Nyerere likened loiterers to 
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economic saboteurs and racketeers 1whom the nation had declared war 

on'. Earlier on he had referred to unemployed in urban areas as 

"criminals and idle parasites" (94). 

Since late 1960s the state has periodically resorted to 

repatriation of unemployed to rural areas. In most cases this was 

prompted by increases in the crime rate, especially robberies, 

burglaries, although the sisal and tea plantations with their perpetual 

labour shortage benefited from such operations. 

The HRD Act could therefore be seen in the light of the 

diminishing food and cash crop production in the late 1970s and early 

1980s in a country which is predominantly agricultural. Like all post 

colonial African states the under developed nat'JJ~e:. of the production 

force means that the state has to be directly and closely involved in 

the process of production. In Tanzania the promotion of economic 

development is accompanied by measures intended to mobilise more people 

in the production of primary comnodities. All such measures even if 

entirely success ft.J l, merely entrenched the existing dependency 

relations without giving the peasants or the "not gainfully employed" 

any real improvement in their living standards. Shaidi(95) points out 

that "only an agrarian revolution accompanied by an internally 

integrated economy, less vulnerable to international capitalism, stands 

to offer a meaninful alternative to this problem." 

HEALTH: In the area of endemic debilitating deseases, Tanzania has not 

been able to conquer malaria, bilharzia, tubercolosis, polio, measles, 

whooping cough, hook worm a~d other gastric infections including 

typhoid (recently) and cholera. All these are made much worse by 

malnutrition' which, for instance, makes measles a killing disease among 

children - responsible for one third of all hospital deaths caused by 

disease in 1975. 

) 

Preventive measures were not.,.t>C.~~~_e:A.as cost effective till 1972, 

by when curative medicines (hospitals etc) consumed 87% of Ministry of 
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Health's recurrent expenditure. The policy shift from 1972 lead to an 

increase of the former. Coulson(96) points out that formidable vested 

interests operated against the change of policy - like doctors, drug 

salesmen, importers and behind them, multinationals. These are harsh 

realities which still need to be resolved. 

HOUSING was manifest as a sector in which government 

intervention was ineffe ·ctive. Mascarenhas(97) stated "the picture one 

gets is that the people in the households are crowded and the quality 

of amenities available to them range from poor to apalling." In the 

rural areas villigisation destroyed most substantial permanent houses. 

The promised 0 0PERATION NYUMBA' (houses) to change the situation 1s 

still very lukewarm. 

In the area of TRANSPORT , the infrastructure in roads, railways, 

bridges; ferries seem to have improved~•there are still considerable 

problems over maintenance and operation. With rural urban migration, 

passage costs by road increased but comfort and reliability seems to be 

going downhill since 1970s. 

The picture which emerges is one in which life was seldom easy, 

for rich or poor. There was inflation, financial insecurity, the risk 

of ill health etc. The government invested heavily in the social 

services especially health, education, water supply yet much ~~ 

needs to be done. 

EQUALITY FOR WOMEN? 

Historically women have been appendages of men and decisions on 

major family and tribal issues have been man's domain. The involvement 

in a market economy, which spread over time throughout the length and 

breadth--of the continent altered the utilisation of the factors of 

production on the family holding , adding for the most part, burdens on 

to the women and increasing further the power of men within the family. 
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POWER RELATIONS changed not only within families: they changed betweeh 
. ~. 

family and regions. Besides MBILIN YI(98) states the "double standard 
'·· 

of men, who despite their own practice, do not want their wives to work 

because then they sleep with other men, they do not want their wives to 

use contraceptives because that would remove the wages of sin". 

Herein weight of moral pressure, often backed by law, is exerted on 

women in order to reverse or hinder possible changes in power and 

authority. 

The 1967 Arusha Declaration elaborated the basic principals of 

Tanzanian sociall&m acknowldeged this inequality between men and women, 
~> • 

especialiy in the rural areas. " •.••••. the truth is that in the 

villages the women work very hard~ At times they work for 12 orl4 

hours a day ••• "(99). Though continually stressing the virtues of 

traditional Ujamaa principles, Nyerere has also noticed their 

inadequacy. The first of which is the acceptance of inequality between 

men arid women. 
''·f, ... , 

BOth TANU (and now CCM) state constitutions guarantee women's 

rights,· and in 1962, the Union of Women in Tanzania (Umoja · · wa ., 
wanawaka. wa Tanzania; - WUT) was formed to foster women • s particpation 

in national deve.lDpment. This organisation trains women at regional 

trainin~ centres, and ·has conducted literacy classes in the rural 

areas, and undertaken income generating activities for women(lOO). 

Tari~ania influenced by the consistent support given by ~he 

President has a legal structure o£ equality. It does not discriminate 

again?t women in respect.of employment and pay and promotion. Maura 

Rafferty(lOl) states that its record of women MPs is much better than 

U.K. and:it also has an occasional high office filled by women. 

___ The ___ es_t_ablishment of :Ujamaa Villages held out special promise for 

rural women. . 
The potenti~l of the villages to help rural women has 

been only partially realised. Women can be registered as Ujamaa 

members in their own right, and they are guarante~d access to land 
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capital inputs and information. Provision of water at a central 

location is an instance of a Ujamaa service that frees women from an 

arduous household task but there are traditional prejudices against 

women. Rafferty points out the failure of the vill~gisation programme 

to deal with entrenched patriarchal relations and attitudes. She feels 

problems have to be rightly diagnosed to be solved. Manifest is the 

failure of development strategies to take account of the fact that 

"women in Tanzania are the main productive force in rural 
communities. Most of their daily activities are related to 
agricultural production and domestic household production. They 
have almost total responsibility for subsistence farming and play 
not an unimportant role in cash crop production. Women spend 
upto 6-8 hours a day planting, weeding, manuring and harvesting. 
During peak periods in the growing season, their hours in the 
fields may be even longer." 

-But the day does not end there. Women also have the main 
responsibility for transportation of crops and the processing, 
storage,and preparation of food. They walk a long distance 
carrying the family's daily needs of firewood and water. They see 
to their children and the old. \_·~e,_v_CJo!_\;J.)J'" ___ , it is the women who 
ensu_re the survival of the rural household~ ( 102) 

Varipus initiatives chronicle womens contribution to economic 
·! 

production and reproduction, highlighting the nature of constraints 

under which women operate. Reduced access to land, great amounts of 

time spent in domestic activities. collecting water and firewood , food 

processing, transportation; limited access to credit; no mechanisation 

of women's farming and the lack of information and opportunities for 

further training. 

Annual Conference of Adult Educationists at Morogozo in 1983 

pointed out that : 

"Agricultural extension programmes have traditionally concentrated 

on educating the male farmers in modern agricultural practices. The 

male farmers are supposed to transmit information to their wives. 

Emphas~s in agricultural extension and research has always concentrated 

on cash crops which are primarily owned by men. Subsistence crops 

which are generally produced by women have been neglected in this 
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respect" (103). Barbara Rogers(l04) outlines the ways in wlrich 

international development agencies all across the board have failed to 

take account of women as agriculturalists in their investment policies 

and development strategies. 

The changing economic and social conditions in Tanzania have force 

women to accept a growing share of cash responsibilities in their 

families. Statistics on wage employment support the argument that a 

growing number of 

agriculture where 

women are being proletarianised, specially 
0~ ""'-0.~<1. 

between 1976 and 1980, employment~as dropped 

in 

by 

4,685 and women increased by 2615. Majority of the rural peasant 

producers are women - and they are not ·':::t:':b_~e'l('ed by occupational health 
"~ .... 

and safety services(l05). They are neglected by the state despite 

acknowledgement of their importance to economic development. 

All this has been exacerbated by the migra~ion pattern as a result 

of which womens responsibilities have been tripled. In some cases they 

are now the sole on the major providerS·. of :r: amil~i$, material needs 

including children's school fees, due to the frequent 

reduction or disappearance of support from migrant husbands. This 

migration. has at times led to under utilisation of land when women 
.; 

cannot afford the time or energy to devote to men's agricultural labour 

of clearing the bush and breaking the ground. 

Female migration to urban areas has been motovated by a desire to 

join a migrant husband or a need to escape rural drudgery and 

undesirable marital situations. The female migrants and household 

heads are amongst the most economica~ly depressed segments of the urban 

population.: They predominate in low level industrial jobs , in the 

informal sector, in prostitution and other exploitative situations. 

SOCIAL CLASS AND POLITICAL PARTY 

In the generic sense the term ".-class" is synonomous with 

"category" - yet it is more closely associated with STRATIFICA1'ION 
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denoting those individuals possessing within the framework of the same 

society or community relatively the same amount of power, income, 

wealth or prestige or some loosely formulated combination of these 

elements. Most strictly class has denoted those holding a conmon 

position along some continuum of the economy. This could be called a 

continuum of the wealth or income or occupation and in the strictest 

Marxist usage has denoted basic forms of relationships to the modes of 

material production i.e. those who control those instruments of 

material production and those who do not. 

It is imposible te comprehend contemporary Africa without an acute 

awareness of the variety of analytically separable categories. The 

stratification within Africa for instance could be perceived in the 

reality of TRIBALISM (assumed to have a derogratory connotation and to 

imply an element of primitivism). But ftribe, today only becomes a 

relevant differentiating category when there is a situation of 

competition. As Abdul Naseer once wrote that every individual is 

involved in several °CIRCLES OF IDENTITY' - African, Arab, father, 

politicain, socialist and so forth which are not all relevant to ever.y 

situation ( 106). It is the specific characteristic of each individual 

situation that determines which °Circle of identity' predominates. 

Therefore most behav~our in tropical Africa, specifically Tanzania is 

not tribally determined at all. 

The lack of a differentiated class structure .in Tanganyika is 

traced by Nyerere to it becoming a de facto one party state before 

independence in 1961; and with legalisation following in 1965. In 

Tanzania the mandate for one party rule seemed to be clear wherby TANU 

won all the National Assembly seats except one in Tanganyika. 

What Samoff(l07) wrote of Tanzania suggests that the state may 

function to discourage a climate of tgroup enterprise' vis- a- vis 

government: 

"In Tanzania the Party frowns on the formation-of interest groups 
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in general and economic interest groups in pa:ticular exc~pt .for 
trade unions, cooperatives and social and char1table or?an1sat1ons 
it is assumed that the interests of any particular sect1on of the 
population can be adequately represented b~ TANU and its 
auxiliaries, and that adherence to bureaucrat1c norms assures 
individuals fair and just treatment without the need for recourse 
to interest group protection. It is assumed that interest 
aggregation, articulation and communication - are p~rformed by 
TANU and its auxiliaries and that interest groups, wh1ch could be 
used to form competing centres of power are both unnecessary and 
dangerous". 

The integrative function of the Party is contradictory~ thus in his 

TANU Ya jenga N'lt~\~ (19 68), Goran Hyden points to the success of TANU in 

institutionalising new cultural values in the rural communities of the 

main~and Tanzania, but in Beyond Ujamaa (1980), he finds that familial 

and other communal ties provide the basis for "organised activity" 

among Tanzanianpeasants. 

Regarding POLICY FUNCTIONS, Samoff(l08) records the initiative 

taken by voluntary associations in Tanzania's Kilimanjaro region. 

Tordoff(l09) points out the importance of informal mechanisms of 

decision making on issues like education, liquor licensing etc. which 

have a high degree of local salience, inspite of the introduction of 

Decentralisation measures in 1972. 

The political communication is a corollary of political 

competition and TANU recognised from the outset the importance of 

keeping open a two way channel along which government policies could 

flow to the people and the people's wishes and reactions to thos~ 

policies could reach the government. Potentially the communications 

remain an important Party function but Tanzaniangovernment relies on 

non TANU channels like the bureaucracy. TANU and administration were 

to carry out Ujamaa. Nyerere felt that there was no need to continue 

with the .present artificial distinction between the Politician and 

Civil servant since the Ujamrna Programme visualised a politico 

admininstrative system(llO). 

· Nyerere has denied the existence of ·classes (incipient:, 

transitory or concrete) in Tanzania. He denied the existence of class 
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in his pre Arusha formulation of socialism. The justification of this 

position does not lie in an~ rigorous theoretical analysis of the 

productive forces as they exist, but on the pristine characteristic 

feature of traditional African society, they themselves had thrown up. 

Yet in fairness to Nyerere it must be pointed out that contrary to 

early post independence phase Nyerere in the Arusha Declaration 

recognised the existence of social class in Tanzania. Tanzania, he 

writes is a "nation of peasants and workers but it is not yet a 

socialis j society. It still contains elements of Feudalism and 

Capitalism - with their temptations these feudalistic and capitalistic 

features of our society could spread and entrench themselves". 

'Besides these Djilis(ll2) traces a •new class.' Colonialism he 

says "created a class system appropriate to an administrative state, a 

class system based not on direct control of means of production but on 

. \1 
control of means of management. In Tanzania the dispersed settlements 

which are the hallmark of African °Village' have been transformed into 

nucleated settlements where the increased range of services can be made 

more~ easily available. The consequences of these changes and the 

essential continuity of the family farm is to produce a very 

diff erentia: .. ted soc_iety, a veri table kaleidoscope of different 

occupations. Herein Djilis like new class can be perceived to which 

access originally quite open but which has begun now to consolidate 

itself, even to the extent of espousing private schooling for its 

children; or of the many faceted intermediate groups of clerks and 

local party officials whose comparative affluence and discretionary 

powers made them tbig men' in the vilages, or of the increasing number 

of smalr-traaersand store keepers, bar owners and transporters without 

whom the nexus between the primary-producing villages arid outside world 

would be broken; or the variations within the peasantry itself,some of 

whom barely survive on their small holdings, whilst· others actually 
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employ the less fortunate on their land or the men and women who seck 

money in inhospitable ~~'n.~bof the growing towns. 

The industrialisation of the 1950s and 1960s produced for the first 

time a settled working class in Dar-es-Salaam. This was predominantly 

coastal, Swahili speaking and Muslim whereas the managerial cadres 

nicknamed NIZERS(ll3) or 0 Africanizers' (those who Africanize jobs 

previously held by Europeans) were mainly from up country, 

English as well as they spoke Swahili and were Christian. 

spoke 

The class analysis(ll4) portray political behaviour as a logical 

consequence of class formation and influence of the world capitalist 

system. This analysis proves that those in government positions siphon 

off surplus from the peasantry through the marketing of agricultural 

produce. Thus the class accounts of politics propose a national and 

international dimension, namely an alliance of a domestic ruling class 

with in some sense International Capitalism either defined as a class 

agency oi in more structural terms. The long standing debate on 

Tanzania of Shivji and Saul who see Tanzania essentially as a class 

state usually an alliance with capitalist interests in developed 

countries persists. Others like cra~ord see the state as more 

autonomous and the leadership more genuinely committed to socialism as 

an ideal. 

Therefore one can recognise that the quintessence of the 

"bureaucratic bourgeoisie as managers of the state apparatus and 

economy lies in their functional specificity as well as their 

technical, managerial knowhow, it is the.location of their base in the 

Civil S~rvice which concretises their existence. Significant is the 

fact tha!__~~-~!=-_C?_!= the regional and district directors, including the 

managers and directors of numerous parastatals, have come through the 

ranks of civil service. It remains important to note that governement 

of Tanzania has not instituted any radical structural change in the 

country's civil service. Th·e basic features of the colonial civil 
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service remain intact inspite of its politicisation and 

decentralisation measures of 1972. Over and above the essential 

features of the civil service is the link between the bureaucratic 

bourgeois and internQtional capitalism, accentuated and accelerated by 

the dominant economic role of the state apparatus. 
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CHAPTER IV - CONCLUSION 

NATURE OF CONTEMPORARY STATE 

COERCIVE STATE 

Attempting to produce a cooperative self sufficient society 

based on the values of equality and popular participation, 

Nyerere stressed that changes are meaningless unless the people 

can be persuaded to adopt them voluntarily. Yet in 1973-76, 

massive force was used to move millions of people from their 

ancestral homesteads into villages. He had argued the need for 

cooperatives and yet in 1969, the most successful of Tanzania's 

Cooperative Village Association (Ruvuma Development Association)~\) 

was banned. This was banned by Nyerere exercising powers vested 

in him under the Societies Ordinance (ironically the Act that 

had been used by the British to proscribe TANU in the 1960s). 

Declaring RDA illegal, the order was enforced by "guntoting 

soldiers who appeared at the Society's office. The banning of 

the RDA signalled(?)major turns in the government policy: a) a 

turn tow~rds centralising control over developmental activities 

under the Party and the State. This was the start of a trend 

later iri'creasingly prominent. b) it signalled the beginning of a 

greater reliance on force, a reliance which later culminated into 

the "villcigization" Programme. 

By 1973 it was clear that attempts to transform the rural 

areas ·by per'suas '-,ion would take a very long time. 
. v Therefore 

Nyerere------±n---t-9·7-3-openly abandoned the reliance on Persuasion for 

rural ·transformation, announcing,to the TANU conference that it 

was time to force people to move to save them from a continuing 

"life of death". "Operations" involving lorry load;) of people 

bei·ng dumped into new sites on which minimal preparation had 
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while the number of people actually abused may have been small, their 

misfortune had a powerful demonstration effect(3). 

Despite the short run problems, Villagization seems generally to 

have been accepted by rural dwellers. Certainly the increase in votes 

against Nyerere from 3% in 1970 to 6.7% in 1975, though most marked in 

regions where villagization had been carried out heavy handedly was not 

of such. magnitude as to suggest seething discontent. 

Mbilin/_Vi (4) states that a high degree of COERCION is found within 

the so called ideological apparatuses of schooling e.g. the caning of 

students as the prominent mode of control, fining or imprisonment of 

parents for not enrolling in the UPE Programme or for withdrawing them 

from school later: the emphasis on student 'discipline• and punishment 

of student resistance to the hierarchal authoritarian structure of the 

school by expulsion from Na tiona! School System. 

The Coercive aspect is manifest in the state acting against the 

workers organisation, restricting or imprisoning their leaders (1962 

and 1964), limiting their freedom to negotiate better conditions for 
. . 'S 

their members and nominating Union leaders (1967) and di . .Smis[i.ng a large 

proportion of elected workers leaders (1973 and 1974). Yet it is 

significant that between 1969 and 1973 and to some extent 

subsequently, attempts were made to involve workers in industrial 

decision making, but· the documents of the period manifest that it was 

an attmept on the government • s part, to limit s.ome of the freedom· 

enjoyed by• the managers and owners and most parastatal managements 

interpreted it as a change to improve industrial relations by co-opting 

workers. But as soon as workers showed that they wished to go beyond 

consultation and 0 participation•, in the direction of control of 

enterprises; the state intervened against them and in support of owners 

and management; as implicit in the MOUNT ·CARMEL CASE. Because of these 

measures, Coulson(S) states that the state was not controlled by the 

workers and peasants. 
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Two fundamental dilemmahlie at the root of this struggle. Nyerere's 

personal dilemma shared by other leaders committed to peaceful 

transformation, is that of persuading a vision of the new world that is 

best for them; yet since this vision involved uprooting existing values 

and structures most people will not accept it until they are convinced 

that it will work. Thus the leader is faced with a choice of forcing a 

tran~forciation of structure and leaving the ·populace hostile, or of 

waiting indefinitely for people to be won. The other dilemma is that 

the· ·administrative heirarchy are subject to an 
0 organizational 

imperative' of justifying their own position to formulate and choose 

government course , of action. Even though Nyerere calls for 

participation of the people in working out policies that affect his 

well being,may appeal to an altruistic streak in adminstration but it 

also runs directly counter to their raison d'etre. 

MERE SOCIALIST RHETORIC 

Therefore socialism really is a "mere manipulation". Through 

Arusha Declaration, Mwonyozo Party guidelines leadership code (a code 

designed to prevent leaders from involving themselves profitably in 

private sector), attempts to involved workers in industrial decision 

making are aspects difficult to reconcile with mere manipulation 

politics. But then here ideology has gained an upper hand, for even a 

rhetoric has its own m.omentum and can have significant effects On 
(.(,) 

concrete measures. As Claud Ake Lana lyses the "progressive countries" 

with their populist rhetoric taking a social stance. This is really a 

defensive radicalism (having within its ambit as diverse a political 

system as an obscene1y capitalist Nigeria, Senghor's Senegal, Kenya's 

s~~ession Paper no.lO, Uganda's common man's charter, Kaunda's 

humanism) which paradoxically while allowing the bourgeoise to buy 

time, develops the consciousness of the people, reveals the 

consciousness of the social order and intensif~s the class struggle. 
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The regime achieves the requisite visibility by propagating ideas in 

creating- expectations which contradict its raison d'etre. Defensive 

radicalism has a dynamic of its own. To purchase legitimacy by 

defensive radicalism is to establish a new criterion of regime 

performance and legitimacy which becomes a constraint on the regime. 

Therefore when a regime is obliged to undertake defensive radicalism it 

will in all prabability, become increasingly progressive. Herein 

Tanzania manifests itself as atleast one African co~~impelled by 

radicalism to the brink of socialsm. 

DISTRIBUTIVE SOCIALISM In assessing the performance of a 

particular system, per capita_ Gross National Product seems to hold 

sway as the prime measure of efficacy. The economic growth or the GNP 

per capita is considered synonymous with DEVELOPMENT. 

Samoff(7) points out does not 

This as 

a) reflect the distribution of wealth in society nor does economic 

growth over 'time indicate change in the distribution of wealth, and 

b) it does not suggest the nature of relationships as it exists 

and changes between the developing countries (individually and 

collectively) and the major industrialised nations. 

Samir Amin(8) feels that economic growth may well take place 

without either reducing poverty of majority of population or developing 

the structures necessary to permit self sustaining economic progress. 

A mechanical definition of development based on growth rates is obscene 

in a world in which most people go to sleep hungry and if a development 

model is to have any real meaning in a world in which most are 

struggling just to stay alive, it must, as development theorist Dudley 

Seers(9) points out to provide solution to most critical inter related 

social pr_o.b_l_ems_o_f___late twentieth century i.e. poverty, unemployment 

and inequality. 

Keeping this in mind the emphasis of Socialism in Tanzania was on 

the distributive aspects. Equality of distribution is manifest in the 
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nature of the Fiscal Policy. Most significant herein is the 

Programme( 10) using indirect method of progressive taxation to 

redistribute national wealth. 
,, 

Nnoli points out that Tanzania's Policy 

of Income redistribution has been the oldest instrument of socialism 

and has contributed more to social equality than any other socialist 

')') 
progr arnrne. 

G~een(ll) shows that as a result of these measures the country's 

wealth . is so equitably distributed that the gap between the rich and 

poor has signif~cantly narrowed. Herein the maximum pretax income 

differential between citizens is 25:1 in cash1re~ms and 30:1 when 

fringe benefits are included. but the post tax equivalent are 12.5:1 

and 16:1 respectively. A similar effect is produced by government's 

limitation of increases in wages and salaries to 5-7% a year for those 

at the bottom of the wage structure, 4-5% a year for an average wage 

earner and 2-3% for those earning Shs 500 or more a month. This is 

reinfprced by promotion procedures which slow down prorrotions and 

eliminate incremental allowances. 

Statistically the reduction of the income ratios from 29:1 in 1967 

to 9:1 in 1977 is a very impressive achievement by any standards but 

the other side of the achievement is those who have been compelled to 

"officially" sacrifice their higher salaries and other privileges are 

precisely the ones who make or implement crucial decisions affecting· 

development of the country.(l2) 

_Apart from this, egalitarian impact of state development policies 

is the degree of dispersion into the countryside of the most keenly 

sought statepro~ided amenities like school, medical facilities, roads 

and piped water. Crawfor~Young(l3) points out a useful means in a 

state fixed urban minimum wages for unskilled labour, a category often 

covering the majority of wage earners. 

Racial and ethnic pressures have been coped with adequately. Her~ 
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per capital annual rate of economic growth from 1960 to 1979 at 2. 3% 

placed her thirteenth among the 37 states listed by the World Bank(l4). 

The literacy rate of 66% in 1976 was one of the highest in Africa, and 

even food production ~o~l979 was above average for African states(lS). 

Besides rural development, democracy nationalization have been logical 

steps towards implementing socialism. 

Radical analysts like Francis Hill(l6) and Claud Ake(l7) aadaim the 

distributive aspect of the Ujamaa model, though reasserting that 

'Production is what is significant'. 

Yet one has to realistically perceive that even these limited 

distributive aspects of 'development' can only be sustained and 

consolidated if the economy is buoyant. On the political level, the 

Tanzanian state seems to be accelerating its subordination under world 

market conditionalities and thereby further curtail its flexibiliy. In 

April 1986 the Tanzanian government accepted even this position - with 

the minister of Finance in Charge of IMF negotiations gained the 

mandate from government and party, to bring the arrangements to 

completion. 

REGIME : FLEXIBLE AND OPEN TO CHANGE 

T~nzania has a government with a reputation for flexibility and 

openness to criticism of their shortcomings. »There is a grassroot 

feeling" noted one correspondent, "that one can always appeal to 

authority" against abuses of power and another observed that in Dar-es

Salaam in 1981 magazines and books were being published questioning 

whether Tanzania was on the ~ight track(l8). Furthermore in 1975-80 

despite severity of the crisis faced by the regime and the country, the 

presidential and legislative elections were held on schedule. 

the voters removed a substantial proportion of the 

legislators(l9) • 

In each 

sitting 

Admitting and examing the reasons for the mistakes, Nyerere has 
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for instance, punished police who used torture, and expelled CCM 

officials for incompetence and corruption. However whether this 

openness is enough to stop the CCM sliding down an increasingly 

coercive path of centralising control is examined next. 

Yet it is this. constant questioning and uncertainty about the best 

means to achieve the goals that has been the greatest strength and the 

greatest weakness of the Tanzanian experiment. More single minded 

ideologues could have produced a "final solution" or achieved a form of 

socialism in which all shared equally in the misery as the Khmer Rouge 

demonstrated in Kampuchea. Yet at the same time Nyerere's lack of 

certainty about how to achieve these goals made it easier for his 

subordinates particularly in the government bureaucracy, to pursue 

different goals without clearly violating his overall vision, or 

atleast to provide a different balance among the goals than he might 

have favoured. 

DECENTRALIZATION OR CENTRALIZATION? 

The central government's response to the dominance of the local 

party branches by a privileged stratum was to reduce the opportunities 

for local participation. The major step was the "decentralisation of 

major government departments begun in 19 72". Samoff(20) analyses that 

in this process "elected district councils have had their operating 

responsibilities substantially reduced".In 1976 came another move in 

the same direction - the closure of the locally run marketing 

cooperatives. 

In 
/ 

both the district councils and the cooperatives rich 

farmers had been disproportionately influenced terminating the power of 

these bodies could thus be seen as a step towards preventing the growth 

of greater economic disparities. However, it also served to tighten 

the central government and party control over the rural areas and to 

reduce i 
the opportunities for any grass root particpation (these moves 
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towards tighter control over the rural areas were linked to the most 

severe economic crisis Tanzania had faced since independence in the 

form of world oil price hike, the drought etc. 

Before this the banning of the Ruvuma Development Association(21) 

signalled major turn in the government policy in the move towards 

centralisation (as well as coercion). 

The movement towards centralisation can be illustrated by the 

research project coordinated by s.s. Mushi(22) which compare small 

scale development projects in 3 districts before and after the 1972 

"decentralisation" reforms which were supposed to pass more power to 

local organisations, but which in practice increased the power of the 

officials. Decisions taken at the village or even district levels 

could be overturned by the officials in the regional offices or in PM's 

office in Dodoma. Projects had to be documented which meant offical 

involvement. The result was that in 1974 after decentralisation two 

thirds of the project implemented in the 3 districts studied were 

proposed ·by the officials and only one third by elected 

representa"ti ves. In 14% of the projects implemented, the main 

beneficiaries were the civil servants, 20% benefitted rich individual 

farmers. Only 55% of the projects were "successful" - 21% were 

unsuccessful (e.g. poultry projects, buildings erected and then 

abandoned etc.) and 24% were of mixed success (like water supply that 

failed during dry season, road that s~ped short of its destination 

because a bridge had not been built). 

POLITICTZAT:j:ON OR DEPOLITICIZATION? 

Conc.erned with lack of any popular participation, Nyerere in 19 65, 

set up a com:nission-·to consider how a defacto one party state could be 

made democratic. The Commission proposed a system whereby two or more 

candidates from within TANU should be allowed to contest each 
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Parliamentary seat, with entire electorate choosing among them. In this 

way they could vote out a candidate or member who was particularly 

unpopular, there was in essence a considerable restriction on the 

electors freedom of choi~e through TANUs power to decide who would be 

allowed to contest. 

In this way in the Defacto One Party system - the masses have 

been effectively depoliticised in the sense that their political 

participation has been reduced to choices which are totally 

inconseq,uentia 1. In this institutionlisation of monolithic political 

system, the masses cannot very well be given any power. Political 

participation therefore would necessarily have to be one that would 

guar~ntee the survival of the existing leadership; and power structure. 

And such a guarantee is possible when mass particpation is \_ 

trivilised to the point of being a formal confirmation of the status 

quo.fu!'\d~,.,·t.nt~~' ·institutional development in all African countries 
. ~. "- ' 

progressive and reactionary seems to follow the trajectory of leaders 

holding tenaciously to power, political systems become uniformly 

monolithic ·and as a consequence masses being effectively depoliticised. 

PERSONALISTIC VIEW OF HISTORY? 

Personalistic view of history implies a tendency to think that a 

country's historical development can be accounted for by the fact that 

it happened to have particular types of leaders who happened to do 

particular types of things and hold particular types of ideals. 

Keeping Tanzania in mind, Nyerere's perspective of historical 

development of society seems distorted. In his Ujamaa Doctrine, 

Nyerere overstresses the African traditional institutions and 

underestimates the effects of institutions which have emerged during 

colonial period arid had radically changed the mode of production 

introducing money economy profit motive, individual acquisitiveness and 
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economic competition. 

The introduction of commerce, industry, plantation economy, and cash 

h . . 1 c; crop farming had broug t 1n var1ous c a~es into existence. Nyerere 

while recognising, the existence of classes and the consequent clashing~ 

vested ~._ : J interests in Tanzania - wants to revert the course of 

history to classless traditonal commercial society where because of the 

absence of private property the class contradictions do not exist. 
·'.! 

But as a matter of empirical evidence the wheel of history cannot 

be reversed. Nye.rere seems to believe that by just presenting the idea 

he will bring the change and that the owners of private property will 

definitely relinquish. their privileged position· ·in society. 

Tordoff(23) feels that the Ujamaa Village Policy was based on an 

incorrect assumption that it was possible to adapt traditonal work 

methods to the needs of the modern production system. It may even be 

argued as Suzanne Mueller has done that Nyerere paid too much attention 

to checking the process of class formations in Tanzania and that more 

materlal advantage might have ben gained for the ru~al people by 

"letting the kulaks run". ( 24). 

But then how far is this Nyerere's personalistic view? Ideas and 

ideologies · are not autonorrous but derivative (of the objective 

contradictions of the real world). The objective forces as Ake(25) 

analyses, shape the ideologies of African countries - and the 

ideolgoeis of these countries are °COngruent with their economies'. 

Tanzanian model 'of Ujamaa offers a somewhat atypical post colonial 

pattern of development. Keeping in mind Hamza Ala vi ' s ( 2 6 ) 

characterisation of the post colonial states along with Saul's(27) 

ideologi ca1. .d.imension 

his tori ca]._ly ____ ~.Ql Qn i a 1 

of "dominant clas.ses political power 
') ~ ~\)G. "\"cV-u.,~ 

Tanzaniai_became "over developed" in 

to( 28) subordinate pre-capitalist, generally non feudal 

centre", 

response 

social 

formations to the imperative of colonial capitalism. Thereby post 
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colonial Tanzania seems to have little equivalent to "landed class" and 

"' "indigenous bourgeois" (which is conf Ji!led to retail trade and services 

comprising mainly Asians). Herein is the strategic position that the 

state occupies vis-a-vis the economy. In circumstances of weak 

indigenous classes, theorists like Fanon(29) feel that the national 

middle class i.e. the New oligarchy emerges and discovers its 

historical mission: that of an intermediary of "a t@nsmission belt". 

The strategic posit~ of the state vis-a-vis the economy available 

to the oligarchy, defines the latter's position as being that of a 

class. As POULANTZAS(30) says, the state bourgeoisie in developing 

countries context "does not constitute a class by virtue of being the 

bureaucracy but by virtue of being an effective class." 

A ruling class must have a defined relation to the means of 

production, it must have a means of reproducing itself and should 

possess a consciousness of its interests as a class (though there may 

be situations in which this interest is suppressed or confused). Does 

the bureaucratic bourgeoisie in Tanzania fulfill these requirements? 

Though riot a class with historic origin associated with a form of 

accumulation, it disposes or manages (although it does not own) a large 

part of the means of production, that part which is controlled by the 

state. It has a consiousness of itself as "the educated" or "leaders" 

in Tanzanii.and reproduces itself through education. Thereby it is 

close to conditions required to define ruling clas~(31). 

Shivji feels that nationalisation under the label of socialism 

provided the bureaucracy with a convenient ideology to bring the 

economy under their control supposedly of course on behalf of the 

entire population ."socialism permitted them to put the bureaucracy into 

the posi-t~.f--a-managerial board of a kind. of state corporation(32). 

Therefore the class which takes power is the petty bourgeoisie, 

particularly its upper level (the "intelligentsia identified rather 
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eclectically as comprising of intellectuals, teacherst higher civil 

servants, prosperous tra?ers, farmers, professionals, higher military 

and police officers"(33). An outstanding feature of,this section is 

their urban based occupations with some educaton and knowledge of the 

outside world. 

Maji Maji schoOlof socialist theorists (like Shivji, Mapolu) feel 

that post independece class struggles (in which they include Arusha 

Declaration) were themselves a process leading to emergence of the 

bureaucratic bo urge o is i e. But Shivji alongside recognises the 

difficulty in reconciling ''socialism as a mere manipulation with 

Mwongozo leadership code - a cOde designed to prevent leaders from 

involving themselves profitably in the private sector. 

Mapulo's study reveals the high level of proletarian action in 

Tanzania .•• " It has been a veritable revolution for the Tanzanian 

workers, within a period of 3 years they have moved from a state of 

docility, timidness to initiative and class solidarity"(34). This 

manifests the high level of consciousness. Michaela Von Freyhold(35) 
\-~~ ~\;_1\. 

too ~::---=::- discusses !_:'ongoing struggle among the 0 nizers I. 1967 Arusha 

Declaration and 1971 Leadership Code were both vital and just steps. 

It is to these still ongoing struggle among nizers that the socialist 

impulse in Tanzania is traced. 

Suzanne Mueller(37)and A .B. Babu(38) find the ideological basis 

of Nyerere's development strategy very akin to Narodniks(39), the 

movement in pre-revolutionary Russia. The Narodniks longed to take 

society back to innocence of early communal life, unspoiled by 

penetration of capital. This has been institutionalised in the context 

of Tanzania by a populist ruling class. Tanzania had state capital and 

a small and under developed class of kulaks (and practically no 

industrial capital) at the time of independence. Mueller feels that 

state capital served the interests of bureaucrats who have consistently 

acted to forestall development of bourgoisie and proletariat by basing 
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acc~ation on expansiSOOof middle peasant household production for 

market. Thus historically progressive capitalist mode of production 

has been avoided, with an uneconomic system prevailing. Lenin's 

critique of Narodniks is applicable in Ujamaa conditions whereby labour 

is fettered to unproductive land and vice verba. 

The right wing interpretation like Gree~40) realised the self 

interest opportunist nature of elites in Africa yet feels that for some 

unexplained reason this does not happen in Tanzania, where "public 

sector has accpted material rewards substantailly lower than those in 

neighbouring states with no evident loss of morale and loyalty." 

0 Benign elite' (41) interpretation of Crawford Pratt giv,es bureaucrats 

and politicians in Tanzania high marks as developers despite what he 

calls "occasional dangers of a doctinaire determination of politics". 

The rightists castigate, the continuous and seemingly disjointed 

social experimentation characterising Ujamaa. The policies like 

Villagisation, Universal Price and Wage Control, and comprehensive 

nationalisation of major economic activities are alleged to have 

destroyed private incentives, discouraged much needed foreign 

investment and rendering Tanzania incapable of accommodating to rapidly 

growing,:.::·, population 
'·: ··.· through technically a.~ economically feasible 

improveme~ts in productivity. 

Dostovyusky once said that ideas tend to have their consequences. 

The consequences of Nyerere's political ideas had generated such a 

storm of ·controversy that it is. scarcely possible to find a 

dispassionate commentary on the modern Tanzanian scene. 

Yet, not withstanding the critiques certain facts about Ujamaa 
-- ·- -· -·--

sociali~t state cannot be ignored. In that, the Tanzanians are "more 

equal" than their counterparts elsewhere, governmental stability, its 

openness to change and experimentation is manifest, degree of political 
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repression if at all, is felt much less here, and the lack of 

entrenched interests (the power of the bureaucracy not withstanding) 

and the slow recognition of the technical requirement for living 

standards ' to _. be raised are elements in Tanzania's favour. 

Finally the future of Tanzania is significantly uncertain at the 

moment because of the substantial economic reorientation that has been 

taking place since Ali Hassan Mwinyi took over from Nyerere. The 

economic problems that Mwinyi inherited were enormous. Tanzania like 

most African countries is confronted by a hopeless debt trap; its 

exports market is sluggish and it desperately needs capital and 

technology. The only source of solutions to such problems is the west 

- whether it is the western private banks, the multinationals, or the 

west controlled World Bank and International Monetary Fund. After 

stridently opposing these instruments of neo-colonialism for years, 

Tanzania has finally accepted at least partially the necessity to 

cooperate with them in order to haul itself up from the present 

quagmire of economic stagnation. As to what extent and in what 

directi?,l1 such adjust_ments and liberalisation of economy are going to 
·\ ·<\~1, 

effect· th!~ existing setup in Tanzanfa.:<. is an open question. 
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Tanganyika: Agrimltural Expor!s 1913 and 1938 

Produce 1913 I'J3H 
Quantity Value Percentage Quantity Value Pcrcemagc 

("tXJ(J tons J (£'()()()} o( total ('OUU ton;) ( £'0tXJ) of total 
value •aluc 

---------..-~--
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Ruhhcr I -~ :\114 IS 
I lid<!, anJ 

Sl..in; 3.-l ~75 l:'i )0" It~) ~ 

Copra ~ ~ II~ 7 -+•.1 3~ 

t onon 2 ~ ~~~ ~.5 'I.! -~l) ~ t ! 

Gruu11dnuh :_; rJ 'if: ~.h }I 

Bee,~~.ax \j!) '1 .. O.i 55 
Coffee ' J.i ..17 3 13.8 3S6 iu 

se,~mc: ~ ~ 21) 5.3 53 
Rice iJ •• "J y 0.5 ii 2 'Jl 
Sugar 4.0 40 
Other'" n v :!<XI 11 n.;t, 1 (155 ::-

Total ~6.3~ 1 •;g 100 152.7' 3 708 }!_1) 

• H1dc' unh 
' \13mlv minerah ~nc f<:>-~st produ-:ts: gold accour.tcd for 16'.:C of total export; in 1'~C.' 
· Excludmg ·other< 
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TABLE I., 2-
-----------

Wage rates by province 1927 and 1940 
(shillings per month) 

P-rovince · · I 927 

Umkilled labour 
Sorthcrn 10-30 
Lake,- h-24 
\\'c~tc:rn 7.5-2-l 
Central 10-li\ 
E~-rrrn 15-}0 
~outhnn ll!- 2h 
S. Highland; 5-l:i 
Tanga 15-30 

-----------------
Smu·.lklllt'd lubuur 

:"orth.:rn 18-3U 
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S H111hlands 10-45 
Tang; ::~-:'ill 

Skilled lubuur 
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L.!I..C -+0- 120 
\\ t:~tcrn 20-l:iO 
Central JO- 100 
Ea,tnn :u--Isu 
Sot;thcrn :::'-90 
s Highland, 30- 105 
TangJ ~(1--! 20 

1940 

7-15 
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5-1~ 
5-!2 
o-~ 1 
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lJ-Iti 
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9-50 
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9-bll 
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2:;-~.(l 

::u-99 
3ll- ]()() 
1~- JUU 
2U-I:\0 
2u-:uu 
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amount 'arving from ~ ;hilling~ per nwnth to 15 'hillinfs should t>e added w moke 
the fipn~ wmparat>k 
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\A 13LG: 
Pn)duction of coffee in Bukoba and cotton in Mwanza·;:-:---.. 
1924-34 

Bul;ol>a M>nm:a 

c4fec CO/lOll 

rear (tons) (I b) 

1924 3 535 2 128 694 
!925 4150 2 975 300 
1926 4 b:\7 4 ~90 300 
1927 3943 2 848 000 
1928 7 826 2880000• 
1929 6 794 2961602 

... .J 930 7 36S 3 325 600 
1931 6 586 2604 597 
1932 i Ill 3100000 
1933 7 922 6 060000 
!934 10 210 10585200 

• First year of rail connection to Mwanza, and figures are incomplete. 
Source: Tanganyika Agriculture Department Reports, reprinted in Ralph A. Austen, 
!l'vrlhw<'Sl Tan:ania undt:r German and British Rule: Colonial Policy and Tribal Politics, 
1889-1939 (New Haven: Yale University Press. 1968). 

TABLE I·'t 
N1imhers of regislered primary co-operative- societies 1959 

African Other 
marketing types of Total 

Province co-operative~ co-operative membership 

Lake 3:!4 I 130 JH2 
Wc~t Lake 7n 1 80 402 
Southern Highland3 55 2 31 945 
~orthcrn 54 4 47 575 
Southern 31 15 440 
Eastern 27 7 y 522 
Tang~ I> ~ y 412 
Cc:ntral 116 
\\' e•t.:rn 2lXJ 

I otal 573 19 324 994 

Sourn·· Annual Hcport on Co-OJX'rnu;l.' Dc\l,.'ll}prncn1, l~5l) 



TABL6 .1· 5 
Industrial Estahli.\hlll<'IIIS and Manufacwren Ill Tanbanyika 

1914-1945 

1~14 1921 1~31 193~ 19~5 

A!!rtculruralproc,,>,in.~ Jor expo!/ 
Cotton ginncrics n.a. 12 29 34 35 (3937 J 
Si~al decortication n a. n.a. 9 !20 126 (n.a.) 
Tea facturic~ 1 4 6 (n.a.) 
Coffee ~urin~ 10 11 (n.a.) 
Kubber fact;ric> 12 (n.a.) 
:--lea: products 

Agricultur<JI pruce.1S1ng fur 
Internal use 
Flour mills .j 4 32 55 103 (1314) 
Rice mills 17 24 
Oil mills/soap factoric:> 6 ~7 27 72 (590) 
Copra drying 3 5 (100) 
Sugar jaggery 5 3 21 (n.a.) 
CreamcricSJghcc fuctories 77 312 ( 1721) 
Tannery I (310) 
Bacon curing 3 (69) 

Manuf<Jcture for local market 
Salt 2 2 7 6 10 ( 1084) 
Cigarette & tobacco iactori<:> 1 .j 4 (325) 
Bake ric~ 3S .l~ (lYU) 
kc: anJ soJa·\loatcr ·' 3 46 46 3ll ( 133) 
Beer 1 ! ( 130) 
Sa"'·m!lb iS ~:2 2911696) 
Furniture makers 2 22 .;s 30 (210) 
Fibre board factor~ I (30\.l) 
Lime burning 13 II 14 (732) 
Pott.:rv 1 
Jc" el)~rs 14 !J 17 10 (20) 
Printer;, 2 10 1(\ ! 1 (7.5) 

.\1 LS ~-e·Uaneoui 

p,,"'er stations 6 t> !.:uJ J 
Others 1~ 26 5 \:I i\ l 

T~>to~l 3~ 4':1 ~()') 5:(1 1.}\1:' 

.Vutc· The fl~uh!:!l m brackch ~hoY. numt'lr:r~ o1 cmph.>~cc~. For thr.• t.H.:tonr.·~ \•lth ril.!un .. ·~ 
J:\'a1Jablc. the ;:t\r.·ragc num~r t'f cmpi~J~r.-1!'~ in jt.J~~ \\:i~ It\ J. ... 

Sou"ct': Adapted from Tanganvika Termor.· Blue Book.<. 11J21. !'~!. 1'139. 19~5 

Nwnhas in .)'chou! IY26 ·- Jl)56 

Luropc:an 

Unassisted t lovc:rnmcnt a'sistcd 
Year~ Ycao\ ·1 otal Yt':lr!-. y l'~ll'\0 ToLol Year' Yc;11 ... Y<·ar' Tntal 
!~6 7-12 1-(1 7--12 l-4 J -() 7-12 

----------------- ·-··- .. -------··----
1')26 'iXO )rill I .\W 1 .\W 1(12 l{()(l :' :-\~3 IllS 6-l() 
1()16 72'i 72'i J 742 2'!.1 .) 0.15 I'J 1 Oi1 1 .lll 57(} 211 221 657 
1')411 )')'J )'J'J 7 277 1 ~-17 s 1'(2.1 n.a. II' 5th 1 .j.j(l 11.a . 

l 'J.'i11 I 'J2'.l 4()4 2 .\<).\ 14 4111 'i .'>XI> 20 0~7 l\4 .100 .1-15 lll4 1.1 S'i7 4-1.1 171 
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---------·Some Relemm NDC Growth Indicators BeMeen/966 and 

1972 

Employmcnt Wage Sales Taxc~ :--;d 
Bill Investment 

(in million shillin_;!s) 

IYb6 11 . .160 53.0 :; 11.5 2(1.2 117.0 
11)67 17.-k'U ~Y.3 ~U5.7 145 '} 211.0 
1Yo8 22.u.<u JU-LY 77.-+.J J'7(J.lJ _; 11.1 
IY6Y 16.170 y.u; 710.6 1/<) .l) ~hll. i 
JY70 1~.0311 ')<J.i ':16S.6 Jl)-+.:~ 333.5 
1Y7I l~.t>-1-U J()l), 7 1 .Uh2. 1 156.-1 4::Y. 7 
1472 22. '}(1() 14-U !.-+22 s lSI.-+ ..:50.1\ 

S~•urcc: .\'/)(' Anmwl R<'porr I I<.J73). p. 4U. 

--·-· ------· -----
N DC .Net illl·estmmts in Relation to New Jobs Created 

Ret1~·cen /966 and 1972 

--- -----·-- ·- .. ·----

l%tJ 
1%7 
I'Jh-:-. 
Jl)(J<} 

JlJ7(J 
Jl)7J 
IY/2 

Sourcc: /hid. 

~ct lnvt·stmcnt 
(million Shillings) 

117 ,() 
.~11.(1 

\11.1 
~60. i 
333.) 
.Ql).7 

4511.1< 

TJ\B\..ETI·3 

Ch;mgcs in 
Employment 

b.II)(J 

-+.Sill 
-· 5 .S60 

I.S60 
()]() 

-U20 

----------;G~r:-:-:-owth of parastatal asse:~ 1964-1971 
(millions of shillings) 

I n\'l:>tmenb· 
Value of in t:.xisting ~~" Value pf 

a>~L·t~ parJ;tat;!ls SationalizatJPn> \:OJ;·:p.<ni"> as~cts 

S.:ctor in 1%-l 1%-l-7! 1'J&-1-71 19<,J-7\ in 1971 

Manufacturing 25 211 )..;9 1109 
~lining 241 !lj 311 
Constructiun 25 i37 162 
Efectricity 231 2Y-+ 525 
Tr~nspon liO :~s 3(J1\ 
Touri;m 15 I~ L> 157 
Cnrnm.:rcc !3 142 I: ~14 
Agriculture 56 110 \-I 2:'1) 
Finan-:c .. u7 I~ 11'\3 

lou I 610 !U7~ ]L~.I- 35i9 

Pa cent of total 
in 197! II JO 25 2~ lli!,J 

Regular ll'age employment.J969 and JYN 

.... _________ _ 
Parastatais 
Pri,·atc '.:.:tu: 

, Put>lit· ~.:rv~~:~; 

Suurcr: Uur~au Llf Stati!!otn.:!'> (ntc.:d h: Cu!h\:r 1977: T&~hk 3) 
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TABLt:·li· 5 --- -------------·----·-· .. ----------
,.-----~ Stafit'.\ in De1•elopment of Ujunwu Village by Region 

Regi<lll Number of \'illagc~ 
---- ~----·-·--------·--

Stag.~ I Stage 2 Std~t: ) Total 
---·---
Aru~ha 3X s 44 
CO<l~l 31 2(J so 
Dodoma 132 17 150 
lnnga :\4\) 350 
Kigl>ma ')3 15 108 
Kilimanjaro () :: 1 I 
Lindi 162 26 188 
Mara 226 20 4 250 
Mbcya It) I ·' 194 
Morogoro 2! 2 22 
~ftwara 651 21 672 
~fwanz<J :11-i 3 -l1 
Ruvurna 1115 15 120 
Shinyanga 131 1 132 
Sing.ida -12 l."i 57 
Tabor a 35 -l3 4 82 
Tanga 113 32 146 
West Lake 43 -l3 

TNal 2.410 2-l3 1i 2.668 

SL'UrL·e·: Ecc"l011li<' Surn·v 1970-71 

- ----+A-BLI:-1L.._6_ 

-----~ 
Uja'}laa Village Statistics (Continued) 

Region In December, 1971 Stages Registered Co-operative 
Societies May, IY72* 

II Ill Full provi~ional 

A rush a .n II 1 
Coast (95) (26) 28 
Dodoma 227 17 2 15 22 
Iringa 62x 23 59 -l 
Ki.goma (1 Ji) 115) I 
Kilimanjaro II 
Mara 308 5-l 14 22 
Mbeya 490 3 6 
Morogoro 112 
Mtwara T'"' -I 21 
Lindi 52-l 66 

., -
Mwanza (12-l) 3 
Ruvuma (190) ( 15) 
Shinyanga !50 
Singida 19-l .., 

5 I 

Tabora 59 2 20 12 
Tanga % 35 l 1 
West Lake 26 12 8 8 

All Regions 4.125 261 160 lbO 27 

•The number of \·illages registered as Co-operative Societies has been 
provided by the Registrar oi Co-operati\ e Societies . 
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1 
I 
j 

1 

S;:>earman Correlation Coefficients for Ujamaa Villages 

Ujamaa 
·vma;::es_ 

Percent of Ikt,'ional Popu
lation in Ujamaa Village_::_ 

. Subsiste~ce agriculture .238 -.111 
Export agriculture -.319 -. 590 
~~iarket agriculture -. 302 -.55G 
Food crcps marketed -. 047 -.007 
Livestock sales • 391 .161 
Primary school enrollment -.560 -. 715 
Government per capita ·expen-
ditures on medical services -.264 .106 

~'EI-·~ ---=---· 

Number of ujanwa villages and total members by region• 

Reg inn /'170 /97/ /972 /'173 1974 
------------

Arusha 25 59 92 95 110 
5 200 14018 19818 ~0 112 25 356 

Coast 56 121 185 188 236 
48 300 93 503 ! II 636 115 382 167073 

Dodoma 75 246 299 336 354 
26400 239 366 4()() 330 3 ~~ 915 504 95: 

lringa :150 651 (,J(j 659 61\1 
II 600 216 2()() 207 5(J] 243 527 244 709 

Kigoma 34 ]-;"~ 129 132 I,. __ , 
6 700 27 21JU II~ '91 115 672 Ill 4~-

1\.!imlanJaro ') i I ' . 24 I~ -~ 

2 700 2 616 5 L11J': 4 934 3 I io 
:'vlara 174 ~76 1"'t; ~71 I'' '' 

b4 700 I: 7 3 7 i 127 .:;;., IU~ U68 233 032 
Mbeya 91 -IY3 c I :• 715 s.~~ 

32'100 6-1 3'.10 n 571 IV3t>77 lS6051 
:'vlorogoro 19 113 llo 118 9,; 

61)()() I 0 513 ~~ ~) J l 'i 73~ 25 )t.i~ 
Lindi 28:' 'i92 621) 5~'1 339 

70 673 203 128 i7sc~~~ I t>9 073 ~IS b6~ 
Mtv.ara 465 748 I Obo I 103 I liS: 

1730:!7 371 560 441 :!41 4bb 09S 534 J~t-
Mwanza ~8 p-_, 211 284 I'; 

460\J lb 64 i 32 1)~9 4~ o46 -10 ~1:>4 
Ruvuma !~0 :o~ :os 242 l~~ 

')1)00 2Y -+33 ~Y.!)U ~~ :.gs 62 -3c--
Shi_nyanga 98 i5C i::; 108 I'' ·'-

12 600 I 2 26~ 15 292 i 2 052 I :S 4:5 
Singid~ It> :OJ :t-~ 263 31-

(I ~00 51 230 5~ ~~(l 5-J 420 1-11 s.;: 
Tabora 5:' ~I l..t~ 174 I 5<' 

16 '00 i8 40S ~5 l! :' 29 295 :s 7 3~· 
Tanga 37 i3:: ~.;5 245 255 

-700 :~ ~~.~-- ...... ~~~ --'}57 6- ''-I - • W. Lake 22 4~ 53 85 
5 nOO 9 .;')I l 0 7 .. : 1' :~o 15 9o~ 

Rukwat 
121 

24 91!~ 
Dar es Salaamt 

25 
4 ; 1.' 

-- -------------
TOTAL I 951:> -+ ..f('~ ) 55() 5 631 501l• 

531 ~00 I 5-15 2-10 I %tl~t-2 2 o:~ 144 2 560472 

• First ligure refers to number of villages; ·s<•,·cmd ngur~. to total members 
t Regions created in 1973: Dares S. Jalll out of Coast, and Ruk.wa out of Mbeya and 
Tabora Regions 

Source: Prime Minister's Oflice. Planning and Resrarch Division 
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1(,,.,,,/1 

1\ruo.,!:.t. 

IJrtdoUJ.l 

ffii!J'rl 

Kr~'''"'" 
Kllrmanjaro 

f.mdi 
M.tnt 

~11H.:}"•l 

Mottlgor~• 

Mt\.\o;tr<• 
Mw.lfr/,r 

J{uv!llll.r 

Shwv.r:r~• .. t 

Sin_c.rda 
j;,hnr.r 

·1 .HI,!';.t 

~c:..:: faL._· 

·----- -- --- -- - -·· 

~" ,d I :r.nu ~,, 

\'dl.t:'• ·. 

il 

.\\.:.rr·· 

I" 'l'td.llhrn 

I'', uff.q•t 

.'!I!': 

'}.jt, 

>It: 

.'.Iii 

---T-A-S L ~:: __ I[ A 1-- -

Regions Numher nf Village 
Villages Population 

Aru~ha 'J5 20,112 
Coast l.S8 115,3~2 

Dodoma 336 371'l,915 
lringa 659 243,527 
Kigoma 129 144,3')) 
Kilimanjaro :!4 4,934 
Lindi 589 169.093 
Mara 271 108.068 
~~beya 715 103,677 
~1orogoro 11.S 19.732 
Mtwara 1.103 466,09~ 

!\1wanza 2S4 49.~6 

RU\·uma 242 42.31-i.:i 
Shin}an~a lU~ 12.052 
Smgid;J 2b3 .W.-l2U 
Tat->ora 174 29 ,29:' 
Tan_!!a 245 77.Y5i 
West Lake 85 13.280 

Totais 5.62~ 2.024.418 

·J(H; 

.;,, POl! 

I' liP!! 

S-1 .(1("1 

\.',POn 

:,0011 

7'1JUI 

lJ~ .1~)(1 

'11.11'1 
~.(UI 

1:-.: .llikl 

l\.fii.K! 

I.'.OOtl 

1\,IHI 

l.l.IKXI 

~11./1011 

~ \ . ( \" r 

j;_<>i.ll) 

Average per 
Village 

212 
613 

1.128 
3i0 

1,119 
206 
~~ 

399 
l-15 
167 
.p~ --' 
176 
175 
112 
22~ 

i6~ 

31"' 
15o 

.361 

l'rr~.•:nL•t:C' t•f 
1\'fh'l\.d I"''J'II!.tllll1\ 

Ill\ lilt! HI l 1j.tlll.lrl 

\'JII..t~(.., 

(l 

bll 

~ '·I 

Ill~ 

fr \ 

t)) 

IS I 

I j ~ 

4.(\ 

0 7 
-I-ll 

tl 7 
2 7 
u 
' -~-' 

J: 

<:;. of Villages 
t•> Population 

3.3 
22.6 
53.4 
35.4 
30A 
0.8 

40.2 
)CJ.!o) 

10.7 
2.9 

75.0 
4.7 

Jl/.7 

1.3 
12 ') 
5.:: 

10.1 
2.0 

16.9 

Source: Economic S11rrcy IY72-7:1 (D:n es S:!IJam:. Gowrnment 
Printer. 1973). 
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- ------ --· -- -

--------------------
' -

GDP (faclllr cost) 

Agriculture 
\-ianufacturing 
Transport and Communication~ 
Construction 
Public Admim~trat ion 

and Service.:~ 

-1.5 
2.7 
7.6 
8.~ 

5' ~· 
7.7 

-----------------·--

' ~ .... ..,_.._, 
.., - 2 C' 

-;_~ 
j 

lU.I' b.~ 

..:. 6, -: 

~ tu.: ·-

\\"orld Bank Reoorr on Tan:an•a. !'!77. Tabk ..:. P· b. 

------------------

-------------------·----
i'170-7.> j')()()-73 

---- ---·----·----------
Agricultur<:> 
\lanufacturing anJ \tinmg 
Electricity and Wata Suppl~ 
Transport and Cornrnuniratil'm 
All Other 
Total 

'1.6 
16 ..\ 
0.0 

:.:;.tt 
31.5 

100.0 

5 .. , 
1.:' -
b.: 

..\b.'J 
23.--t 

!00.0 

7.1 
!5.'1 
7.6 

. .B.Y 
26.2 

!00.0 
·-----------------

Suurce: World Bani, f{.,·pon un Tan;,mia. 1977. Tab!.: LJ. p. 

------ --___.-

Yc~r 

1Yf15 
1%f. 
l\1(17 
1968 
196<} 
1970 
1971 
19n 
1973 
197-l 
JY75 
1976' 
1977' 

Balance oj Trade (Tanzania Mainland) 1965-1977 
Uvli~lions of shillings) 

Export~ l :r.ports Tr:<th: t':d~n:e 

141JU 133.:" 115 
1R7R ;(m 1~ -

l76ll 1625 J .'.5 
1657 11\3-l 1--- /. 

16-+0 l65<J - l'i 
1713. ,') ... ..., --·"- -51'1 
1777 26/S -'!Ul 
2025 ~S06 -7Sl 
2302 3~10 -11U~:> 

2"719 5137 -2-ll"": 
2-l}-l 542~ -2990 
-l lOS 5355 -12-li 
4t'"') 
~~- 6lb0 -!712 

' lnd·Jdin~ Zanzibar 
Sources: IBRD t JQ77· Tabl • 3 II · d B • f T· · · _ ~ · c.:·· . <W an~ 0 ,:nz~r.IJ. Econun:lc a11d O'"~t'r,lfiur' f...e~.,,.. 

June 19 ~-Table ~'' r •· "· •· 



~AB1f : JII . 9 

Balance of Trade (Timzania Mainlund) 1YflS-l97'7 
(Mi!lions of shillings) 

Year Exports Import~ --------'-----=----·-- ·----··-·-
1965 1400 1335 
1966 1878 169 I 
1967 1760 1625 
1968 1657 183-1 
1969 1640 165'1 
1970 1713 223: 
1~1 1n1 2~~ 
1~ 20D /.&~ 
1973 D02 1 410 

. 1974 2719 5137 
1975 2434 5424 
1976" 4108 5355 
19n• 4482 6160 
---------------
• Including z..,nzibur 

IS/ 
:3) 

.J7""; 

~:n 

J 10?1 
2H7 

-2990 
-1247 
-1712 

Souf'CY's: IBRJ) (19n: Table 3.1) und Bank of Tanzania, Econurruc and Uprr;;r;uru l<t'oon. 
Jun~ \971!. Tahle 20 

TABLE : III • 10 

Finance of trade defiCits {Tanzanian mainland) 1970-1977 
(Millions of shillings) 

Trade Income from 
Year de: ficit sc:rvict:S 

(net) 

1970 519 226 
1971 Kll 209 
1972 7Rl 256 
1973 1108 130 
1974 2H7 152 
1975 2~90 451 
1976" 12·17 466 
t9n· 1712 602 
-------· 
• Includes z..,nzil:>ar 

Financed from. 

Transiers, 
grants, 

loans and SDRs 
(net) 

603 
1131 
838 
9~ 

1632 
2126 
1006 
2036 

Sourrn: IBF.D and Aank. of Tan7.ania 

163 

Reductions 
in 

reserve~ 

114 
34 

-390 
-215 

606 
61< 

-·156 
-992 

Une~plain;;d 

residual 

-425 
-473 

7~:~ 

248 
2C-
)4~ 

-69 
50 



. ____ TA..BLE : III • ___ JJ 
Gross domestic produce at facwr cost ar cotl.\tallt (/ <JM>) prices 

/965-/977 . 
(Millions of shillings) 

--·· - -------
rr~nJ !:!fOWth rate~ 

(pcrcentat!c 
per annum) 

!965 !96b 19 71 I') 7 ..\ I <J7 7. I IJ()) 7 I 1 <J7 I - 7 
----·-·-·--·- -- --

Gr0ss material product 3184 3824 4102 ~ )(}(~ s 1 72 u J.t.J 
Electricity and water 

supply 53 72 96 p~ 
• I 150 111.4 -7.7 

Transport. storage. 
and communications 400 61H 814 95h IUH.' 12 :'i .:-4 .II 

Construction 198 309 j&J 4Ll 374 I I -~ -1.0 
Trade lind tourism 710 912 972 106~ 1HJ 5.4 .:2. 7 
Finance and property' 570 629 685 789 S.'9 ~ I -3.8 
Public administrHtion 

and other services 65~ 764 952 1351) 1&1-l 0 .l 11.2 
--·-------~-

Gross domestic product 
at factor cost 5773 7128 8001 9020 10 )R7 ) () -4.8 

• Provisional 
'Leu imputed bani. ch11rgo. 
SoiJrcr: Economic S!u•·ry /97718. Table J. 

TABLE . III 13 . • 
---- --
Allocation of central f:OVernmenr expenditure 

-------·-·- ----
1967/!l 197617• 

millions of shi11ingll per cent millav'n~: of shillin~5 per ,en\ 

Agri,·ulturt:- 143. 7 10.2 705,7 I 0. H 
Industry 1o.H I.:! -l44.4 6./\ 
Genc:ral 

admlnt~tratt<HI 261.J.) 
Public order 

I'J:l ){().3,<; 12. J 

and safetv 116.7 ~.3 351.7 .'i.~ 
Ddt:!li.'C 8?1.2 6.3 '110.0 IJ.l) 
Education I 94.0 13.1') I!XJ.\.1 15.3 
Health and Rfd o.l 52 5. I H.O 

!KX'ial securit} 
Housing 41.7 J.U 22.6 U .. ! 
Water and . 6l1.X 5. {) 545.4 :u 

.:lc.:tririt) 
rransport Jlh.l 154.0 i () ') ~46. l h.H 

communication 
Other scrvrcc~ J2 . .'> 2 .. 1 ::.15.4 _!,(, 
1-'~: nsiun\ 48.0 J.~ H2.0 1.3 
Purcha~c, •ll 14.7 1.0 72.5 l.l 

lin<~nnal a~\ct~ 
Dcht s.:rvi,·,. 1332 ·.u 11\IUI ). l) --------- --------------------·----------- ---------· l'utal 1409.1 ICO n536. 7 l(XJ 

' Provi.siona!. 
------ ----~---------- ---------- - -----·----- -------- -·· 

Souf'C'c>s: Ecoll~omi<· SiJrwyJ, Table 111. 



TABLE . III 12 . • 
Production in selected indtutrit:.~. i~JM-1978 

-------
t 'omnwdit> Unit IIJob 19o7 IIJN{ l%9 1970 1971 ;972 IIJ7J l!J 7.J I'Jl.'i 1117(, I'J77 IIJ7H ___._ __ 

-------· 
r..:'l!tln '()\;;: "l· rn..:tr..:~ ~~ .H.'i ~~ .!1)7 ZX H71 ~6 2NJ '\,'{ ~12 nl on-< 7-l Uo so 7o.i M.\W K 7 .l.\.~ ;-(2 fill 77 2.\2 .'<.l .l.'in 
fk.:r ·oce litre> 15 ~Wi 2J 275' Jl 185' 33 1-10' ]~ 601' 51 915; M X23' 62 2.34 oJo59 M·ZM .'l'J)II 75 12Y -<5 7M 
Cig;trettcs millions . 2 049 2 044 2 IJ7 2 JJ6 2 599 2 923 J 285 2 890 Hr'9 ) 511 J n2.'i ~OM ~ .159 
Cement tonncs 1~6 910 156 JJH !67 632 176 R21l 179 JIJ 236 956 Jl-l COJ 2%000 266 000 2-W J.W 2--16 500 }72 000 
P..:tftlkttm tonncs Jr>J I~J M2 I .'ill o.17 J9J t.26 -WJ 61-W 151 716 52-I 76J wu 7JI om 753 ooo 6NJ iHJ 7--lt. --12.\ r.ro .'iKt> ''.>el ·~ ., 
Iron 'h..:<.:h tonn..:;; 1 1 1)1{7 I J .?.t>) IJ 261 13 516 17 484 21 869 10 i<t.IO 20 8VII 2() ()~ 25 ()17 25 ')-IJ n 506 JO IXJ 
Enam..:lw;trc (loti pit:lCS 5 _10(-. ) X-ll -I XH I 5 NJS 5 --136 5 561 l 267 -I 1511 I J7X 2 657 2 ISJ 2 SJX 2 .UI 
Blankets ·ooo ~q metre~ .1-.1-U J )~ J 577 J 1)-W .l 154 --1077 -I 5HJ 5 -H6 2 (>X() -l .\IN -~ (l](, ,t 51-I 2 /06 
Fishnets tonne'> J()l} lOX 127 1-lH JOJ 2:<6 22Y 52-' --11>..1 2111 2-'.'< 52 X n .. a. 
A I um i ni um lOll riC\ !.Mil l 52-l 21173 !.. J2J z 7111 J -127 J 002 ..1 JJZ J (-.(-.1, .\ 2-'7 q.Jo -l 00:" -l 0--IX 

\.() 

Si:-.;ti wpc~ hllliiC~ 10 .1.12 I:' 12fl !n '!IH I~ 72-l lU -U~ 23 1.\li 12 575 25 35-l !..'J_--1% 25 -N!. ~!.. _\]7 \(> ~3." ;J.C..l ...0 

Pyrethrum tonne' 211J 2YI II}() 177 110. 177 204 IS(, r ~x IX' I I.'X I!X £>!.. 
ext net 

\'-/heat llour (OilliC'• Ill ..151 11 x::n l2 I)J(l lZ 07) lJ IIIJ 50 002 17 .f)l) ~ l 117'1 q I 4-l \5 l:(\ ~ ~ It' If, ;-:0<)7\ '\7 IJ-lU 
C:umcd me;tt tonne' ·I .l Ill l) h7.~ o X!.-1 fl l)!{l{ 7 9~1 x 1o.~ -1 H7l< !-WI -l 7-.lt ~ ) 

- I 'l.l ~ t.51 j :'~I 7(-...J 
Batteri,·, 1)(10 p!CC<:~ ) ·'-J_1 II ~7H !5 1126 2-l IJ 1.? l(l 5.'i2 ~5 'I-I \I IX !Nil ,., 3111 .-. I ~' 7(1 (\.~ 1.,'\.J lO 111-l 
Sht•<:· IICO p;tir-. 1 -.11)0 -~ !,.()() ' IIlii l /.>4 "~ ' - 1>\'7 -~ .12!1 2XIMI ~ 71~, ; : .. 'i'} : •. l\J c, .lKl 

Rolkd 'ted (OilOC\ "' 77fi X 591 !) ::w.: I tl "llti ll ') 12 16 -l2J 
Chtbtt~U 'tXJll ltrrc: ... 11192 h !.OJ 'I fll/ !I I .\fl." J.i 5~0 15 22fl 
FcrtiliLcr tonnn ,. l2WI 5X 77H '\1) J27 12 1--lo lf> HRf! W+O 
Konyagi cases 'i(l 127 -l2 SIMI 52 21lH \29M 611 J:U 50 .!.U 
--~-------·--·- ------- --- ----·-- --------- ·- -- --- ---·-·-·- . --- ·- -------- --- ,,_ .. ~ ------ - ·--~-

•· Ucc1 """' Chioulw. 
Soura B.tnk of Tanzaniot. Ecmwmic Hull~tm. ~l.orch mt.l Dcccmher 1971'. Table D. 



--------- -------· -----------·--------- -- --------------·- ~--~---

Source: Clark. Table IV-.XIV, p. 190. 



TA.'BLt 1Il~l5 

Regional /,ocation of Parastatals 

Regi-on Dar cs Sala;,rn Kilimanjaro Aru:dw Tanga Mwunza Other 
----------~-·---- -------·--

Assets (!>hs ti1illion) ( Jf)"!O) 402 27 47 12~ 85 203 
'/r· of Total -~5% 1'."' • 1(/ 5'i(, 1-l% 10% 259f· 
Value Added (shs million) 

( 1971) 151 -'·1 13 7 25 !6o 
')o of Tt~t al 41 r;; l'"i 4'i; 1f'' 

.... /0 7'A· 45% 
EmploymL·nt ( 1'171) 12)';~ 23~~ S-10 4]0 !7]\1 C)t;4(l 
'lr.- tlf Total 4'.Y;'r I '>f 3(:1;, Jfl! - /(• 

"'1('1 
If( 32'k 

-------
Soun.:c: Surl'ey of /ndusrriul l'roduclion N70, p. 72. unpublished data. 

l?cgional L.omtion of all Industries, /970 

Region Coast Kilimanjaro 1\rusha Tanga !\lwanza Otht'r 
---- --------·-----· --- -~---------- ------··- --------~------·--------------------- . 
Value 1\dded,.(~hs million) 3(15 24 26 33 57 1 56 
'Yn of Total (,y;;, 4''' ,{ :)Cj() 6':Y,' I O'·,:f, 10% 
I :.mploymcnt ?::OJ(, Z5<7 ,, 1.10 ·1·1:'7 .\'i(,-1 11735 
% of 'J uta I ·l.'i''l t;fl! 

•' ,, (,(_:; ()r,:; I 0';; 25 1;; 

Population a~ % of Tot;d jf;,;) (J''.;. sr•;,, c,ri;. CJ'if, 27% 

Source: S:trrcy o( Industrial f'roductiofl /I.J70, p. 72. unpuhhhcd data. 

~----...---- ----- ·'- ----·· 
~r .. ' • ; Urban Location of Parastalal Investment 

First F.Y.P. % Second F.Y.P. 1;··;; 

shs million shs million 

Dar es Salaam 350 5o 603 35 

Tanga 11 2 209 12 
A. rush a 5 80 5 
Moshii 12 2 84 5 
Mwanza 52 8 80 5 

Sub-Total 430 71 1056 62 
Other towns 178 29 645 38 
Total Towns 608 100 1701 100 

Towns as Share 
of total 57 64 

Source: Clark, Table IV-XXI. p. 201. 

16 7 



- -ii'-AELE -t=l¥H ·Ji 
~ Tanzanian ptrformatlct in efforts ro arramfood .rrlf- ru[llcirnry. (A llligurt\ ·.e 

------m-:-:illion Tanzanian shillin~. at current prices, unless othnwi~e des•!!natcdl 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (~) 

Food. 
bl'l'rra~:n 

Tara/ & rohorro ( 2) 01 OJ ill 

Year inrporrs• imports• <)'i of{/) cnr·· %of(~) 

1961 903.2 120.3 13.3 4,102 2.9 

1962 902.1 131.0 14.5 4,454 2.9 

1963 915.6 87.5 9.0 4,932 1.8 

1964 952.9 90.2 9.5 6,030 u 
1965 1,082.1 112.3 10.4 6.140 1.& 

1966 1,360.7 133.7 9.!! 7.042 1.9 
1967 1,359.5 121.6 8.9 7,343 1.7 

196'8 1,531.7 108.6 7.1 7,874 1.4 

1969 1,418.7 99.6 7.0 8,271 1.2 
1970 1,939.2 109.3 5.6 9,173 1.2 
1971 2,412.9 127.1 5.3 9,814 i.) 

1972 2,595.9 227.2 8.8 11.172 2.0 
1973 3,141.2 197.9 6.3 13,103 1.5 
1974 5,429.3 990.9 I!!. 3 15,994 6.2 
1975 5,324.1 955.9 18.0 19,011 5.0 
1976 4,738.8 334.9 7.1 23,139 1.4 
1977 6,041.2 520 .. 8 8.6 29,420 1.8 
1978 8,775.7 495.8 5.7 JJ,580 u 
1979 8,882. 7 307.1 3.5 36,839 0.8 
1980 9,927.3 L197.7t 12.1 40,42(1 J.O 

euN Department of S~ia1 and Economic Affairs, Yrorbook oflnlrrnalional Tro.k 
Statistics, various years. 
••lMF,/nrunallonal Finandol Slat/sties ·Yrorbook, 1979. 
tMost of this was accounted for by a major increase of food-grains and cereal~. 
Data before 1968 arc adjusted to include both mainland Tanzania (fanganyib) •nd 
Zanzibar. 

- -- TABLE -;--III • 17 . ····----. --

Composition of total imports of Tanzania (percentage by type 
of goods) 

Consumer lntermediali' Capital Total 
Year goods• goods•• guodst (million shillings) 

1966 47 . .3 33.5 19.2 1,691 
1967 35.6 40.7 23.7 1,625 
1968 39.9 37.2 22.9 I ,834 
1969 37.5 40.6 21.8 1,710 
1970 30.0 40.4 29.6 2,274 
1971 25.3 44.4 30.7 2,725 
1972 28.8 45.9 25.4 2,878 
1973 30.4 45.8 23.8 3,479 
1974 37.0 42.2 20.8 5,258 
1975 24.2 48.4 27.3 5,694 
1976 28.0 42.9 29.1 4, 739 
1977 24.7 42.2 33.1 6,041 
1978 23.5 38.8 37.7 8,776 
1979 22.3 34.4 43.2 8,883 
1980 32.5 35.9 31.8 9,927 

• Includes a portion of passenger cars. 
•• Includes building and construction, and spare pans (i.e. capital goods parts~ 
t Includes transport equipment and basic machinery.· 
SOURC~ Tan·z.ania, Bureau of Statistics, The Economic Survey. /975-1976 (D~r 
es Salaam: Government Printer, 1975) for 1966 through 1975. UN Department 
of Social and Economic Affoirs, Ycarbcok of International Trade Statfs:ics, for 
1976 through 1980. _ · 
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---TABLE • III 18 • • 
· Cummirm~nts of cxranal pub~v loans a lUi grants hv JUUT• 't'), /Y67-JCJ75 

C(XN:) of US dollars) 
-------. --·- ·-· ---- ·--··- - ---··------. -·-- ~-- ··-- ---

<:ummii:IICIII> 
--------- --------· ----- -- ------- ------- -------~--~---- ---------------------- -----------·-- --

/WJ7 J<;.JC1 /W>Y J<J7(• 1~7' Jyl! /Y7.i /Yl.J /Y7.' 

'· Typ~ of Cr~oJuur 
Supplicr5' Cre.1it~ 14 H'J4 lO 141• -~liN) 

Private Ban.- 1 rc:Jir' 15 J.'l! l 40.) I l:l.o\ ~ 200 
Public l~ue.:!. a.,nd• 

Other Privat.! l:.od,l 6C/iar 2 '17.1 lb lst-41 51~ , .. ' 
L<xuu Jrvm lrurrnuuull"• Vr~tumzuii<JriJ .i2W -1 j()(l ?7 5011 1<,1 (H)() 'I ,i/J() f.J Uj 7 !.J .l,w 1.1.1 .lt!l) .-7 )tXI 

African De\·clupment Bank 3 257 l 7X'J 
Arab Fund for Ecor.. and Scx1al Dev 7 lUI 7 llXI 
lBRD ; 200 7l.W 3U lUJ h51UI .\II lUI 
IDA _4 )UI 20 5W 'I(Ul '} /'it) J llJ 1\UJ 22 (l(~J hi .:!IU Ill lUI 

Louns from GuYtmmt'nt: 17 7Yo~ 20 4<J.J .J(J 702 2.1.? 5JU .') _iCl/ 47 117 lil 757 Ul/.lfJ '1/ 1f>11 
Bulgari<~ J lMJ ]lUI 
Canada 4lt> 925 2 675 2 U7'1 7 ~ 1" 57 Wo ~ .127 
China. P~oplc's Ro:pubh.: ul 7'1'1 1M 20.1 iii I 1 K7o 7t> 4.'>1< 
Czcthoslo\·alia ) ~211 
Dcnm;ul.: 'S I;) 77 5 3':1/, 15 <>12 17 442 
f'mland 5 285 ~ N>.? 7 oil German)·. Fc:1.1. Rep . ..,, :;!S 3 7)1 )-' 5.'\.1 17 lNI 1\ l~l'i .India 6 595 Israel (l7 

hal> IU (AWj Ill xr. j 
Japar, 5 0(1) 
Ku"'·a.,. 

L'i )I',' 
Nc:rherla..~. 

i V28 ~ 2'Jp I '>'5~ I~ l.'i~ 7 \)::· S"'cl.!ct~ . '57:! 17 Y'll li\'JH (I 4.i7 "'1'\2 11 UnitcJ ~U•~Io.lv•H 1% 7:>1 
.""':, ··:""!·" 

!II 1~111 .~ •. Uni11:o s,,,,,~, I bi-J lJ Y011 10 l\10 II '110 ~ 'JC~I 2 (lUI 

USSR I .\,\j lo bC•:> 
umbi~ I 1% 
Mulliple l..c:oac:r, I 135 I 002 I 15'1 

Loan)-Told! +~ o7.1 -14 971 11'14 ~t,. 27Y 1111.1 Jo u~i> tl:\ .l7~ 1117 I ~o 21~1 ~.~1 l.lx ww 

Sourer vJ ~""'". 
/II /.IU Multllattrlll 1'\~rncin ~\NV .!WU J u_)(} -1 .J.':JU J J(J() .J 4YIJ .\ //(} (I (~XI 

· UN DC\<'Iopm\.-il! Pru!Lr.unm~ 2 Ylill .lHO 
UN Rc~ul.sr Pro~r01muh· 2 '1'1\) ~ wu 3 U5U 21.10 .\1.1.'111 ~211 ~Ill 
UN Children's Fund I~U !XU )2\J -'!XI ~711 7'111 
UN FAO World Fu.>.! ~)ll 21-itl 4111 I '>Ill .\411 I -'W 

·UN ll•t~h (.''""""";;, "" K.:lu~t""' J -It•• 2 210 2 7Xll I .lw 2 2'JII .\ 41<11 
Orhcr Un•tcd Natllln~ ~'}() 6.kl 7XlJ 10.1 250 
Europc:0111 Onclopr.1.:nt Fund \() 

Govur.mt':U.> '1!:1 /6<1 ,, 770 1~ 010 iY t.1.2U 23 5·~- 25 !Ufi .<7 1511 55 IJ/11 .~\1 ;:;7u 
A.J\:raliJ I:!H 'N ii.AI ltJU ~L K() /!II ISO 790 

QA~utr:a 211 :;u 111 .2\1 II· Ill 211 
Belgiurr. !U )I !tJ ll• .!II Ill 4\1 
::>tn.t~t! I ~.'Ill 1 "'-".! 1 hi0 I ~t.O 2 J~ 3 Jii{l j 910 3 4'AJ I;) 13<1 
o~nmarl 

·~· 7Nl '\5(; I ~KIJ : .j,.;() 2 I>XI I .j 111\11 ·' 5211 II 1\.+11 
Finl.and 5 &XI 
Ocnnao'. h:d.:r al k.:put>I1C ul 5 I S11 J 22U .\ b:u ~ 54D ~ I SO ·' h.:?! I ~ 1>.:?11 7 7'111 Ill ~511 llah o 30 .10 )0 .\() -1)0 11•1 .l711 1~1 Jap;11 2tJ 1.'\11 .:?511 ~.'\() (170 71U 730 I 11211 I 1\XII Ncthcrlamh I 1.\Q '>IIXI 2 5W .l)W 5 1211 New Z.c:al•mJ 

.\11 Nor\o\.6!Y 41V -IIU HI) 7)() I .l'lll 2'1111 .l 41-itl h X'>~~ I I117W S\io.:<.kn I 630 I 7r:A.I I 560 2 'J'Jtl 2 Ill• .1 ISIJ y 1 ill 17 5-'11 2'1 5tA) $\ioilzcrl01nJ .:?u flU 220 IMJ -1111 1711 2111 nu .\Ill 
Unit~d Ku1~om 7 o.:?u .:? ~Jo 4 2-IU .J 1.\u .j .lt•• .\ ~211 .\ ~)II .l -'lMl .1PW United St<~h:' 11000 7WO 5 li<.AJ ·' I)! \I 5 lOll .j IXAI HW 51HI 7 IHI 
Grant~- I'"·'' 31 170 2V 7()(1 21 (J(~I ~·I .ll" 2tJ \',hi/ 2'1 (l'l\1 l? ~w hi hiiJ l!AIIUI ·-·--- -- ---· ------------------.. ----·-- -------------------O,.urt: II$ KU 

I b't 



TABLE : III • 19 
~~ .... _,.,..._,.,..;. _ ....... -

----~~ .. -===-~-~---.....::--
Aid Dehr 

Donor Country 

PRC" 
World Bank 
Canada 
USA 
Sweden 
W. Germany 
USSR 
UK 
Denmark 
ltaly 
.Holland 
India 
Bulgaria 
Zamhia 
Romania 
Finland 
East Africa Puwc:r & Lighting Co 
CDC 
Soleh Boneh Co 
UNDP 

• Ycl to be tlisburst!d. 

I ,949)1<;,625 
H21,266,042 
-H3,348.338 
357 ,7tN ,044 
337,425,060 
175.605.880 
172.334,800 
105.009,685 
98,560,000 
91,621,276 
54,&)4,100 
46,725.000 
Z.l ,tXXJ.OOO 
20.62l)J2H 
7.3-WJ<Xl" 

39,487.140 
50.657 .26') 
37,984,800 

5,621,911 . 
1.750,000 

TOTAL = 4.~W~.268.5lJ8 
-----------------

Suurct!: Uuiiy N~ws. March 15, 1'J74. P· 3. 

TABLE : III • 20 

Aid Donors in~_olved in Regional Planning 197517/ 

DotWr 
Canada 
Denmark 
European b:onornu.: Community 
FAO (UNDP) 
Finland 
Germany (Federal Republic) 
lndia 
tBRD (World bank) 

Japan 
Nethe rlanJ..<. 

· Norv.·ay 
Sweden 
United Kingdom 
USA 
Yugoslav•.: 

R(gion.s 
Coast; Dar c:s Salaam: Dodoma 
West Lak~ 
lringa • 
lringa 
Lindi; Mtwara 

~1 
~;Mara: Mwilrua•: Shinyanga': 

Tabor:.J" 
KilimanJaru 
:-.1oroguro; Shiny.>.ngJ 
Mbe}·a 
Aru:;ha; Mwanza; Tabora 
Lindi •; Mtwar~· 
Arush4 
Ru,·uma 

• Donor invited lO rc:wrilc or finilncc plans prtp<an:J by .another <~i.eOC\ 
Sourc~: adapted !(pm Mushi (1978: Y4l with additional information. 

\'10 



TABLE . III 21 . • 
----------·-

Donor Interest Repayment Grace 
Country Rate Period Period 

USSR 2~ l"Jc 12 yrs. No-Grace 

W. Germany 1 r'i( 20 yrs. 5 yrs. 

Israel n /Jfc ~ yra. No Grace 
Sweden 2 r;, Over 15 yr~ ."i vr-;. 
Japan 5.75 o/c Over IR yrs. 5 yrs. 

IDA Oo/r Over 50 yrs 10 yrs. 
IBRD }-6 ?!· Over 23 yr!>. J yrs .. 
China Oo/c 20 yrs. · 10 yrs. 
USA 1-2 1i; -+!) yrs. 10 ;r::. 

----· ----- ·--····--------
Source: Compiled from Nihlock. 'Aid and Fon.:i~n Policy.· 

TAB~ : III • 24 

Malt Mixrants: Education by Time of Arrival i11 Town ]<;70 (f'e.rcenragcs) 
------~-----------· ------------·------------------

No Some Standard~ Standard~ 

Edut:atJOn Education 1-4 S-1-1 L.l ni vc rsit y 
-7--------------- ------------------- -----------·- --- -------
Bdort· fndcrx:i.dtJII.'t' 33 67 29 2K q I. 

After lndcpendcnct· 14 X6 21 ..14 20 2 

Source::: AdapteJ ftom R.ll. Sabot, 'Education, Income Distribution, and Rate!- vi Urban Mi~rat1on rn 
Tan7ania.' Economic Rest•arch Bureau Paper 72.6, University of Dares Saiaam, IY72. 

TABLE : III • 25 
Table 5 Maie MiRralltS. Riltes of Urhan Migration hy Age and Education ( PercentaRes) 

-- --- ----------- --- --··----·-
Agl· No Some Standards Standards Forms 

Education Education 1-4 S--8 1--6 University 
--·---------···· 

14-19 0.15 1.62 .60 2.65 5.0 3.33 
25:-34 0.28 1.88 .81 3.45 11.11 22.22 
35-44 0.47 2.00 1.00 3.61 11.81 20.00 
45-59 0.46 2.62 1.6~ 4.69 15.00 50.(XJ 
60 and Over 0.55 4.00 2.tN 12.10 30.00 

\?I 



Polley objrctiYts 

DISttlfOI'"'tttl 
1. Reduce roreien control and 

ownenhip or major means or 
production 

2. Reduce reliance on export 
rec:eipU for. nation~ I 
income 

3. Reduce luxury consumer 
imports 

4. A Ita in sclf·surficienc:y · 
in agricultural production 
(eliminate food importS) 

lnurnatiolla! nstro~rtllrifll( 
I. Divenify export market 

destinations 

1. 

E•pand Sourh-Sourh linkain; 
(a) Expand tr~de with 

developing councries 

(b) Expand trade with Ease 
Africa 

(c) Cooperate with other 
· developins councrics in 
oNonh-Sourh negociations 

DomntiC' USITIJC'tllring 
I. Establish 'appropriate 

institutions' to implement 
self-reliance 

2 •. Reorient the internal market: 
(a) Divenify upon 

commodities 

(b) Resrructure import 
priorities 

TABLE III • 22 
Tan:a11illlt trad' poliq: tra11slatl11l ulf·rdiancr ifllo practicr 

Pollq "''arurn 

Nationalis:uion of upon-import 
r.ommercial activit! o ' 

Stare incentives and investments 
to transform domestic production 

TarirTs and STC import confinements 
applied to targeted luxury 
commodities 

Considerable state investment in 
agricultural sector; ujomaa and 
villagisation schemes 

· E~rablish STC agencies abroad, 
p•rtkipate in international trade 
fain, employ parallel trading in 
bilateral cude l&reemenu. 

STC lo l•kC' control of imp.>f'1•. 
,_,...._ .wn- ... .w.."-4 
~ -·----'-~ . .:..:. 

Commercial auach.:S. special lrade 
miss ions, foreign purchasins offices 

~sl African Communicy escablishcd 
(with common external ruiff and 
diiTerencial tariff policies) 

Policy coordination wichin UNCI AD 
and Lom~ ConventioM 

STC create-d to manage rrade polic:y 

Establish crop priorities. employ 
ru incentives, extension advice:, 
political exhortation. and st~tc 
inYC$Imenl for diYcnifiacion 
efforts 

Use of !~riffs, import lic:eming. 
and sure im·estments to expand 
dome5tic 01.11pu1 

17~ 

Policy 011tcomn 

1; 

All luge, foreign owned commercial enterprise., 
n11ionaliscd in 1967. Subscqucnt nationaliucion of 
importing entcrprisn in 1980. 

Export rcccipu begin decreasing shortly afler 
independence. Only significant chan~e in rare of 
decline after Arusha (durin~ 1977) due 10 cnmmoJit) 
price and cyclical productinr. drops 

Mi\Cd resulls: pas1en!:cr car irnpo111 rcdu.:ed. 
\elcvision sets banned. hut lu,ury rnlilc import' 
unchanged. 

Food imports have decrea1cd only sl•shrly s..nct 
Arusha. and increased dramatically after t"o drou~ht 
years. 

Export market diversification has incrcao;,cd 
~igni(>eancly since che Arusha Declaration. 

lm('Clr1 ., ... ,,,'C'C' divc-nirtoe.IK)n haa 1akcn place, bu& h 
..,.,.....~..,. c..( p.""-'1~Ar-.-..h4 ,....,~ ....,.~,......._ 

. ··' -·- -···-.-- ------·---~- .::..:...:...:~::.:·-. 

Lrrrle ~ucccss: only increases •n trade Yalue due co 
mcrea1ed cost of pecrolcum imports. 

East African trade decreased after 1967, EAC 
dismantled in 1977 

Tanrania has been an active pa nicipant, bur c~nj!ibk 
fxndiu have not yel been rccetl eJ. 

STC di1manrlcd in 197J arod 1974 due 10 
ineffec-liveness and mismanagement. 

Major primary export commodittes rematn unchan&cd. 
though some progres..• on export of manu(a\.'turcd 
t,oods. Most changes in specific primary commodiliM 
due to inlernational markcl llucluations. nor 
government policy. 

Limite-d succ:=: consumer impons have declined 
slightly rclative IO intermediate and capital goods. 



TABLE III • 23 
World Bank lending programme in Ta11zania up lo June 1978 

' . (US $ million) 
------------------· 

Agncultur!" 
Agricultural crr:dll 
Live~tocl. d..:vc:h>prnc:nt 1 bc:d) 
Tubaccl> (including pwcn'>ing) 
SmallhoiLkr ll!a 

Geitil cullon 
Cashewnut procc:~sing 
Kilombcw ~ugar 
Integrated rc:gion;d dc:vclupmcnt pruJcrb 
National rn<~izc: project 
Dair~ l!c:vc:lopn.c:nt 
Fisheric:• 
Fore:)! f) 
Educutiun 

/nfruSifUCIUft' 
Highw;,v~ 

Mmog.,a• Willer '>Uppl) 
Luw-co)t ltOu~inj.! 
Trucking 
lndustrr 
T<~nZ<Ullil ln'c:~trn..:nt Bank 
T c:xtll..:~ 
Moro~?oro lnou,tnal Complex 

Prr:.,.;rumm'"' A'·' I>IUIICr' ( untic:c.J 1 

TtChtiKUi A.\lilltl'l<'t' 

Suhlotai 

Unc:-thmJ )har..: •>I loiJm to East 
African Community for railwa\·s. 
harbour~. ~ t..:kcommunicatio~~ 

'j (l{<; j 

Fl~cal yc:ar 

1%0 
l'>l<llJ, ll)7} 

l'J71. I'J77. l'J7H 
IIJ71 
IIJ74 

1'174. IIJ71'l 
IIJ75 

!'17:i. IIJ77. 11J7H 
I 11711 
llJ7o 
llJ7i 
l'n7 

!%4. llJ'>lJ. 1'171. 
1473. llJ7o 

i%7. 1%'.1. 
l Y71. 1975 
llJ67. IY71!. 
IY74. IY77 

llJ77 
I IJ7). J\,17/'1 

ILJ7!i 

jlJ74. I'J7Cl. I '>17/'1 
llJ7'i. }l)7r, 

l\,177. 

1~7). 1')77. 

IY7h 

JlJo:i- ., J 

-""'"'~ ~~-;;~-------------------------

17 3 

IDA tURD 

5.0 
1\Ui 
11.0 
1\U\ 
17.5 
23.U 

':1.0 
40.2 
I i}.l' 
IU.\1 
Y.O 

~H.:! 

2\1.5 
I).U 

t'UI 

2." \1 

II .. 
J).\1 

0.\i 

.17-1 ~ 

21.U 
Y.U 

7 .II 

K.ll 

70.2 

15.0 

_,1)_1) 

35 lJ 

11.5 

·'U.U 

231'. 7 
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